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A compressor stage with a rotor tip speed of 1600 ft/sec, high blade loadings, and boundary 
layer suction through a slit in the corner formed by the stator suction surface and the hub 
wall was tested. Both rotor and stator blades had multiple circular arc (MCA) airfoil sections. 
The stator chord angle was set 4 degrees more axial than design, to increase incidence for the 
purpose of evaluating the effect of slit suction on stator flow range. 
Overall performance at design speed for data points with stator hub slit suction is compared 
to data without slit suction in Table 1. Two values of stage efficiency are given, the values 
in parenthesis were calculated using a procedure which accounts for the flow bled through 
the boundary layer suction slit. Comparison of data taken with and without slit suction 
showed that suction improved efficiency at maximum flow, part speed, but had little effect 
near stall. No significant increase in stage efficiency was obtained at design speed. Flow 
range from maximum flow to stall was not affected by slit suction. Slit suction reduced 
stator losses at 5, 10, and 15 percent span from the hub. Stator wakes were narrower and 
shallower with suction. 
TABLE 1 
OVERALL PERFORMANCE COMPARISON 
WITH AND WITHOUT SLIT SUCTION 
(DESIGN SPEED) 
Near-Stall Near-Stall 
Max Efficiency Max Efficiency Data Point Data Point 
Data Point Data Point Without With 
Parameter Without Suction With Suction Suction Suction 
Corrected Weight 181.03 179.58 173.09 173.58 
Flow, lb/sec 
Rotor Pressure 1.906 1.935 2.003 2.033 
Ratio 
Rotor Efficiency, 87.3 87.6 85.8 86.5 
Percent 
Stage Pressure 1.842 1.871 1.908 1.937 
Ratio 
Stage Efficiency, 82.3 82.7 79.2 79.9 
Percent (82.2) (79.4) 
Contour plots were prepared for pressure, temperature, velocity, and air angle at the stator­
exit instrumentation plane with stator hub slit-suction. Contour plots showed that stator 
losses were concentrated in corners where the stators intersected the endwalls, and'that these 
loss areas grew with increased back pressure. Increased back pressure caused more severe 
total pressure gradients in the wake region although wake width remained approximately 
constant. 
No stress limits were encountered during the test program. Rotating stall surveys showed 





Recent results from research compressors have shown that compressor rotors can be designed 
to operate with high aerodynamic blade loading and/or high inlet relative Mach number and 
still achieve good efficiency (85 to 94 percent) with acceptable stall margin (12 to 15 percent). 
However, there is a severe penalty on stage efficiency due to high stator losses. The major 
portion of the high loss region occurs in the vicinity of the stator end-walls. Therefore, no 
appreciable overall gains in stage performance can be made without reducing the level of 
losses in the stator end-wall regions. In addition to high stator losses, in many cases the stall 
free range of the compressor stage is limited by stator stall. Slit-suction is one type of end­
wall treatment that has shown some degree of success in reducing stator end-wall losses in 
cascades (Reference 2) and single stage compressors (Reference 3). 
As part of Contract NAS3-10482, a stator end-wall treatment program was initiated to inves­
tigate the effectiveness of various types of end-wall treatments on reducing stator losses and 
increasing the stator stall free range of operation. The single stage compressor used in this in­
vestigation is the same as presented in Reference 1 with stator hub-slit-suction added. In 
order to evaluate the effect of end-wall treatment on stator range, the stator vanes were re­
staggered four degrees open (increased incidence) with respect to the design stagger. This 
compressor has a design rotor tip speed of 1600 ft/sec and demonstrated a rotor pressure 
ratio and efficiency of 2.0 and 89 percent respectively, and a stage pressure ratio and effi­
ciency of 1.946 and 84.5 percent respectively. 
The purpose of this report is to present the results of stator hub slit-suction applied to a high 
Mach number highly loaded single stage compressor. 
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III. APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE
 
A. Test Compressor 
The compressor (Figure 1) is a highly-loaded, high-Mach-number, single stage with no inlet 
guide vanes, 30 MCA rotor blades and 44 MCA stator vanes. It is identical to the compressor 
of Reference 1 except for the addition of stator hub-slit-suction shown in Figure 2, and a stator 
restagger of four degrees to increase incidence so that the effects of slit suction on stator 
flow range could be evaluated. The rotor is the same one tested in Reference I except that 
blades tips were machined to remove results of tip abrasion, and leading edges were blended 
to remove nicks resulting from a bearing failure in a previous test. Extra material (0.030 
inch) was added to the rotor shroud rub-strip to provide an acceptable blade tip clearance 
without changing the axial location of the rotor relative to the stator. Proximity measure­
ments indicated that the rotor running clearance was 0.063 inch at design speed, compared 
with 0.050 inch in the test results reported in Reference 1. Rotor and stator design para­
meters are summarized in Table 2. The rotor assembly is shown in Figure 3. Complete de­
sign details are given in Reference 4. 
TABLE 2 
MCA ROTOR AND STATOR DESIGN PARAMETERS 
Rotor - Stations 8 and 9 
%Span Dia- 1 Dia ­ 2 3*8 P*9 * 8ss 3*sh Solidity 
5 (hub) 17.47 19.77 48.97 1.87 55.40 45.74 2.276 
10 18.47 20.41 49.59 9.63 56.02 46.76 2.173 
15 19.47 21.05 50.44 16.51 56.59 47.76 2.080 
30 22.31 22.96 53.77 29.73 57.87 50.53 1.855 
50 25.79 25.52 56.40 42.30 59.30 54.68 1.638 
70 28.95 28.08 59.08 50.53 61.07 59.17 1.476 
85 31.29 29.99 61.63 54.11 62.96 63.01 1.379 
90 31.88 30.63 62.53 55.10 63.65 64.18 1.355 
95 (tip) 32.50 31.27 63.21 55.84 64.14 64.96 1.332 
Stator - Stations 10 and 11 
%Span Dia- 1 Dia- 2 f3 10 3"11 3o10ss 13sh Solidity 
5 (hub) 20.41 21.49 39.23 -16.41 42.15 34.47 2.010 
10 21.01 21.96 38.27 -15.44 41.21 32.62 1.959 
15 21.59 22.43 37.42 -14.89 40.36 30.94 1.911 
30 23.31 23.90 35.44 -15.22 38.44 27.18 1.781 
50 25.60 25.89 33.60 -16.04 36.72 24.01 1.632 
70 27.82 27.90 32.45 -17.48 35.68 22.38 1.508 
85 29.41 29.38 32.12 -19.91 35.44 22.82 1.430 
90 29.91 29.86 32.15 -21.40 35.48 23.36 1.407 
95 (tip) 30.38 30.29 32.33 -23.69 35.69 24.40 1.387 
NOTE: Symbol definitions appear in Appendix 2. 
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The suction slit design was based on data reported in References 2 and 3 which showed 
that end-wall-region cascade losses were reduced significantly by extracting small amounts 
of flow through a slit at the intersection of the wall and blade suction surface. These data 
showed that most of the attainable benefit was obtained by extracting the corner flow passing 
through the area common to the boundary layer displacement thickness growth on the 
vane surface and the wall. 
The stator hub slit extends from 15 to 85 percent chord and is .025 inch wide. Design flow 
rate through the slits is 0.30 percent of compressor design flow. Slit suction design details 
are given in Reference 4. 
Suction for stator hub slits was provided by test facility exhaust pumps. The stator hub 
slit suction plenum is evacuated using four hollow struts just upstream, and in line with the 
rear bearing support struts. Suction flow through these struts is measured using a common 
calibrated flow measuring orifice (Figure 4). Other facility hardware was the same as 
described in Reference 1. 
B. Instrumentation and Calibration 
Static pressure in the plenum beneath the suction slits was measured by three pressure taps, 
and the plenum temperature was measured by three bare-wire thermocouples. Slit-suction 
flow rate was measured by a 3.297 inch sharp-edge orifice (Figure 4) within an estimated 
accuracy of ± .03 lb/sec flow. Hot film probes are used to detect rotating stall. Other in­
strumentation is described in Reference 1. Typical instrumentation is shown in Figure 5. 
Axial and circumferential locations of instrumentation are shown in Figures 6 and 7, respec­
tively. 
C. Test Procedure 
All testing was conducted with uniform inlet flow. Stator hub slit suction was used for all 
tests unless otherwise noted. 
1. Shakedown Test 
Shakedown tests were conducted to establish the mechanical integrity of the 
compressor and to locate critical stress boundaries which could limit the operating 
range. Vibratory stresses were recorded during accelerations and decelerations 
from 50 to 105 percent of design speed with open throttle, part-throttle, and 
near stall throttle settings. All fixed instrumentation and wake rake traverse data 
were recorded at the beginning and end of each constant throttle acceleration to 
provide three data points at 50 percent and at 100 percent speed. At design 
speed, one performance data point was acquired which included traverse data at 
all stations to verify the hub-slit-suction flow rate and demonstrate the operation 
of data acquisition and reduction systems. 
Rotating stall surveys were conducted at 50, 70, 85, 90, 95, and 100 percent of 
design speed. Velocity fluctuations at the rotor inlet were indicated by a hot film 
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probe with three sensors located at 25, 50, and 85 percents of span from the hub 
(Figure 5f). Readings from this probe along with selected rotor and stator strain 
gages, a speed signal, and a stator leading edge static pressure were recorded 
simultaneously as the throttle was closed from wide open to stall. Several surge 
pulses were recorded for each stall-transient survey. 
2. Performance Test 
Performance data with stator hub slit suction were obtained at 50, 70, 85, 90, 
95, and 100 percent of design speed for a total of 30 points.' In addition stall 
flows were measured for all speeds. Traverse data were taken at nine diameters at 
the rotor-inlet and stator-exit for 26 of the data points. For the remaining four 
data points, boundary layer surveys were conducted at fifteen radial positions for 
all probes. Stator-inlet probes were traversed for these four points, in addition 
to the rotor inlet and stator exit probes. One combination probe (shown in 
Figure 5c), at the stator exit was tangentially traversed across a stator blade gap at 
fifteen radial locations to supplement the wake rake data. Three of the boundary 
layer survey points were acquired at design speed, part throttle, peak efficiency, 
and near stall. The fourth point was acquired at 70 percent speed, near stall flow. 
Six additional performance data points, three at 70 and three at 100 percent of 
design speed were taken, without stator hub-slit-suction to isolate the effects of 
suction on performance. All radial traverse data were obtained for these six 
performance points including stator inlet traverses. Stall flow was measured at 
100 percent speed without slit suction. 
D. Calculation Procedure 
The calculation procedure was the same as discussed in Reference 1 for uniform inlet flow
 




Adjusted efficiency was defined as the ratio (ideal work/actual work) where ideal work was 
calculated for only the flow which reached the compressor exit, and actual work as the sum 
of work done on the bleed flow in addition to work done on compressor exit flow. The 
actual work term does not account for the work required by the facility exhausters. The 
equation of this adjusted adiabatic efficiency is given in Appendix 1. Adjusted efficiency 
values are tabulated for each data point in Appendix 3. 
For the boundary layer survey points, overall performance and blade element calculations
 
were made using the wake rake data and contour plots of various stator aerodynamic para­
meters were generated from combination probe measurements. Velocities were calculated
 
from combination probe measurements of total and static pressure, total temperature, and 
air angle in the following manner: 1) Measurements of total and static pressure were used, 
with a probe calibration, to determine Mach numbers; 2) Total temperature measurements 
were corrected for Mach number and pressure level effects and used with Mach number to 
calculate absolute velocities; 3) Measured air angles were corrected for Mach number effects 
and used to resolve meridional and tangential velocity components. 
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IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
 
A. Shakedown Test Results 
Levels of vibratory stresses on the blades and vanes were recorded during accelerations and 
decelerations between 50 and 105 percent of design speed with wide open throttle, and near 
stall throttle settings. All observed blade and vane vibratory stress levels were within acceptable 
limits. 
Surge occurred at all speeds. This was determined from continuous recordings of signals 
from a three-sensor hot film probe at the rotor inlet, from strain gages, and from static 
pressures located along the flow-path walls. At high speeds, these measurements showed large 
fluctuations in velocity simultaneous with high vibratory stresses in rotor and stator blades, 
and static pressure variations. Periodic fluctuations in velocity indicated that rotating stall 
occurred at the beginning of the surge cycle. 
An oscillograph trace at 90 percent speed (Figure 8) shows a representative velocity pattern 
for all stalls. Velocities at midspan and hub decreased at surge whereas tip velocities in­
creased. The period of the surge-pulse was approximately 0.13 seconds. The recovery period 
between surge pulses varied with speed, ranging from 1.05 seconds at design speed down to 
0.11 seconds at 50 percent speed. At 50 percent speed, static pressure variation, velocity 
fluctuations, and vibratory stresses were small. 
As flow was reduced at a given speed, rotor and stator vibratory stresses increased sinmulta­
neously, so that it was not clear which blade row stalled first. 
B. Performance Test Results 
1. Overall Performance 
Overall performance of the rotor and stage with and without stator hub-slit-suction 
is presented in Figures 9 and 10. The stall line was established by extrapolating 
the characteristic speed lines to measured stall airflows, shown as slashed symbols 
on the figures. Stall flows are tabulated in Table 3. A maximum stage efficiency of 
82.7 percent was achieved at design speed with slit suction at a pressure ratio of 
1.871 and a corrected weight flow of 179.6 lb/sec. This efficiency drops to 82.2 
percent when it is adjusted for the work done by the rotor on the hub-slit-suction 
flow. The same peak efficiency was recorded without slit suction. Efficiencies 
which have been adjusted to account for suction flow are shown in the upper 
efficiency scale in Figure 9. Rotor efficiency for the same data point with slit 
suction is 87.6 percent at a pressure ratio of 1.935. This rotor'efficiency is 1.5 
percentage.points lower than the maximum rotor efficiency obtained at design. 
speed in the test of Reference 1. The difference may be attributed to any or all of 
the five changes in apparatus between this test and that of Reference 1; i.e. (1) 
increased rotor tip clearance, (2) decreased rotor inlet annulus area due to rotor 
tip fill, (3) the restaggered stator, (4) blended out nicks in slightly damaged rotor 
blades (Figure 3), and (5) upstream effects of stator hub slit suction. 
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TABLE 3 
SUMMARY OF STALL WEIGHT FLOWS 
Percent With Stator 







Maximum adjusted stage efficiency with stator hub-slit-suction was 85.8 percent 
and occurred at 50 percent of design speed. For 70, 85, 90,and 95 percent design 
speed the maximum adjusted stage efficiency was approximately 84.5 percent. 
Anet adjusted stage efficiency benefit of 1.5 percent was obtained with hub-slit­
suction at 70 percent speed for the maximum flow condition, but no effect was 
seen at other speeds. 
The lower pressure ratio seen near stall at design speed without stator hub-slit­
suction (Figure 9) is probably due to blockage effects caused by stator leading edge 
transverse probes. These probes were not traversed during hub-slit-suction tests 
except for the boundary layer points. Evidence of traverse probe blockage at 
design speed is shown in Figure 11. Spanwise profiles of pressure ratio for two 
points with slit suction and no stator leading edge probes are compared to two 
points with stator leading edge probes, one with slit suction and one without slit 
suction. Spanwise pressure ratios agree well for the two points which include 
stator leading edge probe traverses except at the root where slit suction improve­
ment is expected. These same points show a lower pressure in the tip region when 
compared to the points without stator leading edge probe traverses. This probe 
blockage effect on pressure ratio was not seen at 70 percent speed, where the stator 
inlet Mach number did not exceed 0.76. 
Overall stator recovery (P /P10 ) listed for points with and without slit suction in 
Poo
 
Appendices 3 and 4 as O) gives a direct measure of the effect of stator hub-slit-LOCAL 
suction. Slit suction increased stator recovery for the peak efficiency point at 
design speed from .968 to .974. It must be remembered that this recovery in­
crease with suction is gained at the expense of approximately a half percent in 
stage efficiency to account for the work done on the bleed flow. 
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Rotor performance for this test differed considerably from that achieved in the 
test of Reference 1. Maximum efficiency at design speed was 1.5 percentage 
points lower for this test as mentioned previously while pressure ratio was 
generally lower except near stall. At lower speeds, pressure ratios were slightly 
higher for this test at higher flows although near stall values were the same. Effi­
ciency values were 0 to 5 percentage points higher at lower speeds for this test. 
Gains were largest at maximum flow points with no significant change near stall. 
Part of the difference may be due to measured wake rake total pressure readings 
which showed one rake consistently higher than the other although no reason 
could be found to dispute the data. 
2. Blade Element Performance 
Blade element total pressure loss coefficient, diffusion factor, and deviation versus 
incidence angle are presented for both rotor and stator in Figures 12 and 13 for 
the performance test with slit suction. These data are tabulated in Appendix 3. 
Although overall performance benefits obtained by the addition of stator hub­
slit-suction were small, suction did reduce losses at 5, 10, and 15 percent of span 
from the hub for both 70 and 100 percent speeds. Figure 14 presents plots of 
stator blade element diffusion factor and total pressure loss coefficient versus 
incidence angle at these three spans for test points with and without slit suction. 
At 5 percent span from the hub, slit suction reduced the losses over the entire 
incidence range for 70 and 100 percent design speed. At 70 percent design speed 
the losses were reduced approximately 23 percent at the near stall incidence 
angle and 50 percent at the maximum flow incidence angle. At 100 percent de­
sign speed the losses were reduced approximately 18 percent at the near stall 
incidence angle and 29 percent at the maximum flow incidence angle. This effect 
diminishes outward from the hub until the effects are insignificant outboard of 
15 percent span from the hub. Complete blade-element performance data for 
points without stator hub-slit-suction are tabulated in Appendix 4. 
Gapwise distributions of stator exit total pressure, temperature, and adiabatic ef­
ficiency clearly show a narrower and shallower wake with slit suction. Figure 15 
presents distribution at 5 percent span from the hub for open throttle and near stall 
data points at 70 percent speed showing that the effect of suction is much stronger 
at the maximum flow condition than at the near stall point. At design speed 
(Figure 16) the effect is of the same magnitude as at 70 percent speed near stall 
regardless of throttle setting. Slit suction effects on the total pressure and tempera­
ture wake distributions disappear above 15 percent of span from the hub. The in­
crease in temperature in the wake region without suction may be caused by a re­
distribution of flow through the stator as a result of higher stator hub losses 
causing the stator to operate at a higher inlet pressure in the hub region. This 
would back pressure the rotor hub causing an increase in energy at the rotor hub. 
Another explanation is that enough high temperature air is being bled through the 
stator slits with suction to cause a lower temperature reading at the hub. The 
temperature ratio of the flow in the suction slit plenum is approximately .01 
higher than the temperature ratio at 5 percent span from the hub at design speed. 
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This is the magnitude of the change seen in gapwise pressure profiles between 
suction and non-suction data points. 
Rotor performance was calculated using stator-exit free-stream total pressure ob­
tained from the peak wake rake reading at each radial location. Design speed data 
were also reduced using the stator-exit free-stream efficiency method, as discussed 
in Reference 1, to determine rotor performance. Figure 17 shows the rotor over­
all efficiency comparison for the two methods at design speed and shows the 
spanwise efficiency distribution for the peak efficiency point at design speed. 
Blade-element performance of thetrotor and stator at design speed, using the free­
stream efficiency method is given in Table 7, Appendix 3. The free-stream efficiency 
method gave lower rotor hub efficiencies which resulted in slightly lower overall rotor 
efficiency for the same stage efficiency. 
3. Contour Plots of Stator Exit Traverse Data 
Tangential traverses were made at the stator exit for part throttle, maximum ef­
ficiency, and near stall points at design speed and at near stall for 90 percent speed 
with stator hub-slit-suction. Measurements of total and static pressure, total 
temperature, and absolute air angle were obtained at 4.3, 5.8, 7.0, 9.7, 12.2, 15, 30, 
50, 74, 90, 94, 97, 98, and 99.5 percentages of passage height from the hub. A 
fifteenth radial position was intended closer to the inner case but was not obtained 
due to an incorrect probe. depth setting. - Tangential spacing gave 15 readings across 
a stator gap at 90 percent span and 11 readings at 4.3 percent span. These measure­
ments were used to calculate velocity vectors, and to construct contour plots 
showing patterns of P/Pinlet, T/TinletI airflow angle, and Vm /\/0-7 at the stator-exit 
instrumentation plane. These contours are shown in Figures 18 through 22. 
a. Total Pressure Ratio 
Low pressure areas in the vicinity of the stator hub suction surface no longer 
exist as they did in Reference 5, possibly as a result of slit suction. Low­
pressure areas in the tip region are still present. 
Areas of strong gapwise gradients exist near both walls, Figure 18, and progress 
toward midspan as back-pressure is increased. At midspan the wake width 
increases slightly and the pressure gradient in the wake region becomes 
stronger with increased back-pressure. High pressure regions near the inter­
section of the stator pressure surface and the hub wall may be due to rotor 
wake flow migration to the stator pressure surface, as explained in Reference 
6. Rotor work changes, due to locally high back-pressure ahead of the stator, 
may also cause gapwise total pressure variations in addition to stator losses. 
b. Total Temperature Ratio 
Total temperature plots (Figure 19) show endwall gradients similar to the 
total pressure plots, indicating that rotor-wake separation or rotor back­
10 
PRATT & WHITNEY AIRCRAFT 
pressure patterns cause gapwise variations in both parameters. Both hub and 
tip endwall regions have a .03 to .04 drop in temperature ratio from the stator 
pressure to suction surface at design speed regardless of back-pressure. Matching 
total pressure and temperature profiles led to the free stream efficiency 
method for calculating stator-inlet average total pressure, Reference I No 
consistent temperaturepattern is seen at midspan but gapwise gradients tend 
to occur in the wake region. 
C. Air-Flow Angle 
Gapwise variations in air-flow angle were measured in the wake region at all 
spans (Figure 20). Studies have shown that the small (±10 degrees) angle 
variations indicated by the probe at midspan and hub can be attributed 
primarily to the large total pressure gradients in the wake region because side­
hole pressures on a wedge probe tend to turn it in the direction of the higher 
total pressure. Steeper angle variations in the tip endwall region indicate a 
vortex formation downstream of the intersection of the wall and stator blade. 
d. Static Pressure Ratio 
Gapwise gradients of static pressure were weak (Figure 21) although showing 
a wake pattern similar to the total pressure wake. Measured static rise across 
the wake is probably all due to the total pressure gradient forcing the probe 
to yaw and measure part of the velocity head with the side holes. Pressure 
increased with radius probably as a result of streamline curvature as the up­
stream hub convergence blends into a constant diameter wall. 
e. Meridional Velocity 
Meridional velocity contours (Figure 22) follow the patterns of the total 
pressure contours because static pressure variations are relatively small, and 
air angle does not vary enough to have a significant effect. Increasing back­
pressure enlarges the comer stall region near the tip but does not appear to 




Stator hub-slit-suction caused a reduction in hub losses for this test out to 15 percent span 
from the hub, maximum effect occurring at 5 percent span from the hub. These local 
benefits were not enough to influence the total stator losses appreciably so that overall stage 
efficiency benefits were slight. No adjusted efficiency benefit was seen at design speed, while 
the maximum benefit was 1.5 percentage points at 70 percent speed, maximum flow condi­
tions. Similar loss reductions were seen during the test of Reference 3 with slit suction al­
though the influence reached to 30 percent span from the hub. Stator hub recovery had 
more effect on the efficiency of the compressor in the test of Reference 3 than in this test 
so that the overall benefit was about 1.5 percent in unadjusted stage efficiency at design 
speed. 
No stall line improvement was seen with slit suction in this test where results from hot film 
probes and strain gauges were inconclusive as to which blade now stalled first. It is believed 
that the stage stall isinitiated by rotor stall even though the stator was restaggered four 
degrees open (4 degree increase in stator incidence angle). 
The results of this test and those of References 3 and 7 show that hub-slit-suction effects 
are local and only benefit overall performance when the stator hub has very high losses. 
These local effects may be quite significant, however, in high bypass ratio engines where 
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Figre 17 	 Efficiency Comparison of Free-Stream Toal Pressure versus FreeStream 
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Figure 19a 	 Total Temperature Ratio (TI 3 /T0 ), 100 Percent Speed, 181.5 Pounds Per 
Second Flow Rate 
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Figure 19b, 	 Total Temperature Ratio (T1 3 /T 0 ), 100 Percent Speed, 180.7 Pounds Per 


















Total Temperature Ratio (TI 3 /T0 ), 100 Percent Speed, 175.0 Pounds Per 
Second Flow Rate 
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Figure 19d 	 Total Temperature Ratio (T 13 /T 0 ), 90 Percent Speed, 153.96 Pounds Per 
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Figure 20a Absolute Air Angle, Degrees (90-3 13), 100 Percent Speed, 181.5 Pounds Per 
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Figure 20c Absolute Air Angle, Degrees (90 -913), 100 Percent Speed, 175.0 Pounds Per 
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Figure 21c 	 Static Pressure Ratio (P1 3 /P0 ), 100 Percent Speed, 175.0 Pounds Per Second 
Flow Rate 
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Figure 22a Meridional Velocity, Ft/Sec (Vml3), 100 Percent Speed, 181.5 Pounds Per 

























Figure 22b 	 Meridional Velocity, Ft/Sec (Vml3), 100 Percent Speed, 180.7 Pounds Per 


















Figure 22c 	 Meridional Velocity, Ft/Sec (V.1 3 ), 100 Percent Speed, 175.0 Pounds Per 












Figure 22d Meridional Velocity, Pt/Sec (Vml3), 90 Percent Speed, 153.96 Pounds Per 
Second Flow Rate 68 
APPENDIX 1 
PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS 
a) Relative total temperature 
T'8 =t 8 [i+ 7- 1 (V)2]T1 1+ Y2 1 (M' 8) 2](rotor (oo nin) 
T' 9 =T18 + [cwr8) 2 2 8(wrj9)2 (rotor out) 
b) Incidence angle based on mean 
in =/'8 -#"8 





80= - 0 (rotor) 
IQ= 0l! - 0*11 (stator) 








r9V9 -r8V 8 
969 8V8 
(r 8+r 9 ) cV' 8V -r V a 
10 V0 10 riri 11 
(r1 0, + rll) aV 1 0 
(rotor) 
(stator) 







P11(stator)0 P1 0 
69 
f) Loss parameter 
cOCos (9 (rotor) 
2 a 
Cos flu (stator) 
2or 
g) Polytropic efficiency 
y1in 9 
S [ P7 j1) p -­
1 7Pin T9] (rotor) 
y1In I[Pill1 
2) "p = tl 17 (stator) 
h) Adiabatic efficiency 
[P9 " -1 
ad= [7J 1 (rotor) 
L T12 
-1 









+ W16 T16- 1 
(stage) 






where n is number of tangential traverse 
points equally spaced across a stator 
gap and PAy avg is calculated from mass 






A - area, ft2 
Aan - annulus area, ft2 
Af - frontal area, ft2 
c chord length, in 
D - diffusion factor 
c - conversion factor, 32. 17 lbmft/lb sec
2 
im - incidence angle, angle between inlet air direction and line tangent 
to blade mean camber line at leading edge, degrees (labelled INCM, 
Table 4) 
is incidence angle, angle between inlet air direction and line tangent to 
blade suction surface at leading edge, degrees (labelled INCS, Table 4) 
M - Mach number 
MR - mass average in radial directions (Tables 15 and 16) 
N - rotor speed, rpm (N/)-labelled NCOR, Table 4) 
P - total pressure, psfa 
p - static pressure, psfa 
r - radius, ft 
R - gas constant for air, ft lb/lbm OR 
S - blade spacing, in 
T - total temperature, OR 
t - static temperature, 0R 
t/c - thickness-to-chord ratio 
73 
U - rotor speed, ft/sec 




Vm - meridional velocity (Vr + Vz 2 ) , ft/sec (labelled VM, Table 4) 
W - weight flow, lbs/sec 
( - absolute air angle, cot - 1 (Vm/V 6), degrees (labelled B, Table 4) 
S' - relative air angle, cot - ! (Vm/Vd'), degrees (labelled B', Table 4) 
7 - ratio of specific heats for air, 1.4
 
A0 - air turning angle, degrees
 
A3* - camber angle, degrees
 
- ratio of inlet total pressure to standard pressure of 2116.22 lbs/ft2 
60 - deviation angle, angle between exit air direction and tangent to blade 
mean camber line at trailing edge, degrees 
- angle between tangent to streamline projected on meridional plane 
and axial direction, degrees 
7 - efficiency, % 
0 - ratio of inlet total temperature to standard temperature of 518. 60R 
p - mass density, lbs-sec 2 /ft 4 
o - solidity, ratio of chord to spacing
 
U - total pressure loss coefficient (labelled OMEGA - B, Table 4)
 




- relative to moving blades
 
* - designates blade metal angle 
74 
Subscripts: 
ad - adiabatic 
p - polytropic or profile 
r - radial direction 
m - meridional direction (in z-r plane) 
sh - shock 
ss - suction surface 
z - axial direction 
0 - tangential direction (labelled 0, Table 4) 
0 - plenum chamber 
7 - instrument plane upstream of rotor 
8 - station at rotor leading edge 
9 - station at rotor trailing edge 
10 - station at stator leading edge 
11 - station at stator trailing edge 




BLADE-ELEMENT AND OVERALL PERFORMANCE WITH
 




IDENTIFICATION OF BLADE-ELEMENT OVERALL PERFORMANCE TABLE HEADINGS
 
ROTOR 








CAMBER OMEGA-B O-FAC OMEGA-B LOSS-P LOSS-P P02/ EFF-P EFF-AD EFF-P M-I M-2 M-L M'2
INCS ZNCM OEV TURN 
ALPAN -DEGEt Of9REE-DEGREE DE]GREE oG6EE S OCK TOTAL .pRni P-4- IOIJLCtO I_
 
10 cos 0,9 P9 
s8 m88 69 AP AOZ* sh O 2 (J'- sh)COS f9,i 'P Vad '1ps M8 M9 M' M' 
.9(;,W 20 o 
TO/TO PO/PO EFF-AD EFF-P
 
-NL-T 4NLET INLET INLET
 
T 9 P9
- - 77ad 71p 
To p0 
STATOR OIA-1 OIA-2 V-I V-2 VM-I VM2 VO-1 VO-2 BI B-2 BI-I B_2 VI'f V'-2 VOl- V0D-2 U-1 U-2 












INCS INCM DEV TURN CAMBER OMEGA-B 0-FAC OME ,A-5 LOSS-P LOSS-P P02/ EFF-P EFF-AD EFF-P M-1 M-2 M'-I MI'2 %PAN .-DEGREE QEGREE- DEGREE DEGEE DEGREE SHOCK TOTAL PROFILE- PnL. OTOAL.-XAL--SATT. 
5
 





70 isl i l0 bi AS A* &)sh D 2- Pl0 Ip 'Iad 'ps MI0 MIl 1 0- M1I 
(E-Csh) cOs 131 
STAGE PARAMETERS 2c 
NCORR WCORR TO/TO PO/Po EFF-AO EFF-P WC/A-1 WBLEED EFF - AD PO/PO 
INLET INLET INLET INLET INLET INLET Lw c- WTOTAL ADJUSTED LOCAL 
RPM "BM/SEC t sOFT 
--3 N WV' Tl Pll 'lad %p wv WBLEED 77ad Pl1 
0 6 To PO SA,, W ADJUSTED PO 
TABLE 5 
BLADE-ELEMENT AND OVERALL PERFORMANCE DESIGN DATA 
00 
ROTOR 
DIA-1%SPA, Itj ' DIA-2I V-IF/EC V-2FT/SEC vm-1F/SEC VM-2T/SEC VO-lFT/SEC VO-2FT/SEC B- 3-2 B'1 1'2 v-iDEGREEDEGREEOEGjjEEDCGPEEFT/SCC V-FT/SEC VO'-1FT/EC V '-2 FT/SEC U- U-FT/SEC FT/SEC 
5 17467 19.769 615.494 970.440 615.49 580.16 0 777.90 .0 51.20 33.98 17.22 1041.7 607.39 -844.1 -179.7 844. 1 957.6
 
10 18.467 20.408 625.703 946.010 625. 71,6 600.49 0 732.19 , .0 50.06 5. 99 23. 11 1090.4 652.85 -803.0 -256. 1 893.0 988.3
 
15 19.467 21.047 636.763 926.801 636.763 004.91 0 702. 17 .0 49.26 55.94 27.,67 1136.6 682.97 -9146 5 -317.0 941.5 1019.2
 
3o 22.314 22.964 668.382 877.741 668.382 542.25 0 617.bl .0 	 47.57 55 20 38.07 1268.2 752.20 -1077.8 -463.7 1077.8 1111.5 
0 46.15 60 74 48.03 1426.8 858.92 -1244.7 -638.5 1244.7 1236 550 25.791 25.520 697.536 829.215 697.536 574.46 0 597.98 

70 28.954 28.076 702.305 801.681 702 305 561.86 0 572. 13 .0 1.54 63.32 34.56 154.1 96.37 -1397.0 -788.9 1397.6 1161.0
 
85 31,295 29.993 686.769 793.611 6986.769 554.34 0 567.91 .0 45.70 
 65.49 	 57 97 1655. 1 1045.08 -1505.9 -885.9 1505.9 1453.8 
1046 70 -1539.2 -898.0 1539.2 1483.690 31.883 30.630 678.618 795 003 678.618 537.71 0 985.56 .0 47.44 6.21 59.09 1682.2 

95 32.499 31.271 670.550 800.046 
 670.550 403.36 0 629.81 .0 51.93 66.89 61.51 1708.1 1012.5 	 -1571.0 -884.0 1571.0 1513.8 
INCS INC4 DEV TUPN CAMBER OMEGA-BO-FAC OMEGA-B LOSS-P LOSS-P P02/ EFF-PCFF-AD EFF-P M-1 M-2 M.-I M'-2 




.0000 .5936 .1257 .0263 0261 2.11 .276 .9155 .8955 569 5 -1.40 4.65 12.20 3669 47.17 9197 .579 .813 1.0087 .5607
.0197 	 .0167 2 0 .9414 .9424
.0132 .091110 -0.96 4.72 10.75 31.88 39.99 	 .5642 
.795 1.0527 .5856
.0183 .3537 .0662 .0141 .0106 2.0 .9542 .9529 .9402 .590 15 -0.55 
.0589 .0123 .)037 2,0 .9515 .q471 .9435 .621 .747 1.1788 .64054.70 9.80 	
28.27 34.03 
80 .40 4.46 	 7.50 20.13 24.11 .0406 .5162 
-. 0009 2.0 .920 .9223 .9218 .631 .700 	 1.3308 .7250 4.03 4.60 	 12.71 14.60 .0773 .5252 .0729 .014950 1.22 	
.8848 .8768 .8816 .655 .671 1.4597 .8103 3.10 	 8.77 9.06 .1o83 .5031 .1097 .0215 .0003 2.0 
.0291 .0036 2.0 .8364 .826070 
1.89 3.70 
.8326 .640 .659 1.54t7 .8680 
85 2.29 3.45 3.42 7.52 7.93 .1327 	 .4910 .1514 
.657 1.6654 .8644
.1399 .3045 .191,4 .0373 .0107 2.0 .7941 .7850 .7900 .631 90 2.37 3.40 1.80 7.12 7.60 	
.0426 .0150 2.0 .7592 .71533 .7521 .623 .054 1.5880 .8270 5.38 7.42 .1508 .5143 .237795 2.50 3.32 4.40 
TO / pG / EFF-AD EFF-P 
910 %% 
1.247 2 0 88.7 89.8 
STATOR 
VO-2 B-1 8-2 B'- 6'-2 Vi-1 V'-2 VO'-I v'-2 U-i U-2DIA-1 DIA-? V-1 V-2 VR4-1 VM-2 VO-1 

%SPAN IN IN FTEjC T 
 FT/SEC FT/SEC ODGREE DEGRUOEGREEDGREFT/SEC NT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC 
1041.30 19.42 57.50 715.79 1234.7 -237.9 -1041.2 990.25 20.409 21.489 1010.79 663.52 675.09 1,63.52 752.30 c 48.10 
0 	 45.74 0 2.87 37.03 757.90 1268.2 -306.6 -1063.9 1017.1 1063.9 10 21.008 21.961 992.99 690.19 63. 11 690.19 	 711.08 0 27.32 57.23 796.34 1292.8 -360.9 -108b.9 1045.4 1086.915 21 589 22.432 978.26 699.94 698.84 699.91 	 b81.55 0 41.1 
1354.,6 -489.9 -1156.7 1128.2 1156.7 30 23.314 23.902 944.83 704.91 696.66 700.91 	 6.8.25 0 42.50 0 35.12 58.65 851.70 1238.2 1252.750 25.601 25.893 916.00 694.70 694. 58 694.70 597. 17 0 40.69 0 42.71 61,.011 945.19 1432.9 -611.0 -1252.7 
70 27.818 27 902 903.67 685.34 096.37 685.34 579.05 0 39.75 0 47.72 63.08 1035.02 1511.5 -765.7 -134U.2 1344.7 1349.2 
85 29.408 29 382 910.49 675.22 701.25 675.22 	 580.71 0 39.63 0 50.18 b8. 51 1035.06 1573.3 -841.0 -1421.0 1421.7 1421.0 
g0 29.914 29.856 916.81 b70.46 692.46 670.46 600.66 0 40.95 0 50.67 65.09 1092.45 1591.7 -844.9 -1443.6 1445.8 1443.6 
662.65 661.86 648 80 0 44.40 9 51.09 65.04 1034.81 1608.9 -820.7 -1465,5 1469.5 1465.595 30.382 30.293 927.39 663.86 
INCS INCM 0EV TUPN cAMOER OMEGA-BD-FAC ov.EGA-B LOSS-P LOSS-P Poa/EFF-P EF-AD EF -P M-I M-2 M'-I M'-2 %SPAN DEGREE 	 DEGREE CECREC DEQL3EE OEGREE SHOCK TOTAL P.ROFILE Pot TOTAL TOTAL STATIC 
.0410 	 .0110 .9331 u .7561, .873 .550 .6185 1.0236 
.0314 .9503 0 0 .8039 .858 .575 .6552 1.0571 
G 1.95 4.82 11.80 48. 10 55.91 0 .3245 .165 
10 	 .40 3.33 11.05 45.74 53.88 0 .4838 .123 .0314 

.4041 .097 .0254 .0234 .9624 0 0 
 .8311 .A43 .585 .6743 1.0799 15 0 3.0 	 11.00 14.41 52.35 0 
.0183 	 .9771 0 0 .8770 .812 .589 .7316 1.1313 30 0 3.1 	 11.25 42.50 50.68 0 .4410 .05 .0183 0 .8764 .782 .578 .8065 1.19200 .4397 .061 .0187 .0187 .9792 050 0 3.2 	 12.05 40.69 49.55 767 .567 .8769 1.2514 70 0 3.3 	 13.40 39.75 49.93 0 .4543 .080 .0265 .0263 .9733 0 0 .8t13 
0 	 0 .7985 .767 .554 .9222 1.291551.98 	 0 .4810 .110 .0385 .03S3 .9641 
.768 .547 .9152 1.298683 .31 3.62 	 15.43 
39.63 
.125 .0444 	 .0444 .9579 0 0 .7731 
.0340 .9532 0 0 * 7521 .769 .535 .8746 1.297490 1.45 4.73 	 17.00 40.95 
53.84 0 .3013 
95 31.80 7.00 	 16.90 44.40 ,. 04 0 .5365 .150 .040 
NCOR-1 gCOR-I To/ PO/ CFF-AD EFF-P wC/A-L
 
RpM LW,/SLC .To . pO % LBH/SEC
 
SOFT 
11,110.0 187.1 1.247 1.936 81.2 85.6 4204 
TABLE 6.1 
BLADE ELEMENT AND OVERALL PERFORMANCE WITH STATOR HUB SLIT 










D A-1 OTA-2 V-i V-2 Vmn l Vm 2 v -L V -2 D-I 8.2 f,-I B'.2 VO-1 t 2v oZV -I 'V 0-i ' ,V-t V.2 
fN ----...1 ___.... TIS EC FT/ISE Ff/5t-FT/SEO FTIS~C FT/SE¢ DEGREE oEGNEr DECREE DECREE F'r/ Ec FT/ EC fT/ EC FT/SE¢ FT/5E¢ FT/ Ec -
17."67 l9t769 604.5 1000.3 60q 5- 712 5 .0 713,5 .00 qSOq 54.37 1, 71 .1037.8 752.4 -993.6 -24i,2 S43.6 954.7 
-16 ;-q7--Z0, 48--; 1A.8-- 97 1 . -110 -­497:7-- a...-- 675, 9 " "to 449 , 5,2q '2392 10,5763.5'.871,8 -3D9.6 59l,5 -985,'­
19,467 EI.aq7 632.2 944.8 632.2 &91,3 .0 643,9 .00 42. 
9 6 t6.08 28.28 1133.0 786.1 .9A0,l .37i.6 940,i Ilo 
22.30' .22.964 _16 2.5 -862.5 -162.5 663,9 10 550.5 Do0 39,66 ba'41 40.07 j26S,0 067 7:1077:6 .5h8,5 1077,6' ilay,0­
25,791 25.520 677.,__792,2 .677.64 29,9 .0 980.5 00O 37o33 61.15 S0,03 1413:0 96,1:2 WS6 .752.o 1245.6 123i,5 
28.954 211.076 665,6 7i7,6 465.6 592.0 .0 405,5 ,00 31.110 69,53 58 0H 'Ibla's 1126 .1598.3 .950.4 39Y8.3 1355.9 
95 9 9 6qq S 683 5 61 5 b6h30 a367 S_5 0 3q:56 16,90_ 62:05 '1643 -2151511.4.1061,a 1511 . 1.4 _ 










INC¢S INCH DE, TURR CAmOER OmEGA-3 D-FAD OmEGA-D LOS.S-p LOS5.,p p02/ EFF-p EFF-AD EFF-p 
DE"REE 'E REED 
E NEE 'E REE D
E 
REE .SHOCK TOTA L PROFILE pot TOTA L TUTAL STATI C5,0559 .9 567 .52 l 7_ q354 06 €19 0 926| 19469 '5 18a 9u98 
-- 3-' 6-1 , 6 -31.o32 -3.59'.0136 .4q972 "0956-'.0201 
" 
.0172 1,8863 .9354 P9Z96" q9OO2" 
_-¢ 5.36 15.89 27.60 38.10 0102 .4480 .0913 .0193 .0154 1.8632 .9326 .9267 .9021 
.55 4,50 10,30 1.1034 .24.12 .0'102 tq331 '0829 .01T1 .00 6 1,78 0 .9215 .9148 .9c97 
1.94 q.SI 7,21 .1,42 14.69 .0763 .qO12 0 0 0 U 8,00? t8711 80722 
-3,09 9.88 7.52 "-1,19 9.i3 .1 1,I / 3639 .1002D .0179 -. Uo01 1.6291 ,0503 ',100 8 9:4
._,._ .?.7 .5...9 ,06 1307o.1529 .,1320 ,02J4 ,0004 1,5913 ,5oil ,875 .0000 
3.6s -,i.,9287 7,59 ,i379 .3664 -.1018 .0267 .0076 1.55 0 ,7307 .7133 .7439 













6879 99655 656o 
644 b'1 9 56636 
.0194 1:0626 :60;7_ 
744?6 . 1895 .7499L 
:6400 1.3258 .842Z 
9 99 -, 
.5825 1,$203 1,o231 
',5'499 'i,b43"V2i 









1,1921 1.7110 86.26 87.27 
Stator 
OIA-;' QIA-2"' V-1 V-Z Vm I Vm-2 Vu- o VO.2 8-1 B.2 811 $.-z Y'-i Vt-2 WO-1 'WD-2 U-i u-2 






21,SD9 22,932 1017.6 983.9 801.2 Y74.5 627.4 -134.6 
-­j.314 "ij,902".9,14; "j911.8"775,3-"896.6 -5q2.3"-165.? 
25 601_25 $93 869 3_ 860:e .799.2 850 q 179. 1 -13 3: 
27,01 . 27,902 ""l53 S-796 7" 7219.3"'775,2--q09.S - 134 1 
















533 953:G 1560.1 -qI5,. 2127,9 102.6 Io8i3 
55.62 97U.5 1595.9 .583,7.i3ZO:2 1125.9 Ilbq, 
$5.93 106$.4 1b24.4 .7b7,3.1383 9.1236.4120t 
62.38 ,10.b2 102.1 .934.0.1481:1343 4-1347¢ 
64 35 12516:9 1697 9-1026.0.153 0 5!.1420 2 1919.u 
" 
95 30,302 30.293 ,775._90.. 5_ 680,9_.409,. .11,. .87, .94.6 5.10_66,6 .1246,5 1710.9-1o0,"..70,0 0.3_t4 . 
T.SPAN 
5 
INES ,INCH OEV . TUJRN. OAHeER OHEGA-B.DL-FAC.QHEGA-8 LOSS-p LOSS-p 
bi EE DEGREE DEGREE DE GREE EREE .SHOCK TOTAL ROFILE 
-2.0 .73 11.23 95.20 55B9 .0026 '2279__,115 ,oqo0 ,0394 
P02/ EFF-p EFF-AD EFF-P 
O I TOTAL TOTAL STATIC 























Oo.. - ' _ o9 .. 2 _ 0 35_ z2664 _ 121o . 0313 .0304_..*951 . *Ou oDOO 000 4,99 ,.8676 
-.51 4,7q 45o95 59.66 .0023 2o20 .1279 .0353 .0347 .9538 .000D .DO00 -.4171 .8220 
.q95__t2 'l~ .5895.0017_._,2q29_ 1 O53 .,0319 _..*0313 .9657 .0000 ,0000 -.3717 .7699 
-3,23 7.63 .if9,12 499,8i8 ,050 .2796 .1349 .0441 ..0990 .960i' .°0000 ,Ogoo °09"'1 
5_Jel.± |_ ¢8__tOOOOL _.122._1171_ 3Z1 5.0*.oo.3q 0612 -:06:2_t946'. :Do000 .°000. :21 6 7 t7137 
.2:09 13:68 .38.03 53.82 ,0000 .3167 ,1qZ3 . 0501 0501--:9608' °DO0 .0000 ,3290" ,4933 
-. 48 41,4l 9 56.07 0000o 1539tSO02 3 ,9 O00,75.6p6
_,3.... .. .. q.... .. .. .... .. 3.. ,5 4._9 f .. .qo ooo7 _, 62 
,8505 _ 799 .. 615 
.7925 89520 °3670 
'.7452 ,9306 11,4063 
;6792"I,0o331i 37 
1 




;6236"- o77 4-1 5 7­58S73 066a... ,..066 ij 575 
INLET INLET -INLET ,ANLET INLET _,INLET Lam/SEo.C. PIR.._ CA 
t1066. 182.61 1.1921 ,1.6375 78,7.1 80.16 _j2 009 8.3 '_, i 
TABLE 6.2 
BLADE ELEMENT AND OVERALL PERFORMANCE WITH STATOR HUB SLIT 
00 Rotor SUCTION, 100 PERCENT OF DESIGN SPEED, POINTS 1-8 
a"I 0 -2 BI.I B..2 Y1.1 v1.2 vutlI VOI-2 U.1 TU.2 V-1 V-2 VH-I ' VH-2 VO-I V0.2 T C---P
%O	A SI)Ar 
IA-I OIA-2-_ 
- --- 7/ E T-/ r'TsC-.-T-13trT -/ J C-T-T 7s~x- -GtE5 2 GRE-- 5GR P-- R5E-.rT7$Er PT I I~ - - S ~s SEC ?T75Ec-rT-5 --
S 7.967 19 769 602.9 100 . S 602.9 696 1 0 731 1 ,00 4T .40 $.49 17.99 I038, 73 1,9 -8 45~ : 25 3 8q ,I 95, 5 
-1 N t 

q 8 -6 17.0.-- 9 2--6 7 0-- 681-;I.. . . - 689 5 -" .00 45 .,35- 5 .37- 23,61"1085. 7 4 ,7 .0 :.I 2 7 8 3 0. 
is 19 ,6 7 2 1. O4 7 6 3 0 .3 9 3 1 5 6 3 0 .3 6 6 3 .8 .0 6 3 4 0 0 4q . 4 6 .2 1 28 75 1 13 3 3 7 5 8 2 -Oq i ? 3 6 9 9 74 . y 1 018: 3 
1079*6 _-532*0 IO 9.6"_111j.1 
0 .- 1 08 .96 7- 20 
30 -z2200-22.964 -- 66j.Cr-7u.q-66I.O-649dO----.O"-	 5 79. 1 .. 00" 4,1'7o 5851 - 39 30 1265'9 _-839*8 
61: 4 33 1420:q 949 3:1247 '8 709 1 1247.8 1234.7
 so 2S.791 25.520 678.5 21. 0 678.5 630.7 0 525.6 .00 3Y.80 6 ­
i78.6.1400.9 .. 908 0-14009"'135a; 4 70 7 -. ;7-077 3-q--6T-81- 0 .40q.- 00-37 76--6, 82-57 3--1561 8-
I q , - S R O00 4 4 .: 5 ,1 6 i 8 1 ' 8 53 1 2 9 8 2 9 9 9 3 6 6 ,7 7 0 q: 0 6 6 : 7 5 4 a0 0 1 6 : 7 - .0 0 3 9 . ,1 6 6 : 8 7 6 1 : 56 16 74 6:5 

90 -31 883"30.630---64 •. -67q.7'-691.6"--4999.2 -- ".0 -36....0 
 42 29 47 42 68I 167o.7 4l3.4-1542 6-1U2zeRq 52.6 48 .m
 
9 9 	 N53.3 45.56 1696.8 1|49.6.1572.4-ID8 .6 1072,4 1513.0
95 32,0 31.271 637.7 635.4 637.7 RHS.O .0 D00 67:92 61:22 

" 2  9 " 2
 
DLV TURN CA MDEN O EGA -B D FAC OHEGA -13LOS5"p LOSS -p p0 / FF p FF AD FF -p H' 1 m mi-I H
 I CS INCH 

M -DE REE-..HOC K - - - - -- TO A ---PRO ILE'- P I--'TOTAL---TOTAL -STATIC .. ......... .. . .. .... . 
5 - . 8 0 . S G 7 .7 7 3 6 5 5 _ q 8: 2 .010 1 -59 3 .0 8 74 .0 0 z :0 1 9 1:9 5 75 .9 76 9 12 3 ":5 589 . 7 0 6 4 7­
%SPAN -- Dt'RE L-OEORE E"-DEG EE'-DEGR 9 6 6 4 6 36 5
 
-".0198 ; U0168 191311-.,9379 "9320- 9U55" o57j0" .0q02"1 016bE--.4 4 
8051 100626 .6b3 
I0 --4;6U"-- 70---17.5q---31.76 -93 05 ;c 4 O _-T4685-" .093 
.1022 .025 .075 1.8720 .9256 .919c .8961 .5869 
9 - ,6166 .7h86 1188 6--723 -Is 	




:6313 ' .7012 1.3310 .8108
 
O BT 1 .1,8295" - 912 1 0 - ';63---'q 59- *--'9,S--9,'21"--29,12"-.009-- .66"- .0895 

.1081 U0219 0061 1.7957 .8 39 :87"41 8726 
-- 021 - 0372z 6Z .8"'61.0-T3
so 194 .02 6.01 13.13 1 .64 0772 .439 

5 1 4477-17 rS-'l- - 7034 -89Z- -.	 1-- b- 5 86  70 ' -- - 'Y[--9; '-;l 1-00-JE ' 
7.95 .1319 q9022 .168b .0290 .0U650 1 1 1.66373 - /7407-.7578-'.7162"' 6, 01 9 3 _15 79 .9653 ­85 .$2 4 *75 7 39 S'31 '" 2 7 - -- 0 3 3 9 "- ,963
 
3.11"-1.6e---'8-96-3 3 f--7b8----I391---;q137" - in
 : 6 1.63973 -. t7ZO7.7878 .71,6001 bv 
8 1.539 
90 ---	 Z 9 7 6 9 6  9 8 
b2 1.5
 
11:23 :71 7.32 4198 .4209 .2444 .035S UeOq 1.5980 .6736 .6b14 :6931 .0908 
95 3.71 4.62 





E-P/SEC - T/sEc-rT/SEC--'TT#SEC"T4SEC'­%SPAN 	 1. i y E.-'-S-FfS¢T'#E"#S-F/5-ERE'5RED6S-OGE-P 

.,20 40 21 4 T0 a 5 gII., 0 • 07 . 0 2 -88.1 6
41092 -. 55 19.1 51~1 0 1 1497o -279.2-
127-0 987-4 1039:1
 
;o 	 8,7; 6.36 .6;6, 23.7.
.,2,. 

-407.8.1118.5 1044. IDab.3 
8.82.. 36.36- 58.03--9q0.5 I09 2 .557.6.1280U.4.1128.0 JIS6.4"
is1: 21.589 22.432 1000.5 85q.6 771.6 847.o 636. '!1-11.9 39 53 .7.62 27.83 54.74 873. 1467, 
30 -23-.3t4_23;9oZ__ 948. I 8. 8 5-_757; 3-798,9__570 4 . 123 .9-36;99 --	 6 8 
-7.37 413.86 60.36 1031:3 559.714.6.135Z.2 1238. 1252.
 909.4 775.6 7q3.3 169.2 524:0 .99's 35.18




6 69 8 12 6 52 1 94:6 1633 2 -968:0-197 122. 121
 8 2 . 8 3 • 5 0 . 5 . 1945 .9 76.3 33.02 

-983 .lblleN' 1947, 1444 5­





95 30.3112 3a.293 793.5 582.2 642.50 q66.2 .-183S.Y9 .8.12 	 8 
2
 
p02/ EFF-p EFF-AO EFF-P H M H'.1 M,­
" 1 " 2 

INC$ INCH DLV TURN CANCER OHEGA- B O-FAC OHEOA" 0 LOSS-p LDSi-p 
-...........-TOTAL -PROFILE"- PO I -. TOTAL-.TO7AL - STATIC ~ ~.. .. . .. . ... .
 %SPAN 	 '-E-13EE-OEORE--oEGRE- - GREE- DECEE- SHOCK - - ­
.794R .9328 .7820 ./460 I.ZqI6

.3296 .0772 .0191 .018U .9666 .0000 UoOOO
S-.81 2.11 I0.8S 6.97 $5.89 .0045 -	 ". 

.8384. -. 8949 .7526--.7sS -1.246 
- 3376 .069 .ol75 .0163--'".9715" - 0D 0 .U,0000-10 -- ; -'. 8-- 77-- 7;03--53.87 -. 0098
 
10. 	 92 2.03 7.40 07 1q 02.51 .0053 .3393 .0498 .0129 :0115 .98U5 U0000 .0000 .669b 
a&7 7314* 1 01
.0000




.0068 .3563 .0490 .014 .0128 .9836 .UOQO0 _.000 .$757 780o .659 3 .97 1.322
 50 -1.89 1.85 8.67 2.55 49.58 
- -5 ;_r3_ ;0 o ;7e -49 . a7-.0022 -- -;3857.--;0469, -0154 -_;0117_ 98 _. 00 -700- d 6 . 7 4 -- 1. 0 ; 29 .0 9;22 

10 .11 1.9 13.29 9 7o 52 .11 ,017 .3 7 .036 0360 .03S4 .8 0 0000 ¢7106 5497 I.26 1 3702
9701 ,~U_7474 _ 

7 1 ".0:".0 0 7075-. 69 9-.'98-1;l i 3 72
 
90 -- 69-- 5; 5 -0 63--053.72---;0022--'.45 7"--;090,'--.03l9"- ;0311-. :4032 1.3706
•7b76 .6697 ItUO8 

44:11 S6:06 .0020 .5156 .126q •o451 .O494 :9670 U.uO uuo.00 
90 2.09 3.72 15:57 

O 
-PWCI/ t w 	 po/eoNcRRwcRRTO/T PO/PO EFF- o ~ 
NCOT. 	 -LOCAL '"
 




Z - INLET-C 
3 6
 
-I'I0aRgLbSC' 1&2.36 1.20 84"1;7817-- 81. 83S68- 4F.6 001 8 9'982,
 
TABLE 6.3 
BLADE ELEMENT AND OVERALL PERFORMANCE WITH STATOR HUB SLIT 
SUCTION, 100 PERCENT OF DESIGN SPEED, POINTS 1-8Rotor 
DIA-j DIA-2 V-1 V-2 VM-i VM-2 VO'I VO-2 8-1 B-2 B'-i 8'-2 vl-1 Vt- 2 v0l-1 vOt'2 u'i tj-2
%SPAN -it41N-- FT/SE"FT/SEC-FT/SEC-FT/SECT-T/SEC FT/SEc-nEGREE'DEGREE-DEGREEVDEGREE FT/sc FT/SEc FT/SEc-FT/SEc-FT/SEC-FT/SEC­
5 17.467 19.769 601.0 1026.'5 601.0 715.'7 .0 737.8 ,o 45.95 54.53 16.91 1355.8 746.1 -843.6 "217.0 843.6 954.8
 
9 9 89 9
979-7-9~ r&q4tO- e-5T z- ~~ -. 
is 19.467 21.047 628.4 940.6 628.4 b75..3 .0 654.7 .0O 44i0 56.24 28.14 1130.9 767.1 -940.2 "561.8 940.2 016.5 
to If8-W77;5-615 .0 68V~hS .0~ SSv-22tz-x - --- -8r 
77 ­
-
30 22.3T!2.964--657.6 865&',-657.6-644,.5----" 576.9 ;----06-4.83---58.6o- 39.53 1262.5 635:9"1077.7 "532,2 1Ao i710
9 ;j
9 5 5 6
48.27 1415.6 0-0-124 . -709. 1245.6 1232.5
50 z5.791 25:520 672.4 620Z4 672.4 031.5 .0 520.6 .00 39.66 61.63 8 9
6 9 37.82 64.74--57.7 1546.2 10766-195,.-910' 13 8.4 1356.Q­70 23,.54 28'"76-' 5 :5- 725.7 -659.5"573....a--WO--445.1--'--.06 
 3
3O85 '31.295 29.993 638.8 704.'o 638.8 539.4 *0 
4 621 oo 39.99 67.09 61.57 1640.9 i1 33-1511.4 -996.5 1511.4 j4436 
90 -1"tr3 .p 3O-3370t75 .-- ;8-.9;T "- - "-3--617 Sr-64 ,r-i65 ;2-T-32 •5-1;539r-r r6-j53t--79­9 5

95 52.499 31;271 630o 642.2 63.i' 445.6 G0 462.3 oo 46.08 68.13 66.96 1691.3 113 .0-1 69.6-1048.0 1569.6 j5jo.3
 
IrNCS 111CM DEV TURN CAJ41IER OMEGA-B D-FAC OMEGA-B LOSS-P LOSS-P P02/ hFF-P EFF-AD EFF-P N-1 ,A-2 M'-i M'-2 
4SPAN .TOTAL-'PROFILE" POI -TOTAL--TOTAC"STAT .­DEGREE-()EGREE-DEGREE'DEGREE'DEGrE- SIlocK-......... 
5 -.83 5.60 16.75 37.62 48.32 Oil0 A459 .0512 -0112 .0089 1.9947 .9677 °9643 .9445 .5575 .8943 .9655 .6500 
is -.24. 5.49 15.67 28.10 3.3.06 .0165 .'4662_ 0834 .0177 .0157 1.8898 _9594 .9340 .9137 .5857 .8140 j.0634 .6638 
9 9 " 9 630 .76- 59---9.78 -9. 6'-2413 -0405--.4 62-0 35'--c1 8 i0113-1.8173" 136 -:9062- .8954 -. 6134 -.7438 1.188j--71 8­
2._6 .6679 118
50 4.72 5.98 1337 14.67 .0766 .4411 .1110 .0225 .0067 1.7865 .8808 .8708 8 6 4 .6249 .7010 1.3279 .8
70 -- 3;3---5.ji-7.27"-'595"-"9,13 -'.±07i---.3995".'..... 5 oo9..680f -8375-,'825- ".3 "-.6Ifo 7"-T 42rt9I5­3 

6 9  5 7 9  
Ss 3.74 4.97 7-42 5.51 7.97 .1310 .40 .1849 0318 ;094 j.6557 .7548 756 .7544 *5921 .5;32 1. 1 .9549 
90 :. 4 7 7~~~ * W-. *3T6hT6Lt.r 679Tw77j7 Tj&5T,z a~v f 2 .SG7.3o o4Tr7VWSF1 
95 3 jj6 7.13 .j6 .4,a2 .ub 0 -3383 .6 6; .5348 .948510' _ .o1o6 1. y :.6334 .533 j.5633 
TO/TO PO/Pu EFF-AD EFF-P' 
-
-1!4LET IHEr-NI14LET - IEIET 
1 *2584 1* ,9--Eq-9f 8612, 
Stator 
DIA-1 DIA-2 V-i V-2 VMI Vm-2 VOfl VO-2 B- B-a 8*-1 Il-2 V,-± v'-2 vOl-i VO;-2 U-i u" 2 
%SPAN IN . FT/SECFT FT/SEc'TSEC-FT/SC-FT/SEC-DEGREE--OEREE-DEGRE-DEGREE FT/stC-FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC-FT/SEC'FT/sEC-
S 20.4 9 21.489 1087.6 932.9 6j9,9 927.8 714.b 97.4 41.08 5.99 18.29 50.74 863.7 1466.2 -271.1-1155.3 985.7 1037.8 
10 'Zn 8fl l4.) --- 8 3 08.67 -n -9ft-?-'lb rZ87-7374417r 336 4 0 4is 21.5 :9 22.432 1009.6 867.4 732.3 859.0 636.1 -120.6 39.20 -8.00 27.32 54.49 861.4 1479.3 - .u-f;4. 0 1042,7 103.4 9

-2752088o3.ft6& 37 .30 -233-3,90-"94328f 2 22 37.04-'-8.51- 36.53"57.78- 1506.5 -557.8-1274,6 26.-fl54;4­:O 

908.6 776,4 743.6772. 52a.1 -62.5 35-07 -6.11 43,3 5991 1031:5 1540.7 "714.3-17333O 1236.4 12S9.550 25.6 1 25.893 6 0 9 4
70 ,17.88"27962"-835.3-69j. -- 0740- 1.7-44 .b'-12.7' 32.55--9,39-5175-6497 1138.2 ±61±.6 -895.9-146A.2 1343.5 13 f.6­
8s 29.4 8 29.382 833,1 652.'1 694,4 647. 3 460.3 -78,3 33.54 -6.08 5412 66.62 1184 9 1631.3 "96...C-14973 1420.3 i419.i 
90 
95 ?30.332 30.293 796.4 588.0 639.0 584.7 475.3 -6j.7 36.65 -6.03 57.2j 69.02 1180.2 1633.1 "9- .1-1524.7 1467.4 1463.1 
IIICs INCH DEV TURN CAM1IER OMEGA-3 D'FAC OMEGA-n LOSS-P LOSS-P P02/ EFF-P EFF-AD EFF-P M-I M-2 M'-1 M-2 
-% SPAN DEG.EE DEGREE DEGREE'DECREE'DEGIEES~oOCK Vpo TVbTAL'-- PROFILE -TOTAL -TOTAL" STATIC............. 

5 -1.18 1.74 10.I40 47,o7 5b,89 .oo7 .3243 .0975 *0241 .0230 .9566 .0000 .0000 .7330 .9502 .8008 .7595 1.2602
0 --Y-3&r---I. T-8354-7;03 -53,86" --;0&47-- 3533t"-;9xw-'-ro250 -".o21 --;961t7 .06o--- ;O e---777--985---7695--1 662-t-624­
7
is -1.21 1.74 7.o2 47.20 52.52 *005o .3347 .0675 '0175 ,01o2 .973.2 .0000 roOO .8150 .8762 .7436 . 730 1.26819 3 9
30 --- 1.44-1;56---6.71-tS.55 " So.67----."O-tS- 323-".0450 L025 --i10 ".981: 0 .0000 O bii -t.170- -.b 7"'.82o "1;2-87q­
so -1.68 1.46 9.93 41.10 49,59 .0065 .3485 .0553 .0162 .0143 .9622 G OO .6616 .7791 .6404 .8973 1.3104 6 7
70 -'3-:7 t38.6-4f -94 --.9 67 - 6O26- i39 56- 2Z.1--- " '061 -965j" .901-- "-000O714 -586--69877-.Z666­
as085_ 1.27 170 13.09 40.43 52.11 0023 ,4433 064 .0356 .9699 00 O .7468 .787 :5461 1.0109 1.3670 
-135 3 3 1:5 9r V.4 3643 032w6-.964)9 Ooo .02S0 nr 
95 p 7.686 42.68 56.06 060 _ . 52 '0436 .9661 .00 2 .99794.76__:35 ,1215 ,0425 .0000 .7632 .4874 1.35375 b _
 
1
NCORR WCORR TO/TO PO/PO EFF-AD EFF-P WCI Ai wF" M EFF - AD Po/pO 
00 IfETIWLET It1ETILCTINLtT-IIIET CFi1/SEC F EF.AD :-LOCA 
PPM I.BM/SEC % SQFT 
"£b-5 1TiST .-- .6 81'.688iI6 1-t--- 0 o.00397 ­
TABLE 6.4 
BLADE ELEMENT AND OVERALL PERFORMANCE WITH STATOR HUB SLIT 
2o Rotor SUCTION, 100 PERCENT OF DESIGN SPEED, POINTS 1-8 
DIA-1 oIA-2 V-i V-2 VMi VM-2 vo-1 VO-2 B-j g 8'-1 B9-2 v1-i V-2 vo-i VOI-2 U-1I * -28-2
%SPAN Ilt --- IN .... FT/SE--FT/SEC-FT/SEc-FT/SECFT/SE FT/SEd nEGREErrEGREE DEGREE-bEGREE FT/SECPFT/SEC FT/SEC -FT/SEC7 FT/SE-FT/SEc--
S 17.467 19.769 596.6 1018.5 596.6 691.8 .0 747.5 .00 47.21 54.76 16.76 1034 0 722. 7 -84.5 -2 8.3 844.5. 955.8 
5 " - - ,10 ju. t2o.48 0109 .79r.----6.s O0 'O.3 .00 45T23 6r---2, 3 103 0 ME -89/055 . 
Is 19.4bl 21.,47 624.0 953.3 6P4.0 654.3 .0 665.5 *oo 45.48 56.46 28.26 J1293. 744.1 -941.29 -352- 941.2 ±017.6 596 .-2-.4 - 4 "94 --58.86 "" .69 "7a5" "o0B8 "5 ;"- "6789 ±I _s­30 22 3". 22 ;q6 4--'651";6--844.3--65 .6 -597,6 "- .0 - 0 

6 43 4 
so a5.791 25.520 665.3 025.'0 665.3 602, 0 .0 5 4.1 *o .1 61.91 4 .0 3 141 .4 900.-1247.0 -609.8 1247.0 '1 23 .9 
-70 -28'.)54'28-7&- 6539 -742-1-053,9-5542--'o- 49.6---06o 41.68-64.95-57.27 1545;2"1026.8-±399.9 "j603.9-1399.9- 1357.-­5
8s 31.295 0296;3 634.3 724:'0 6353 519.6 .o 04.1 .00 44147 67.25 61.23 164g.7 1079. 4 "1513.1 -946.j 1513.1 1450o90 -3f.--3Y-- 3t-29l---OS0V ---29WS4-- 80 ,-- --- o 515;r6--- vr-- 0t-- T67,,9---6s5I 6i s .0q60 -iS4[ - 6. -5"V- 5;r 
95 *532.499 31.271 625.3 681.O 625.3 440.6 .0 519.1 *OO 49.69 6.2.30 66.06 1691.1 1066.4j1571.3 -992.9 j571.3 11.± 9
 
INC$ INCH DEV TURN CAMBER ONEGA- 0-FAC OME.GA- LOSS-P LOSSP P02/ EFF-P EFF-AD EFF-P M-1 M-2 M'-I mr-2 
7oSPAN UEGPEE'EGREE'DEGREEbEGREE OEGT'EE SHOCK -......... TOTAI" PROFILE 'PO "TOTAL."TOTAL'-STATIC' 
S-.bj 5.82 16.59 30,00 '48,82 .0116 .4698 ".0012 -.0002 -.0027 2.09Ui .9987 .9986 .9994 .5529 .8850 .9625 .6279
 
815- 2 5.71 15.81 2819 33 c. .0191 .4685 *0353 *o075 *0034 1.9551 .97Z9 .97j4 .9638 .5812 .8055 j.06j1 .61121 
- 6 7 ­30 -0Z.961692"8,±? 24.Z *Q413--,50 :09±6187 00117 1.86o-.9J98 - .9128 --,9 62 -6 71-%7217 J;J840 38 
s0 Z59 5.71 14.64 1417 .0226 .8891 .8772 '6181 *702 1.321 .7646
4.97 13,88 .0774 106 ,0066 1.872 .879j 

"
10 3;5o--30-6,76--;66- ';4-;z -- " 12 -;0230--T051 l.7s6"-m51 -783 8 7- -. 8476 " *65g-t6265 i-t.458a--667­
85 3.89 5.14 7 4 6.o3 7.94 .13 20 .4510 .1874 *0527 fo099 1.7708 .7745 .7557 .770l .5088 .6 48 1.5152 .9o1 
95 8 5. 0__. It0_ 2.24 7,, 4 .9 0767 1. 727. -6698 .6986 .5787 .5624 1-5616 .8972,L ,694Z 
TO/To PO/PO EFF-AO EFF-P 
-IAWLET-- IiET- ItTLET--IffL T 
Stator 
DIA-± OIA-2 V-1 V-2 VM-± , VH-2 vo-1 Va-2 B-I B-2 8'-± 81-2 V'-i V*-2 VO'-i VO'2 Un U-
2 
%SPAN IN- -- I F--FT/Sr-FT/S-FT/EC T/S-E--T/SEC FT/SE-nvREt6RCttGR-ErbEREE" FT/SEC-FT/SEc- FT/SEC - /SE-FT/SEE-r/sECs 
5 20.4 9 21.'489 1069.8 57,9 787,6 854.7 724.0 -74.2 42.59 .4.96 18.45' 52.4q 830.4 14o3.5 -262. 7-110.2 986. ,1039.0
10 -f61 1 12.4 ... 1 , 06..7 "1011 41. 0 '.jZ 2f 58734s----Ot0"3 -11o2b .1 o l" .86 0o26l ...VT -­
990.7 746.8 "20 847.5 1429-4 -39.P-I197.0 1043.8.1004..6
IS 21.519 22.432 789,0 780.9 640.6 -112.5 - 27-
8i 56.88 

30 "23.34 3.92-91;8737;797.-731; - 7. 4-981-4011'"-764 -'37.74"" 5 9.7 -6Si1.9± 514"5-59-I1253.8 1127.2 11iSS­7 4
50 25.6:1 25:893 901. 730,8 0 .9 728.2 
5 5622 -61.6 3861 -4.85 43.0 6g.9 9759 15 2. -675.5-13135 1237.8 125;v 
70 27:618 27 9{--_838.-661,o--674.8" 653, "4 j-4. 51 42 -6 :70 "l85.4 1588.6 -8468"1447.8 1345g 139 98.8 36.4S--'8.6j
85 2q.48 29 2 839.3 661C 63.7- 653.5 37 66.82 112 1598.a "9o81I69. 1421.' 1420.6 
90 -r3394~ Lfr498rr7357~sr649th~- 5t;o ;5-fI-a--f-i597.6-:l8!;-474;TT;?f46;rP445.r 
95 30.352 30'293 817.1 53,9 618.6 580. 0 5335. -63.7 4o.79 "3.54 56.Sj 68.8q i.3 16o6.8 -955. -±..98.4 j468.9 j464.6 
14CS INCM DEV TURN CAIBER OMEGA-B D-FAC OMEGA-n LOSS-P LOSS.P P02 / EFF.-P EFF-AD EFF-P N-j M-2 Mt-i V,-2%SPAN jEGF'EE-"EGRE- -FERLE -bEGREE" DEG11EE SHOCK TOTAL- PROFILE" POI - TOTAL--TOTAE--STATIC...... ..... 
5 .36 3,2, 11.44 47,56 55' 9 _OOG Z79i .1366 .0524 .03(7 .1135 .0000 .COOO .7264 o301 .7j9i ,7g 1 1925 
-2 ­t0 -3•--832--45- 86b -3 9 81--378- -. -- - ;-. .6 46-;336 2349 91"8 

15 .57 3.5t 6.81 49,09 52.50 .007 .4017 .1116 0,o89 .0 69 .9571 .08j 0 .000o .70 .6562 .6689 .73580 1.2117
 
30 --- ;66-'467 7.57--47:76 -'50:66--01- 8- 4 -050 14- 7 952 .0000 ",Oou -;8736 "W7857 .6229" .7645 C.a225
 
4 - 'i 1 0
so 1.39 5.o3 11.19 43.46 4958 .0173 4000 .0619 18 .0176 .9798 .0000 .0000 .802 .7689 .6140 .8599 1.2620
--'-V9---3; . -; 476 - "-;0 -I ""  "'. 813'".7137-7"-5536 "' ' 8 "'4;04 .88 12 83  49256 - "33n5­
70 .9 .3 88 0 4. .010 ;47 .0 561 *0 1 1 .0±5DO - 8~ 003 0 .004 5 

85 5.41 5 o 15.54 42,15 528 .0127 . 32 .10J 7 .0361 1 OM17 .9704 .0000 0000 .7795 .7587 .5224 q505 1.5230 
90 i497W4795-699-.66 .4-5S6Cf-2 
95 63 20. 4_ 4 6 ._ - .7663 _.68,3- -93± A. 58.46 _. _.26 ___._I_.__.o2 o.0000_ 4758 
NcORR WcORR TO/TO PO/PO EFF-AD EFF-P tqCj/A' Wnr:Fwn EFF- AD Po/PO 
-qifN LE . i f"-r """utfc SE" T ADJ. LoCAL 
113, L -9 .00458 1.662 -­1i~32flr 
TABLE 6.5 
BLADE ELEMENT AND OVERALL PERFORMANCE WITH STATOR HUB SLIT 
SUCTION, 100 PERCENT OF DESIGN SPEED, POINTS 1-8Rotor R IA-i VIA-2 -2--	 "VI- -­-V-2-VU-t VO-2 
 B-i B-2 8'-1 B'-2' V'-1 V-2 VO'-1 VOI-2 U-1-.... UZ2
 
%SPAN IN( IN FT/SEC 	 FT/SFC FT/qEC FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC " 
.0 761.7 .00 49.39 54.42 	 16.46 1030.6 681.1 -843.-1b2-2 -- 7W
5 17.467 19.709 b92.3 1003.3 5-2.3 655.0 
718.9 .. 00 47.83 55.78 22.27 1078.3 703.9 -891.7 -266.6 891.7 985.410 18.467 20.400 606.3_969._6063.._651.._ .-0 
.0 683.7 .00 47.70 56.62 28.11 1125.7 706.4 -940.0 -332.6 940.0 1016.3 
,0._62n.0 .00 47.5b 59.03 40.76 1256.5 748.9-1077.5 -488.9 1077.5 1108.9
is 19.467 21.047 619.3 924.5 61w.3 622.2 
30 22.311 22.964 	 _6,2-567,1646, _840.2.64 ...... 1410.1' 853.9-1245.4 -638.7 1245.4'1232.'3­566.6 .0 593.5 .00 46.33 62.03 48.42 so ?5.791 25.E,'2 661.2 820.6 661.2 64.02 56.10 1513.6 983.3-1398.1 -816.3 1398.1.1355.7
---- .39 44.570070 	 - 59.95 16b39.5 103661-19511.1 -896.8 5 1448.3ss 31.20-11 29.993 635.8 757.2 655.8 518.8 *u 551.4 .00 46.74 67.18 
.00 49.62 67.73 62.41 1663.7 	 1034.3-1539.5 -916.4 1539.5 1479.0 90 M1.883 30,665 630Q6_739,l.640,0 .... q.9 .0__562.6 
.0 56b.2 .00' 52.3b 68.25 	 65.21 1689.0 1040.8-1569.3 -944.8 1569.3 1510.095 3.490 31.R71 626.0 714.0 626.0 436.2 

"- -INCS - INLM ----vGA-i-uR- CP.LFr O- -- FAG -OGA-L LOSS-P LOSS-P ' P02/ tFF-P EFF-AO EFF-P M-1 M-2 M'-I M'-2 ­
%S'AN LGREE DEGREE LLGPEE DEGREE DEGREE SHOCK 70TAL PROFILE POL TOTAL TOTAL STATIC 
5 -. 45 5.98 16.29 38.46 48.82 .0118 ,b117 -.00V7 -. 0006 -. 0i---2.0831 .9996 .999b 1.0006 .-548376 .9578 . -­
to . -,1 -. U, 16.20... 4352._S,b. .0147 b5084 -.01.00 -.0021 -.0053 2.0548 1.0042 1.0047 1.0074 .5634 .8374 1.0082 .6077
 
15 ." 5.91! 15.66 26.52 58.09 .0192 .52 .U24'3;0052 0OOio1.997b" .9820-
 .9801 .9757 - .5758 .7948 1.0545--.6073­
.9250 .9205 .6010 .7153 1.1753 .637630 1.15 ,516 _.05 j,28._S.1__.0411 .588 .0812 ;0166 .0(80 1.9158 .9315 
13.61 14.6 .0769 .5222 ,1084 .0220 0n65 1.9379' .8963 .8881 .8863 .6141 .6926 1.3121" .7207'
 50 2.43 5.05 6.0670 	 3.42 5,26 5.59 8.82 9.16 .1073 .4794 .1172 .0221 .0019 1.9029 .8721 86C0 .8664 .6067 .6450 1.4317 .8252 
7.P3 7.90 .1310 ,'Iwfs .74 .01 .08l194 .01 77as3.81 5.01 5.72 
7.24 5.31 7.56 .1381 .5006 .2152 .0368 .0134 1.8844 .7646 .7428 .7585 .5843 .6100 1.5362 .8535 90 3.91.56O 

.-0155 f.S67" .7316 .7073 '.7298- .5796-.5862 1.5596- .8544­95 4.03 4.95 9.2L 	 3.04 -7.3D- .1488 5073 .-2449 .0366 
TO/TO P0/PD EFFA0 EFF-P 
INLET INLEI INLET INLET 
..,236Z I,9.55P_ 87.60 88.71
 
Stator 
- - - ' V-iv- V--V- VUl V 8-1 B2 B' -B'-2 - V,1 V-2 V'-1- VO'-2- U-1 U-2 
%oSPAN IN1 IN FT/SEC FTI/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC 
DIA-1 DIA-2 
5 20.409 21.409 1046.6 777.5 742.4 775.2 737.8 -b8. 44.82 -4.32 18.45 54.73 782.8 1342.6 -2-7-?-106.2 955.5 103/.8 
739.4 736.3 732.5 697.6 -98.7 43.45 -7.71 23.28 57.70 801.9 1371.5 -316.8-1159.2 1014.4 1060.410 21.008 21.961 1014,3 
21.589 22.432 973.1 7135 709.0--703.9" 666.4 -126.7 43.22 -q.41 27.q3 59.60 '803.3"1391.2 -376.1-1199.9 1042.5 1083.2
Is 	
4?,80 -7.24 37.99 61.54 836.9 1410.0 -515.2-12396 11125.8 1154.2
30 23.33123.902.898,Z677J...!.....72.O_610.6 --85.4 

' 44.10 62,27 925.7 1482.3 -644.2-1312.1 1236.2 1250";"S 
-84.6 39.41__-7..8 50,30 65.48 1038.0 1573.9 -798,8-1431.9 1343.3 1347.3
0 25.601 25.393 890.2 692.4 664.8 689.6 59 .0 b13 41,69-5.12 
70 7.8__27.902_ 8 6t5 . 6.4653.0 54.4 
85 Z.9.408 29.382 865.3 640.0 657.4 638.2 562.b -48.4 40.55 -4.314 52.52-66.49-1080.5 1600,-857.5-14672 1420.0 1416.8 
__6.6,t2-38_ 42.28-..-309 53.8b 67,10 1075.1 1601.o -868.2-1475.4 1444.5 1441.790 .2_.S4 a.L,56_ 056,?.°__o.d..45AfQ 68. 68.70 1075.9 1619.4 -885.7-1508,7 1457.1 1462.8"
95 0..68 30.293 843.2 590.1 610.7 58.2 5131.4 -4b.9 43.0 -4.49 55.41 
%SPA - S - INCM OEV TURN CARDER OMEGA-B 0-FAC OLEA-E LOSS-P LOSS-P P02/ EFF-P IFF-AD FF-P M-i M-2 M'-1 1'-2-SAN ULbPEE DEGPEE UEGP[ ,EOREE CEGFEE SHOCK 	 TOTAL PROFILE P0I lOTAL TOTAL STATIC 
.9296 ODOO .0000 .7110 .8728 .6209 .6962 1.1518'
 is 2.23 _ , 7 7 ,_ 51.16 -53.86 __:(412 .q681 _.1772 .0448 .0420 
.0352 .9444 .O0 .0000 .7425 .8385 .5985 '.6956-1.1669' 
30 _4.37 7.67 7.97 ..50.04 50.66' .0214 .4617 .0789 .0220 .0160 .9744 .0000 .0000 .8485 .7699 .5667 .7187 11,:796.30 
2.89 5.85 5.55 52.63 52.45 .,135 .4744 .3497 .0386 
0 .03 6. 16 10.89 46.81 49.55 ,0321 .4462 *0o17 .0188 .0090 .9805' .0000 .0000 .8677 .7575 .5765 .7888 1.234Z2 
10,10_46,80 49.91 .4749 9 .0213 .0134 .0000 .0000 .8648 .5467 
895 8.25 S.4815.56 44.89 52.02 . .b073 .IbO 0.401 66--787--772 --".5255---9083--T;253­
70 3.72 6.96 .022 !161L 	 .9808 .7265 .8817 1.3065 
281 .030069659"0-._000 
90 10.22 10.15 18.52 45.37 _53.83 .0329.5249 1200 .0426 .0309 .9653 .0000 .0000 .7774 .7157 .5096 .8981 1.30716 
.1479 ' .0532 0411 .9586 .0000 ".0000 .7505 .7011 .4793 '.8953 1;3153W, 95 9.76 11.25 19.19 48.09 56.06 .0336 b669 

NCORR - WCORR' TO/TO "'V;PO' -EFF-AD EF F-P WC/AI EF - AD PO/PO
 
INL .__ ttE.[ IHLrT INLLT INLET INLE LuH/SEC W Am. LOCAL
 
PPM LUM/SEC % " 8.5-72SOFT 





BLADE ELEMENT AND OVERALL PERFORMANCE WITH STATOR HUB SLIT
 
Rotor SUCTION, 100 PERCENT OF DESIGN SPEED, POINTS 1-8 
-
%SPAN t4 N -- -* T v- 2 -- vM-2 -F~s GRE-D13' K- . 8R- T8' TSK*FIKOF S T/S~c-;TJ SLt. S  0IA-I* OIA-2 -F.p4/v-I T-2[CF/F4 5-F&c VEI C-1R0
 
S _17:67 19:769 576,6 1000.6 576.5 632.5 O0 775.4 .00 8 5S,6 15,80 lo2 .5 657,5 8N3,3 -17?,0 813,3 954.q 
10 -18,4&7. 20008--590.1--973.6--590.1--638.7 . --7348 . 00--9 .00 - 56,49 -21,'l 106 2 686,j .891,b -2505 .89h5-,98512 ­
.00 27.31 11 686,1 .939,8 -3111. 939,8 1016.1
is 19.467 21.047 602.6 929.2 602.6 609.2 .0 701.6 9.oq b7.33 

.0 6 . 00 So.79 59,76 11.13 1246.8 701.8.1077,3'.461.5 1077,3 1108.630 22,31--22.964 -627.6 035.3_627.6_ 528.1 ..... .. "6N7.2 qY.66 62.71 99.38 1900.6 807.9-1245,1 .613.4 1295.1 1232.0
so 25.791 25.520 641.2 811.6 641.2 S25.4 .0 618. OD0 

' 
70 --8o -2,7.67R.731-3,-578 -1---578s.----,00--47.62 -6b17--8,.76- 1536.4 -939.6-137'7,8 "777,0-1397.fL_13S5.4. 
793,7 520.5 4
9 9 b.8-1510,8 5 1N78.7­85 31.299 29,993 622.3 622.3 .0 599.1 oo0 .02 67.61 58,B 1634.0 .8q8,9 151U.81539,2 I148.0




51,89 68,69 63,97 1681.1 992.1-1569.0 8913 1569,0 1509.
95 32 :q99 31.271 612.1 756, 612.1 35.2 .0 618.1 .00 

" 1 2 ' 
INcS iNCH oEv TURN cAloER OEGA 8 O-FAC OL GA-B LOS5p LOSS-p p(12/ EFF-p EFF-AO EFFp 3 mj m-L H _2
 
%SPAN -Dr RtC-DtGeE-LEGRE'-DEGRE-oEGREE-OCK -- -- TOTA( "PROFILE -P-01 -'10TAL -TOTAL STATIC '-.......- ..­
.0134 -.O33 .002 10" ' I,01 3.0086 8638 . 9460, RJ76 
1o0 -.- S 6,93 £535 .35,08 -43,5- ,065 A241 0.)01 .006 UI. 210 017 .89391 9 --
3 
:0118 8*,00832.11I3 R323
5 .25 0,68 1£5.6 39,91q3.82 

17 l:0i 6 ,0252 1t3 
81 6,65 I1186 30.02 38.10 0207 .9422 13 7 77  
1 * 1 61w-- . " 
.0073 .0O16 -.0029 2.0172 ,993s 2 1 .S558 7913 io1Zu 696
 
9809" ,9213 ,9 4 .9081 :6819. . u
 30 ,-7- 6 " .63 2-1195--14,27---.01 2 ,5790 -,U983 -.0200 -. 0112 1 




70 3 9-; W3--- I 23 9.7 l 9 l - -i0783. l 1 10 .1233 - -02 5 i00 31 1.9B70 118 .8612 " 
86 &3 "".590 --"N 3 N . 1 1 
,65s5 3S006 _.812N 
81 .24 5,53 1.209 9.13 7,85 .1315 .5208 ,1719 .0326 .0081 2,0301 .8236 
.8050 ,893 ,5776 2 68 
90 -4-N32---5;13--S55 -- -7-35 - - 7.53--£3 7-358-;ZI9o0382 0137 '2,Ui95 - .7861- ,7638 7117 5716- .6HI:3 3.b -"8139 
.6269 1.5512 ,882

1 5.38 7,94 1.72 7,28 .1494 *5463 .2158 .0106 .0164 1.9929 .718 .7265 .7405 .5662
q.45 

To/To Po/Po EFF-A 0 EFFP
 
ItThfrYfttEi IN7ET_ 




%SPAN DI2A-2 V-1 Y" 2 v2-2 0-1 8.0 -'2 - a.'1 U-
rvO.y-C SEC--T. S.Fa/SECFTLSECFTnC 
S 20.409 21,89 1036.0 726,8 713.6 725.6 7S£1 -12.1 q6.46 -3.32 18,17 56.09 751.2 1300.8 .231.2.1079.6 985.3 j37,i 
9 9 9 
0SA.'0--.---F iy;2sE 2-- .i- 2e-..Ru o.-2 ¢ FS/S- L.­
£0 21.008 2:. 61-100 .3-6 z--7 11.3---685 j9- -713.0- -91.9 44.95--.7.67 22,86 59.22 775.4 1311.1 -301.2-1152.1 IuI4.2 106u.2 
Is 21,589 22.N32 968,6 668,1 685.8 657,q 681.0 .119.1 4.,93 -10.27 27.59 61.32 77 ,4 1370.2 .3583.1202:1 £042.3 1083.0 
0 - -23.314--23902 .885,2--29,5-- 614,2-62 .7-.637, .5--.77.-.6.07.7,0z .38,q7 63.09. .7811,7 1971380q qN88,.o1230? 2325.5 3153,9-

50 25.602 25.893 87q,7 646.1 619.6 613.0 617.5 -62.3 41.90 -5.53 11,93 63,89 875.6 161. -6l,5.1312,3 '1235.9 125U.U
 
70 -- - 967I-22250--06I670.9 9o-45 72-9 S??_768.2:1422..3'43.0347.0­
85 29.408 29,382 89.7 655,3 651,8 653.6 612:9 .6.2 173.21 -. 05 6,951I37, 16U3.93 .806,8.iq64 7 q1J9,! 1318,5
 
90 -Z9i9-1 29.856--890.9"--6W7;z-. 630i3.-646.5- 629.4-.-.28.1 40J96.--.2,8 52.211 66.25 1030.2 1605.1 .81,8.111q69,.5-14.2 1491.4.
 
5




INcS INCM DE TURN CAHoER OHEGA'8 OrFAC OLGA-n LOSS-p LOS-p pO2/ EFF-P EFF-AD EFFp m-I m- M'2
 
%SPAN "EREEe--o"ERrL-nEGR -oGRE-"SOcK--- ------------... OTAL'-PROFILE--pOl ITOTAL-"TOTAL STATIC........ ... .
 
5 1.22 7.25 13.09 19,79 SS,9 .0159 q8q5 ,1766 .0439 .0399 9279 .000 .0000 ,7z68 .892q .6066 ,6530 1.0865 
10 - 5337 _OS5 - --. .0479 19202 -. --,ooo ,175,..6712.1.1106,t---3-74---6,6B----7,7---..-862- SIqO 2034--oS4 0000 ,699 .8660 

97  
is q.61 7.98 11.66 55.20 52.11 o01 .5211 *1782 .059 ,Q0B *93q6 .OO0 .0000 .7245 ,8320 ,5566 166811N
 
30 -? 6fl-li6---0;2."53-09-50.66-.0391-;132"-.0992--;0277....;0168---.96 8 8 .0000 .(oo .8326 -,7b6--,5622--%668-1.I141­
50 8.2J 11.36 10.49 90.93 19.55 .0537 .4984 .0894 .0273 .oo 
9 
.9728 .0000 .0000 .8386 ,7ou .S335 .7391 1,2U68
7 8 8 0

72 "9710- ,728 -,53:1­
85 10,.6 11.11 39.81 17,29 S2 .00  :0191735 029 .0356 ,9S3o .0000 .UO00 .7193 .7172 6339 ,8662 1.306V
 
70 - :'I93---00--.O6S-.0973-.'032"o0 00 0o o0"1 7- 33 -r.-21NZ­
90 "- 14--12.7- -1 9-1"6- -7,-4 -53,86 ;0D5
7 
-- 36a -; 556--;0552 --.0350--9526- .0000" .0000 - 7z6N--;?q1 --,b2qq-- ;8558 1v380­
5 l4.o 20.85 19.33 56,0A .06011 ,56 i1692 ,0610 .0392 .96o1 .0000O..o0 I11 .725, .5021 .848 .3037 
NtORR WCORR TO/To po/po EFF-AD EFF- WCI/AI W22 M -AD POPOP 

t-t-N-rrrt--iNtt 7 -- L-Ntt- rNtET-NtET-0N-jEC' wTOTATJ AW 'LOCAL-­9
 
RP 8 % .00599 -a 1i1
 
r6.17717 -. . 9 19 83,26 S ?59
lS17265-s ; 81;66 - -. 
TABLE 6.7
 
BLADE ELEMENT AND OVERALL PERFORMANCE WITH STATOR HUB SLIT
 
SUCTION, 100 PERCENT OF DESIGN SPEED, POINTS 1-8
 
2 B- 2SPA-I l0A-2 "' V""v- vM- v'-VH-!2 .o2 - V -Z ' 0 - VO-I"0V
0 








17 q67 19 769 
8.467-204o8-. 
19.467 21.047 
2 2 34'b 22,964 
25 7 1 25.520 
SEC-4-/SEC- T/SEc--T /s E--ST./s E--r/sEc 
568,6 loo5.q 568.6 636.o *0 778:6 
588:20-977.0 582.0 -­639*6--------- 738 5 
594.2' 93S,4 594.2 6'14.S .0 7oS.2 
618' " 8387- 684 527'6-- . C? 6520 



















'&RE&E fET/5£C-T YS E-4F-­
5•6 1:1o,.660.5 .8445 -i77,: 
21.20 1065., B 6$ 6 ,j .892z8 .2 177 
26.95 1113.0 690. -9l41. -312.3 
40. 9 7 1243 5 699.2-i0788 -458,2 
















79Z2 68 7,7 507,q .0 











58.87 163D99 981.7.1613.o 
6126 26S.q 9 7 7 . l ,4 
-'7.73 ,.9-- 1 -9s­
.894q 15i3.o 
.886,7 -BS4 4 
3 5,I. 
18 0 ,0 
jq80u,8 -
95 32.q99 31.271 599, 758a. 599.1 424.0 .0 628.8 .00 56,02 69.13 61,35 16815 9799.-57.z .2883j1i571,2 11.8 
INCS INCH DEV TuRN 'AMBER OxEGA- B O'FAC OHEGA' 8 LOSS-p LOSS'p p02/ EFF'p EFF-AD EFF-p M-1 H­
2 
mf"j H-2 






:7.09 25.39 404,8 
- 7 33-flS.13 -3570 




.C145 .5298 .. Ooqq -.0009 
*o77 " - .5237 -. 0165 -;0o' 
.0216 .532 ,02.. 
-.0040 2,117a 
-,0078 Z.b004 
-.0021 2 0 1 1 
1.00o 1.0005 
t.008 8 1.008 







.868a .9q26 *5702 
.8q19-9927 --­8z­




3,5 6.20 6,67 
19.237--.-758 
ii7 q.6q o794 
1"1 1 
*5568 .1288 
0226023S ,913861912  












4,71 5,99 4.62 9,21 7.88 :1333 ,5307 .2960 .0367 .0122 2,oQ 9 .8014 
479-5-8B---;6----735----75*----irOS--.5,O5 9 
- .2352-. 0q8--,0l72 2,ot-.7662.-.. 







.5639 *6537 j.497j .6090 
-­ 5582.-. 6 q00- 522-- 003­
5533 .617q 1 5q7) 7 77 
TO/TO p /pO EFF-AD EFFp­
-T7ET-T r- Nct 74NE T-
I I 






OIA.I" 02A.2 -'V21 -, V.g2 
20.409 21.489 6qo.z 433.9' 
21.009 21.961 1012.4--698.5-





689,9 662 8 
V0.j V0 .2 
8 
., . " RE.PnEEecttEG 
9•23.2 6.q7 .33 
716,7 1gei45,06 .7,79 






e':z v' *"ti -"V'. V0 .. 2 U 1 'u 281-Er-- - 2 a2 .1 -
55.9o 53 Ij6.7 .86,7 1638. 9 
59 08 - 7752 1347 3 -2 9 9 0.1155,8-105,6-1061,7­
61.20 777'1 1375,8 .356*2-12055 1043,7 .1089 5 
30 -23;31q-23-8902 -,887376335-6j2'8--628'o- 64263 7 .- q6 3s_ 
-
3$ ...-63,05---78I 38S,5 .*489 9:125,0-1127. 6­



















--- 5-3-A " 





"29,914 "29 896 _887,o__635 







-3,i -5272"66,77 2023.2 




3 2*68 8 Iq64.5 
%SIAN " INcS INCH 
-O OR- rR ' 
DOv TURN 
'ORE'-EGREEe-E 
AMBER OMEGA-8 O-FA C 
GRNEE S-HOC:K~............. 
OMEGA-8 LOSS-p LOSS-p p02/ Err- P0, TOT Ac- PROF I LE--'PO !--TOT AL -­
EFF-Ao EFF-p 





4 ' *4 "_ 2 
5 
t0 
4,24 7.17 13.03 q9,84 5.9a .0162 
"- 3,81--- 6;75"7,65-"528S--* 3.87 -. 0164 
.08 .1763 

























8,367 R-- 1,07 
67.89---o9555 
20.51 5o,$4
- 0.q_ 9 9 
S0.66 "oq13 
49.5 0553 
_ ? 93--; -o 
- -8129 
.q9795 6 





- ,9678--o00009 7*q .0000
- .b -- 0 
-.0000 
.00000 00 
"18269-- 7565 -249­ ' ,658-z 
,82q7 ,7936 ,5367 ,7384









q9:02 52:01 :0572 .5116 ,166 :0574 
32"-53.86"---o68 -­".55qq-- .1719"" •610-
.0367 *9*?6 .0000 






" 7 q'-O 
,85o3 1,304 8 
.86-38 9q-!;2989"­
95 10393 I5,32 20.97 50,42 56.06 .,719 .68t2 .1900  OARS *0q2s ,9q* D0000 .0000 *684q .7211 .00'4 .8334 1.2960 






2,2S30) 1906 '80.12 82.84 39.95! 






BLADE ELEMENT AND OVERALL PERFORMANCE WITH STATOR HUB SLIT 






















-I DIA-2 V-I v-2 VM-1 "Vl-2 va-I - V-2 6-i S-2 EIt-I B'.2 V-I V­
2 VO0-I vO'-Z . U-I U -2 
I-I--- - IN ..-- FT/SEC FT/SEC -r T /sEC FT/SEC FT /SEc-FT/SEc- EGREC-DEGREE, OEGNEE DEGREE. FT/SEC FST/SLC F-T/SEr-FT/SEC-fX SEC-FT/SL­
17.q67 19.769 563,8 1006,5 563.8 627:, .0 7,0 .00 i.43 56.20 19.83 1013.5 649.4 .82,2 -166.2 842. 953,2 
1B.-4A17 20.'oS- 577,o 977.5-- 77_0--630 9 --- . 7466- --. 00 9.80 57 05 -20 62 1061.0--674.2 .8904 .237q,-890 q 9840­
19.467 21.047 S89.0 935,3 589.0 60qq *0 713,8 .00 q9,76 57,09 26, 
9 1108.1 676:? 938.6 -301,0 io1"490,8 
22.314 22,964 612.S 839,4 612.5 625,3--.0 - 52.l1 b0,33 4o,78 1238,1 689 .107:2-5 . -1 .2­
579 25.520 624 6 $18,3 6z4*6 513.3 .0 637.3 .00 .Si1i 63.34 49.IO 1391.6 78Iq.6..1243.5 -5 3,1 i2'13,5 13 
.. 28.95 .28I-76....2O.I..-797,5 6201.- 516,5--.0- 607.7...-.OO _49.6466,03- 56.26 j ,27,S._90 7,5.a9&..76,O.-37&0O132SJ -­
31.295 29,993 605.3 81q,2 6053 607.9 .0 .636.4 .00 5h.qU 68.Iq 57,90 1625.8 955.9.1508.9 
-809.7 15u8.9 l4,16.1 
- 3l.8a3 30.630 -600.2 902.8 600.2 471,1-- .0 649,6 ---.oo- b4.07 68,67 60.35 1650.3- 952.3-1537.2 
-627,2 1537.2-1476.8­
32,499 31.271 595.5 778, 695,S 423.3 .0 653.0 .00 57a7 69,19 63.65 
1676,3 954.i-1566.9 .54.7 1566.9 I507.7 
- INCS INCH 0Ev TURN CAMBLR OMEGA-B DFAC OHE6A-B LOSS-p LOSS-P p02/ EFF-p EFFAD EFF-p M.
1 M.
2 M1. 1 N "2 
DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE SHOCK ---.-- - -. TOTAL 'pROFILE- pO -TOTAL TOTAL- STATIC-- . -­
.81 7.z4 14.66 4i.37 '8.82 .0146 ,4oS -..0125 -.0027 -. UOSd 2.1352 1.OU46 1.00E 1.0092 .5200 
,B68 .937.9 .5602 
1t.07- -7,98 -I4.b 36,q3- 43.54 .0178 .5316 .0255-,-.005 -. 0099 2.1178 I,-0126 1.014D -1.0209 
.53I1 ,8'q6--,9877.- ,5605­
1.38 7.20 L4.03 31.90 36.09 .0218 .5509 G0085 .0018 -.0029 2.0677 .993o ,9922 .9yoq 
.555 8019 1.0338 ,5795 
-­ 2.45 6.44 11.12 19.56-"2 .23 .0432 .5963 .1102 .022 .0135 1.9677 .9145 .908--.8983 .6672 ,7099 
It,62 9 ---blS8­
3,69 6,35 6,77 04.23 14.65 .0784 ,57b2 .1330 .0266 .0109 .uDO'9 .8023 .8702 
,8676 ,6775 .68b6 1.2851 *6b72 
,0 6--q.0o.30 63.7 "0*77-" 9.14 1080'".5306 .10 276 .0071 2;0241 .b97-,I--,86 73 
q.77 6.06 3.63 ,24 7,86 .1316 .5510 .1965 .0379 .0130 2.0796 ,808q .7076 
,7877 .5608 .6693 i,905 ,7857 
-q8,32 53 *2387 654 ,2339 .0.17 ,-879 2.0710 ,77918 .7507 -,7538 a5550.6557 1ib166 -­ 7778-­
4,96 5,89 7.62 5.54 7.28 .195 ,5715 .2644 .0991 U197 2,09 7 *?, 6 

































DIA-I OIA-2 V-I V-2 VMI VM-2 VD-1 vO­
2 8-I '-2 B'1I U°.z V.I! V4.
2 V0.1 v0'Z U-I U. 2 
-­ tN ---- IN- -.­p /SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC-FT/SEC FT/SEC"FT/SEC DEGNEE-DEG
REE DEGREE-OGHEC FT /SFC-F.T/SEC-FT/SL& FTdSE(.-.lJSEC-F-JkC-­
20.409 21.489 1038.6 713.0 705.5 712,0 762.3 _.3a,9 47.22 -3.13 17.45 56,48 739,6 1289.4 -221,70IU75,O 984.0 1036.1 
-21.008 21.961 1010.1 678.9 --7o3.8- 671.6 72:5-
9 2.3 95.83 ;7.86 -22,28 -59.72 -760.8 1333.1 -286,B-, . 1--1012.-9-l0h c8 
21.589 22.432 971.2 654.5 677.3 6q3.6 696.9 .119.1 45.79 _.1o'0 27.00 61.1 760.8 1362.4 .34.0-.1200.7 OS1O, 
9 2081. 6 
.-23.319 23,902 885.6 614.1 598,2 609.4 652,8 .76,6 £7.60 47.07- 38,22 -63.61 762,7 131u.9--471.2-1228,0 1124,1 1252.4­
25.601 25.893 877,1 631.6 603.7 628.6 636.2 -61.4 '6.50 1S.50 '4.72 69,36 850.0 1q52.9 -S98.2-1309.9 1234.3 1248.4 
-27.18 27.902 -87,6 637.2 622.2 432,2 614.7 .­79.7 44.65 .7,19 .49.40.66,07_956.7.I69.0 .726,6.125.0-13f1..Z-1A..­
, 29.408 29.382 908,8 652,0 634.2 6 9,8 651.0 -53.2 45,75 -. 69 50.41 66,5 995.1 1607.1 -. 766,9.11699 
117,97: 1416.6 
29914 29.066- 905.1 6W7.2 612.2 6q6.0 666,5 -39.9 '7.qq -3.53 5I.73 66,41 988,3 1614.3..775.0-1979 q-'42.3-143?.S­
- 30.382 30.293 891.6 628.1 56.0 626,6 671.9 -42.0 8.91 -.3.8 53,53 67,36 986.1 1628.1 
792.9-1 02.6 1464.9 14606 
INCS INCH DEV TURN CAMBER OMEGA-B D-FAC OmEGA-B LOSS-p LOSS-p p0 
2 / EFF-p EFF-AD EFF-P M-1 H­ 2 MI' 1 H - 2 
-DEGREE-oEGREE DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE SHOCK . ...-- TOTAL--pROFILE- pol--TOTAL --TOTAL--STATIC------­
5.00 7.92 13.27 50.34 5S.90 .0190 .5009 .1810 .Oq05 .0402 .9260 .0000 .0000 ,7304 .8933 5934 .6q16 1.0731 
4.60" 7.53 7,57 53.69 53,87 ,o192 ­ ,6313 -.2048 - .0518 .0469 --.9197-- oooo .0000 ,707q-" 866o-562-- .6561-1.IU2-
5.SO 8,44 4.44 6,27 62.42 .0238 ,5'126 .1836 .0972 .0411 ,9,2' .0000 .0000 .7266 *8332 ,637 .65q7 1.I36 
-­
9 
.02 " 12.01 8.15, 54,7 50.66 .oq9 .5351 *oS7 .029 .0156 .9669- ,O0 ,UDo0 -- ,Boo 2- ,7540 -.5o77--.67.-I33­
9.82 12.96 10.44 52.08 49,55 ,0686 .5224 .1067 .0325 .0116 ,9675 .0000 .0000 .8189 .7399 .5194 .7152 I.I49 
- 0.99 -12.23 0.32 5184- 49.93 .b646 - .5343 -. 1260 O'11 ,0202 -. 962,---;ooo0-.0000 -77783 ,7333 -;524--,010--12S­
13.09 13,60 '1.20 5o.991 52.00 ,0711 .5536 .1856 .0697 ,0389 .9416 .0000 .0000 :6860 ,7546 ,5275 *a265 1.3003 
- 15.17 5,S14 ­ 18.11 5097 53.86 -.0829 .5625 .186q .0661 -. 0367 .9422 - .0000 .0000 -­,685--,7481--.5209--.8170- I72992­
15.16 16.50 19.83 52.76 56,06 ,o870 .5808 ,1935 .0697 .0384 .9q4I9 .0ao .0000 *6749 .7336 .5032 lGIo8 1.3043 
NcORR WCORR 




INLET . INLET 



















BLADE ELEMENT AND OVERALL PERFORMANCE WITH STATOR HUB SLIT 









SPEED, POINTS 1-5 
DIA-l 01A-2 V-1 V.2 Vj-3 VMI2 va1 V0--20- 2 B.8-2 V'.I 11.2 VO-i VO'-2 - UI 2 
IN - IN . TSEr FTI5EC.-tySEC ft/SEC rtiSEC /SEC oE8 REEOEGREE DERE -DEGREE FT/SEC FT/SEC-FT/SEC.FT/SEC-FT/EC.FTSEC 
7.467 19.769 606.3 1017.8 606.3 725.9 .0 713,5 ..00 44,3 61*29 18,39 1038.8 765,1 .843:6 :21.3 8.3.6 954.7 
18.467 20.408 620.6 983.3 620.6 714.2 .0 675.9 .00 43.12 55,16 23.13 1086,6 778.5 -891.8 -309 7 893,8 .985.6 
19.N67 21,07 631.2 95.2 63.2 704.2 .0 6.3 9 .00, 2,113 b6 00 27,85 l131O 797 -94 0 
1
o.3-372,5 94o. 1 1016,. 
22.3Jq 22,964 " 661,3 86o.3 6649,3--661.o :0- 650.OD -- .00 39 79 58,34. NQ,39 1266.0 861,3.1o77.6 .558, 1c77.6 33Q9,Q 
28,7 3 25.S20 680.9 798 6 680.9 637 3 .0 403,3 .00 37 o6 61633 49,68 196 985.21246.6 *751e2 3245.6 
12325 
-2&;94-28.076 ­ -073 6*A--477-8,4..,a..J0 O3 .... 0 0  33 72.-.6433..57,31 .551-112.2.:1398,3,.9996 398,3:6355,9 31.298 29.993 651,8 694,6 651. 3 577,1 .0 336.4 .00 33.81 6667 61,8 1696,9 12088.1S31,4.062,0 I114 1 b8 31,883 30,630. 646,3,-662.8 -6q6.3 -31,8 - .0 395.2 ..,O 36,65 67,23 63,87 1669,9 1207. 7.153 9,.1084,0 539,8 j 9792 
32,499 31.271 642.1 61S.9 6q2.1 469,7 .0 397.9 .00 40.32 67,75 67,10 1695,8 12078.16 
9 











INcS INC, 0EV TURN &AHIER OmEGA-8 0-FAC OxEGA'S LOSS-P LOSS-P p02/ EFF-p EFF-AD EFF-p 
DEGREE D EGREE-DEDR EE -DEGREE SHOCK -TOT AL PROFILE -­pOI -TOTAL -TOTAL STATIc 
1O 5,36 8.22 35,93 9892 80106,4236 ol8 9 .0227 0205 i,9o74 .9329 ,9266 *8830 
-- .,8i 5,58 37,37 31, 7 3 13,65 039 41338 .1121 o237 ,Q7Q8 1,8720 99242* 175 ,8797 
-. 51 5.28 16,13 28,15 38.10 .0181 .4385 .1124 .0239 .0200 3h8139 .9170 .9098 .8778 
-0.7 -'1012 "10,"3---18,15- 29,13-- .0401 .1435q ,1196 --.0246 -9,062-.7129---.8868 .8776 .8633-
1,78 4.37 7.33 11,65 14.61 .0761 .4o89 ,1207 .0238 .0087 2.6892 ,8595 ,885 8487 
...86-'I&69 79 '2.o---'9.t9- .1067 - .3600" it0(9 o.t94+..00021.6228 i8501 
' 
*8393 8.b9-
3.30 4.55 7.28 5,19 7,93 .1304 .3488 i3 5 3 ,0234 .03 3,5839 ,795 !7812 *7984. 
--­ 3,12. -4,49-- 8;71- 3 7,5---37S 3623 ,i835 :0296 .00726! . 726 ;7091 .73 U 
3,53 105 11.12 ,65 7,32 .1482 .3742 ,2272 .0332 .0118 1,5037 .6608 .6407 ,6888 
H-I H.
2 111-1 M ° 2 
5620 ,8887 ;9665 :6680 
*5775 8560 l.010 6778. 
*S907 .8287 3.063 8 .6926! 
.6198 -. 71424 1,1891 -,468­
.6340 .6858 1,3282 ,8460 
.62- | '6z7| 
6 56 5927 1,5 228 10314 
5s95 - ,5619 1.5465 10237, 
.5952 .5187 1,5692 3,0370 
TO/To po/po EFF-AD EFF-p 
;t"ET-ILET--INLET INLET 
I S 
"3,[92 1"'6127 8,38 85,52' 
Stator 




IN - IN - Fly;Ec fToEc FTY8EC FTY5E C FTOS E FT)SCC DEGREE DECREE DE6 REE DEGREE FTYOEc FTYsI E FYSiC Fy/SEc.fT/SEc FTSEC, 
20,409 21.489 2088.0 1023.2 8q0,3 1009o 691.1 .92.1 39.43 .b.16 19.32 47.95 890.6 1521.5 .294.6.1129.9 985.6 1037,8 







21,589 22,632 1031,7 9e6,7 
23.314 23.902 980.8 9 15,125.601 26,893 902.5 8S6,5 
-27,838 27,902 857,9. 795 
29.108 29,382 8465 753,8 
29.914 29,856 829,7 741,1 
30,382 30.293 802.7 7C2.5 
818,9 977,q 627.4 .135,0 
78,9 099,8 5'2.' .166,7
76.51 656* 7 7 -13 
943,.N783.7. 4o~l ..3SQ 
/49,6 7q5,2 393,6 .1i3.Z 
724,5 734.3 404,3 -102.2 





























156 22 .915.2.1218:3 1042,6 3Q83,3 
198.4 .5836.1321.0 1125.9 1jS9, 
3628.0 .756 6.13 84 6 3236,:4 3260,5 
i677,4 .933,4.j4 29 343.4 4a'7:5, 
1703,8. 124&6323342U.2 j119.0 
17o948.10q0,q., 14q,7 3q41,9 












INCS INCH I0EV TUN AxOLR OMEGA-8 o-rAc OmEGABO LOSS-p LOSS-P 
DEGREE DEGREE DE4 REE OEGREE DEGREE SHOCK TOTAL PROFILE 
-2.82 .11 11.23 41.60 56,89 .0022 .2351 .1380 .03N2 .0336 
.2,99 .. 05 8 q 14.88 63.86 .0026 ,2322 '1099 .0279 ,0272 
-2,97 -. 02 7 08 15,33 52,5 .0031 ,2345 ,0940 .0243 ,0236 
-3 73 -. 73 4./3 45,27 50.66 .0022 ,2456 ,069 7  *192 .0186 
-,72 .1.58 7.13 41,02 99.57 .oDl6 .2476 ,G662 .0200 :o395 
- -7,27 -4,02 7,65 38,35 99,88 .0000 :283 ,1157 .u38 .0378 
.. 60 -427 .30 36 34 52.07 .0000 .3119 IS31 .0529 052? 
-2,0 -2.97 13,66 37:09 53,81 .0000 .323S ,1234 ,043 ,0 134 
-3,19 -.. 68 14.07 10.26 56.07 oOaO .3613 ,1348 o479 a479 
p02/ EFF-p EFF-Ao EFF-p 
pOl - TOTAL TOTAL STATIc 
.9383 .0000 .0000 .1,38 
,9s29 .0000 .uuoo .,1659 
.96320000 .00 c ,1923 
,9704 .0000 .0000 ,2f94 
:9779 .0000 .000 .3535 
*96'2 .0000 .0000 ,33l 
.9S38 .0000 .0O00 ,3771 
,9643 .000 .0oo0 *18|9 
,9633 .0000 .0000 .5U91 
H-1 m.2 Mo-I H,2 
.. 
.9552 .8941 .7861 3296 
, .269,876 797 a,3970 
,9011 ,86.1 .8091 3,3637 
*8274 .,7987 ,8574 :3819 
.7824 7 ,993j 1,9105 
.,7451 ,6073 i,0SU7 I q 
,7328 6147g 1,2025 1,624 
*7148 ,6333 1.0937 1.4605 
.6877 ,5965 1,0843 Iq6q7 




102.61 1,1920 1;6 373 71,69 80.35O| 
Sort..C 





BLADE ELEMENT AND OVERALL PERFORMANCE WITH STATOR HUB SLIT
 
SUCTION FREE STREAM EFFICIENCY METHOD, 100 PERCENT OF DESIGN
 
Rotor 	 SPEED, POINTS 1-5 
0 2 2 	 2 Z 
- 6-2 V'-I , Vt.2 v01- vU'- U-I U­
%SPAN ?/'SEC-" SEC-FT/SECEGREE DlGREe.CE4REE FT/SEC Fl/SEC FT/S-C FT/SEC FT/
OIA-I DIA-2 
V.1 V.2 V1I VM'-2 vO-I v a-I 
46.72 	 1.845,
603.0 1004.3 603.0 688.5 .0 731.1 .DO Hi48 18.12 I038,2 724,7 -22b,3 8i5S1 966,55 17.467 19,769 

7s8.8 .9u9 .39 893,s9is11333, -617.1- 679.5 ..-. 0 689,8 -',00- 45.43 - 5.36 23,64 1085,9- 42,0 893.5 -2 7,6. IJ987.4. 
1s 19.467 22,047 630,5 932 1 630.5 664,6 * 663.6 .00 44,51 56.20 28.72 13 7 , .36o 
10 18.467-20.408-- 7l--968.3 
7 5 3 
30 -22,314 22.964 _6A28:-S77q9-66I,8---6SS,2...... :'1.....00 ql,q7 .68.8--3,o7 1266 3. -'14.o-lO 6 	 - 2.0 107 .6 111.1 
.709 3 1207. 1234.7
s0 25.791 2.52 679 . 818 6 679.1 627 7 o 52.4 .0 39.93 61 qq 48.q6 1420 7 947 .4127 8 
94sq.2oL, 82-. 9__Ss 9 _4Sj 2 9 ,5908 -'1on 0 -9t 1 358 A..70 -.2 67,;q_73sa. 3I-9'3671 a.2 ,.I_..__3780 5 	 6S4__j. 7 0'1. 1551 1 Oa.01 
66'90 61'63 1696'1 ii4.1S l . Iuo36 1514't 1q451.85 31.296 29,993 64S.8 703,0 645.8 541,9 ,0 447'5 -. 00 39,57 za91 3.S3z:o-27:6 • 1542: 1481-490 30 883 30,630-.640.5--673. -b'05--496,2q 5-490 . 'a0 46q q• .. 0-42,61 -67"15 64*22 1670 3 1 10 . I 




.. .. . . ... . . . ... .
. . . . . .. .. .
...

. . . .	 








CAHBER OEGA'B DFAC OxEGACO LOSS-P LOSS-P p0 / EFF-p EFr-AD EFF-p H M. '.I H'0
%SSPAN OESREE DEGREE OEGREE-O£SREE-DEGOEE-SHOCK--- ---- .TOTAL--PROFILE---pOI --TOTAL-.-TOTAL -STATIC - . ..-----­
- ,9388 ,-933 •9 7 39 ._:8S 2-_I 0160 _I 643110-'I 6 "-S 77 't 7 "3 -2-43,55---t010,q7o1- 0 2q -019 -- a068 1 915 	 ,877 .9659 ,6297
5 -. 89 5.54 17,95 36,37 48,82 .0110 ,66i .0961 .0201 	 ,0178 1.9501 .9422 ,9365 *90q5 .5519 





- ,6175- ,7524 ha893 .,7262.

-.0409--.9585 .0794 ,0166-.90079.-l8904" ,921 ,9248-912 

SO 1.93 q.50 6,16 12.97 1q.65 0771 .4453 .1081 .0219 .0061 1.79s2 .8838 , U 8729 .6319 ,6990 1,3319 .8

70 -- 41,9.--R 8 7 ---- 6,61-7o, ---9.13-1081.--- 3 998 -,1122--.0206- UOOb 1,7o96-..8654-..8439- ,8S38 -. 6190 
,6287 l,441. -,9200.
 
30 . " - .60--',56---9.31--19,41--2'412 	 8 7 0 9 0 
37	 
.7727 .7557 ,7713 .5990 .5927 1.5245 .9619
a5 3 SS 4,78 7.q'8 526 7,97- .1320 .4032 .1702 .0292 .007 1,6690 
90 36--q7-- -.9--22"-76 "1392 If1q9 -,2130 -0';10 1.63549--.7179 -. 6978 -17267"--5932-"*5639-1,5q79""';9563' 
9 

95 3,74 4.6S 11,93 ,as 7.34 01498 .42q2 .2509 .0359 ,Clqq I,SB8 ,6643 ,618 .6866 .5900 .520 1,5699 .9526
 










2 l.l at-2 v1l V-2%0'-1 O'-z, u-I U-
V-I VH-2 vO-I VO- B-I B-2
CIA-I 01A-2 V-1 V-2 
 /FT/ S T c T/sEc
%SPAN I14--.n ---. ISE 4.Z./SEC-FTUSE-FT/SEP-FTdSEt FTISEC OEGREE:OLGRLE DEREEoEGRE.FT./SEC PT/sEC
4
 9Q1.7 708.2 -88,2 41,67 .5,55 19,33 sj,17 843,5 1447.8 .279,2.1127.9 987.4 1IO397




63,15 05 ,2 956,5 396,9.1I64,S 1016.45 1062.5
6695 .101l9 4o:q3 .6,67 23.8110 21.008 21.961 1032,3--878,6 -785,8 -872,7 	 407.7.1198 5 I4.q u85.3
 
B551 77 ,
9 897,5 66 8 .113,2 39 2 7.2 27,81 64,73 873.5' 1468,1 
15 21.589 22,432 10007 8 9	 36,84 .8,82 36,22 58•02 943,6 1609 6 .557 6.12805.Il2S0 1156 4
 951,2 0 ,1 761,2 799,5 57o,4 -124.0
30 23.314 23.902 

523.9 *99,5 35,30 -7 37 4,0 6f,36 1028.9 1556.0 .714'7.1352,3 1238, 9 122,825.601 25,893 906,6 775,8 739,8 7694 	 9 6 8 12,
S714:66 86992 350,0
063 27 029670--0. 	 .8 13: 0A 3'S,
454,6 .100:6 .32,:46- .E23 -St,25- 64,38 1j42,6 1608,7 
.27,81 27902--8'. 0-- -7 14,.69S,6. 	 963 .s 497,8 1422 .8 1q4216
.6,66 b,20 66sq 1 192.9 16372,-9 

as 
 29o908 29,382 8332 654,6 697,8 650.0 1S5.3 .76,3 33.13 	 7 b5 73 67 360 1189 6 61.14 983 0-1qI319 196S16
669 9 630,2 q64,3 668 31:71 .6,0o
90 2991 29,856 ajSI 633,7 	 3 47U:0 q65:6
631,1 575,2 q66,3 817 36,48 8,12 57:84 69:601185:7 I6bI:a003:% 
95 30,382 30,293 784.7 S81. 1 

2 - 1 2 
p02/ EFF-p EFF-AD EFF-p M-1 H H' N' AIqER GmEcA-8 t-FAC OHEGA-B LOSS-p LOSS-P
INCS INCH DEv TURN 
---.. ..
GR	 TOTAL STATICTOTAL pHOrILE pot, TOTAL 
SPAN DECREE' DEGREE DEGREE '0' Et oEGREE -- K 

-.59 2.34 10,8 47,22 S.89 .0048 .3261 ,o692 ,0171 .C160 ,9102 .0000 .0000 
 ,8102 ,9279 .7822 .7404 1,2417
 
10 -..9 2.o2 8,77 47.10 S3,87 .0049 .3365 ,o71q O1BI 
 .0169 ,9706 0000 
.0000 .8316 ,8932 ,7530 *7541 1.2 71
 
.01 7 ,0133 ,9778 .000 .0000 .8502 
 .8683 ,7319 ,7675 1,2566
 is ..95 2.00 7.40 47,13 SZ,51 OaS3 *3390 .0566 
,352A .0665 .0182 .0166 ,9763 .Oo0000 oouO.8120 ,230 .6906 ,8264 1.2886
 1,59 1,2 6,41" 45,66 0.67 .OoSS
30 	 9 
,9037 .0000 .0000 ,8731 .7779 ,bb9s 89S6 1.3227

.0069 ,3540 ,049 ,04 .0127
1,.9 8,67 42.67 	 ,7263 9919
50 - .66 49.59 	 ,188 ,O00 8624 ,5960 1,3642
0 -- 3 31 . 13 -9,22- 0,69 -9,87 0022, .372 ,0595 	 .09S -.9023 ,00c 
,0356 ,o0 59i Ioo 1,3698q,8 1,26 13.29 39,81 52.12 .0018 ,4376 ,1o43 .0362 ,97oo 00oo 00 .7479 ,7093 9 
.00U 0000 ,7929 -6909 ,0290 t.oIo 33668
.4S43 ,oSB3 0312 ,0304 .9757 	 790 306 2.70 154,5 4a.78 53.72 0023 	
.o000 a0000,7869 .6615 ,4823 10026 1,3 0U 
.1084 .0387 .0379 ,9722
95 2,62 4.21 ISb6 44,S9 56,07 .0024 ,5116 
NcORR *CORR To/To po/pO EFF-AO EFF- P ocI/Al W E? - AD PO/P
 










BLADE ELEMENT AND OVERALL PERFORMANCE WITH STATOR HUB SLIT
 
SUCTION FREE STREAM EFFICIENCY METHOD, 100 PERCENT OF DESIGN
 
Rotor SPEED, POINTS 1-5
 
2 Ql q2'-- "--
DIA-1 DIA-2 V-.1 U2 u"-I M-uH2 0-1 Y0-2 8.1 B-2 B0.1 Bt2 1O~ 

% SPAN if---- ,--- T ISFr- TIE .r-TTYSKr-T - :E Y-FoL ..R £ 9
K-FT, 5 - RE OF E.ED E9EL GRZL E S C-FTy SZE 
sec5 E C€FI L¢ F.9 _fC . 
19 7 6 9 . 586 4 9 8 1 3' 5 8 6 .4 6 1 6 7 a0 7 6 1 7 G. .0 0 4 92 0 5 . 17 3 3 10 2 7 3 698 3 . 843 .4 - 19 2 9 8 q 3 .4 9 S q.65 17 .16 7 
4:6 652o . 9 1 7 -26 11.h 89 1 7 985. 4 
--936 3 -99 6 - 96 9 .. . 0 721, - 00 - so 39 56:0 8. 23: a6 10710 18 , 6 2 1 1 6"-599•6 9 76 1121 0 6 f6 9 40 a .33 20 9 4.O 016 3
19 67 21 097 12 1 897 ,1 612 .1 500.O0 6 H 3 00 1 56 9 
6 
 b9,1 39 93 1254,9 768.2 .1077.S -485.3 1077,5 1108.9
 30 22.314- 22.969 643 1----858.1. .643.1-592 ...... a 620. J'0O 46.32 
6 1: 6' 47 q3 1411.8 868 9 12 45. q 6 40 0 12 45. 4 1232 3
 so 25.79 1 25 .S20 665.0 539.2 665 .0 S87 .4 .0 592 3 00 45 2 4 7 9' 
4 S5 , 3 15 15:9 9 11 1:139 8:1 :8 96 .3 1398:1 0 b 7
 70 -2 8-95 - 2 8.076-- 659 3- 778 5 - 659 .3'- 56 1 4..- .- 0' b39 If-- ',an "93 85 "-6 4 6 1 o 11 816 . 1 1 5 •734b 2. 2 53a Do q6 13 67 o4 59 6 11 lq 8
64002 6S 9 6 1 7 0 9 3 1qI 2 10 14 1 1 , 1 
85 31.295 29993 , 76 e q , 3 , O 5 2 2 * f 

9 .,73 67 59 62 .43 16 A6.2 103 a - 1 39 6 -715.4 1539, b 1 79 0
 90 3 1 883 3 0 6 3 0 63 q.7 739 6- 63 4 7 - 97 a 2 0 563 6 - OD 
99 *DO 53 25 6 .12 6 6 89 169 1 1 103 6:1-: 1569:3 99 4 5 15 0 .,315 10o fc




H-I M. D-1 H$-






- ..... ... TOTAL pROFILE'--pOI -"TOTAL TOTAL STATIC . . . . ... .. 
5 EGREE-DEdRE£ -DEGOtEE-DEGREE 'DEGREE SHOCK 
.6417 .8963 .9514 60592
.1026 .0216 ,0190 1:9961 ,941S .9353 ,9083
15 -20 6.23 " 17.16 37.86 q ,2 ,o .~ S919 1 790 . 2 a976 , 9 1 , 5 1 i o 3 1 9 3 . 6 
.. 07 17 21 5, 9 1155 :02I10
6.0 a1" 32 R3 oI .5 023 

is .3 4 6.31 17:33 27:17 38 13 0198 5563 1170 02 q ,020 ) 1:9127 919 6 :9119 : :5669 7683 I .URI ,5726
 
10 . 8 9 38 0 

2 5 73 _ 7 , 2 9,9 62 G9- o9 239 ,5962 7320 1 16 0 6 530 . ..t 17 S .& - 9 :8 9--19 -29 37 - , 04 2 :5229 5 ,0 7 10 :,1 
. 226 4.92 509 I
q 96 14.6q .0766 •5119 ,0984 .0203 G00S 1.94659 9055 *8961 :895c8 :6176 .705 q 1.3107 .7347
 
-3 -- * 7 q-9R 30 9* . 1 -' .475 112 6- 2 16 .0011 1 9 o96 . : S6 51 .,870 8 65 41 l10 34" 326­70 23 rG I p ...9-- - 70 1 10 ~ 8768 , ..6122 44 
08 2 79fl o7 99 1 ,6 l5I Sl~ 56R0320 0083 1 .9 .0 79 97 59 3 360 , 
90 .. .3 7 - 8 - - i 6- 5 .7- , 7- 13 M9- 5019 -- 2205---0376 -*01H3 -18767- 7205- 7363--7531- .881-- .•6021.396 .825 
-95 q 9 89 186 o0 7197 7206 b5837 5793 1562 6 8 490 
as 33.6 7 1o9 3 5 o1 4 7 .6 8 7 9 1 13 08 .46 Vq .17 33 
3 .90 .81 2 23 .31 . 5 112 .25 6 039 1 166 1 8 4 6 69 7 





1 236T 1;9211'" 6;S5 07.74
 
DA2 V1 'T- I 0-2 1 . ,,. 1 v0'-IC o- - .22yH -2 0-1 - 2 1 R'2 0' 
SPA c..fy,Ec-T-T /s c-TSEc-T Cc-?T 5Ec"D.O "EGE~f£-o o E F I £ T S ¢ F / £ 1 5£ C T ~ F iSf¢._..."1 ... .
 
2 47 7. 1095 5 9085.b 1I03 t 6
5 20 .909 2 1, 489 10 23 0 767 7" 7 8 7 765 .5 737.8 . 17.8 46 15 - q 32 19 .27 55 ,05 7 bO0•9 1 36 .4 

to 21 .10 980 8 .
08 21 961 730 6 "17 . 23 .e 699 6 -97. q 4S9 -. 7 70 2 4.6 1 67.9 756 ,2 1365:8 :3 1 4 8 :1,)57:9 l1014 9 060 .4
 
25 22 99,:3 705•9V 672:7 q 666 9 -115 5 75 y992 15 5 yB 78, 4 386, 4 37 b, .1 V 7 0 2 5 i08
1:119 q3 696 qq 29 

,36 99 61 63 855 .2 IqU ,3 -5 1 47 1239 1.1125,8 15 4 2 .
'0 2 3 14 23 902 9 1 A 2 _67 ,6 , 682 5-..669 :2 6 11 1 55,0 41 .3 - .7 29 
so 2 S 60 1 25 893 903 7 693 9 6 03 7 69 1 2 590 9 61 9 10,83 .5 12 93,33 62 22 9 40 3 18 3 1 695 3. 13 12 2 1236 2 1 z50 
3 
70 - 2 7 . 8 1 Z 2 7 . 9 a2- - 86 9 . - 66 |,7- - 76,-1- -656 2 - E5q .B 4 . a . . - 7 36. 73 ..6S 37. 17 b. 4 798 . _.4.  38 8 4 - 9 . I  t0 966. ? _932.1 j393 ,a laq7o.a, 
35290908 29.382 875.1 643,2 67o.2 641.4 562.8 .48.6 90,02 .4,34 51 98 66.13 094 ,,. 8 73:l6 : 1z~ I1
90 ig.914 29.G56 060.3 627.2 626.2 ,3 3.11 7,077 a67 a.147b :7 91 q,.9
638.2 $76., . 2.11- 50,.,7 C 03.1 9. q  

4 .9 55 ,6 1 68 .59 1073 2 1 20 , 0 885 6. 1 b0oS9 I 67 .1 j 62 6
95 3 U 3 82 30.293 8 qO . 593 3 606 .0 59 1 .4 58L,5 . 06 1' 3 82 .
 0 

p02/ EFF-p EFF-AD EFF-p m-I M-2 mt-I m,-2
oEv TURN CAItOER OV.EGA-80O-FAC OHEGA-8 LOSS-p LOSS-F
%.PA INc5 INCH
SP N DEGREE DEGREE oE REE DEREE L R , 6 TOTAL pROFILE "pOI"TOTAL TOTAL STATIc .....
 
.0628 .0122 8 .0000 .8769 6 42 1.1221
 
10 4 22 -7 .1 7 ,7 q 53 2 a $3 .85 0 155 9 1 ,0529 .013 4 009 q 9 00t .0DD0 0000 9266 .8365 .6 130 6565 1 .I459
 




Is 4 2 4 7:15 5 5 9 5 4 17 52 096 :0 17 4 N 68Oa 
: 09 7 0 10 6 006 o 98 6 *O Oo O ooo .930 1 .8 31 .0917 6716 1 1620
 
OU 0000 5662 7 418 1 1779
 
1) q 21 7 35 10 ,90 5 9 5 R9 .5 028 q .52 q 0769 :0235 ,0 1 a 975 o *0 . 0000 oU O 838 1 ,7700 S5779 ,5 9 1 2 5
 
.000. 0 :4 e 9 ...--:76041 1.2351l
 
0 18 N .9750 0885 ,02 7 ' 0 95 .9703 .84*,531 7853




3'-5-'6 39"- q6.20' R19.92 .0222 .9777 .09R8 D0246 "-.0173- .9773 70  1,1 

5 7SS 7493 5 5 q 3 2o 2 , 2 0 o C93 1196 0 17 0326 963 6 QO000 :0000 776 1 7363 5283 9 15 6 1 3|59
 
107 1 038 o 0266 - 96 68 0000 oooo0 ,G033 718 8 .5122 90u l 1,3092
90 " 10 05 ""9 93 "l ,fi0 45 22 -53 8 5 032 1 .5236 

00O 95 10 01 I 1: 6 19 .19 8 32 56 07 .03 8 S5636 ,1169 .020 ,0295 9675 UooOO 0000 8001 6983 *q 20 8926 1 3167
 
NcO9R HcORR TO/To po/pO EFFAD EFFp Rcl/AI WRFp EFF - AD pOpO
 
--INLTT- .LET "TNLET-qt.LET--jNLET- INLET LHH/SEC WTTA ADJ. LOCAL-­
110 , L" 'SE' 1.2367 -1;8711 
-54-6 2.5,9 RRD°1 174,.,5 •.187 ! .0. ..... 4 
TABLE 7.4
 
BLADE ELEMENT AND OVERALL PERFORMANCE WITH STATOR HUB SLIT
 
SUCTION FREE STREAM EFFICIENCY METHOD, 100 PERCENT OF DESIGN
 




I -- N -
17.q67 I9,769 
v-1 V.2 VHl- ,H-2 0- VO- 2 s-1 1­2 81. of2 V'.I V'­2 vO°-I vU'-2 U-I 




























49 3 59 90462 
23,23 1o65.1. 
28,82 1112.3 
39,69 1245 1 




-314.6 939 8 












*ie1 92 93 
31883 30,630 



























600:06 1 4 3 


























828 3.1245*1 .6149 12451 
9 1 397'8 77 7 2 39748 
99) 936b :618:0 Hz: 
993:-1539 2 :86q 5 53 .2 







INcS INCH 0EV TU RN :k% Fo IV.FA-R D-lA 
DEGREE DEGREE DEGREL-OLGREE-nEOREE SocK . 
0HEGA-B LOSS-p LOSS-p pOZ/ EFF-p EF-AD 







,O#. M0. 2 
S.514 6.97 16.70 39.07 48.82 .Oq1 .5713 .1183 .0249 .0219 2.0082 .9347 .9278 .8979 .525 -8381 .9393 .5308 
10 -.8 7"".23 j7,17 33,60 43.56 .0173 .5790 .1206 .0255 .0218 1.9762 ,9272 .9196 89S1 .5374 .a020 *98S3 5371 
S30 1.062.89 7.06,00 16.4020.15 28.6420,21 38,j421,37 .0213.0a425 .57o8.5612 .1060102 6 .0223.0213' o0178 1.955I.0125 1.9149 *9297,9179 .9226.9098 ,90q8o9Ol 5 54945768 7738,7237 l.U2
8 9  
149 2 ,5682*6138 
so 2.91 5,64 5,59 14.68 14.66 .0776 .5430 ,ii37 .0233 .0075 1.9829 .8957 .8850 68831 .5916 o6982 1.2926 .6976 






' 527-" 5,36 
9:26 

























95 q.30 5.22 8:50 4:o1 7,29 :1491 :5496 ,2596 ,042o .0185 1,9653 :7363 . .7265 1 .6121 1.S545 8o 49 
TO/To po/po EFFAo EFF-p 
?NLVT--INLET" 'INLET INLET 
2 I 






IN FTYSEC FTW;Ec FTYSEc Fy 
-262­
cTSEc FTybSc DECGREE E E 
B2­2 '-I 2 .O0-1 
DEGREE FTY5EC FT/ECF/SEC F 
0'.2 U-1 u.2 





































713.4 t94,6 -234$2.1079.0 985,3 io37.4 
723,6 1335,3 -2 9 9 .0, u.10 II142 1060,2 
7145 7 1366,2 .358,N.1208U. Ioq2,3 1083,0 
30 23.31423.902 90 626.4 639,8 621,6 637,) .76,6 144B7 .. ,2 37,327378.6 63.20 805,1 . ll25,5 fl53,. 
50 25.601 25,893 893,5 647,6 687,0 694S 616,2 -62.6 q3.61 :5,55 43,7q 63:85 896:o 162,3 -619'7.I312,6 I235•9 1250.0 































1043.3 160R .066.:14649 l14ql9t 1418 
1036.2 )606,8 81.5-1469,7 I141.2q1411. 
1o273 16189 .8303.1493.2 1q66,8 1462.5 
INCS INCH 0EV TURN rAHBER OMEGA-8 0-FAC OMEGA'8 LOSS-p LOSS-P po2/ EFF-p EFF-Ao EFFrp M'1 M. 2 H"'l NO­ 2 
% SPAN DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE nEGREL SHOCK TOTAL pROFILE Pol TOTAL TOTAL STATIC......... 
5 6.25 9.8 23.08 5I1.)) 5 9) .0200 .4-808 .0572 0I12 .0092 .9777 .0000 .0000 .9083 .8601 ,573 633 .0792 
10 6.9 8914 7.78 65,i SQ,33 O82,, ,5066 .0571 .o45 0087 ;9789 .OOO0 aOoOo ,9267 *8209 .6692 .6297 1.1126­
1530 595.I3 8,899,1 3 '4638,20 S657Sj,89 S.4160.68 0243.0329 52126260 .06300806 .0162.027 .0100 .,.9778OISb .9712 .Ooo.0060 .0000.0000 ,8996 .8083 .5493 *6153 J,,1363-8596919I.13­
50 6095 loo9 20.48 49,)5. 49,54 *0' 5 0.669 .096) .0293 .0154 ,9696 .0000 .0000 ,8291 7575 ,5388 .7606 I,2077 






















































I NcORR VcORR TO/To pn/pO EFr-AD EFr-p wcl/AI pO/pO 
INLET INLET INLET INLET INLET INLET LEH/SEC w E - AL 
RPM LBMjSEC 2 s SOFT - ­
210614 177.17 l.2505 1j9197 81.6653.25 3L$. .06599. .97
 
TABLE 7.5 
BLADE ELEMENT AND OVERALL PERFORMANCE WITH STATOR HUB SLIT 
SUCTION FREE STREAM EFFICIENCY METHOD, 100 PERCENT OF DESIGN 
Rotor SPEED, POINTS 1-5 
.D!- -DI A-2 V-i V-2 VH-1 VH-2 VO-I VO-2 8-1 8-2 '-1. _B'-2 -1 V' -2 VD' -1 V -2 U-i - 0-2 -
%SPAN IN IN - PT/SEC FTISEC'FT/SEC 
27.4G7 19.769 554.5 979.9 554.5 
FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC DEGREE 
583.8 .0 787.03 .00 
DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE F./SEC
53.44 SG.G3 2S.901008, 
FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC
607,3-4.,.t~t..AZ....53.. 
FT/SEC F T/SEC 
10 " -gTr20pg--- GT--36;--67--6f;6 749.6 .0053.16 57.52 22.64 1055.5 608.8 -890.4 -234.3 890.4 984.0 
15 19.467 21.047 578.2 899.9 578.2 548.7 .0 713.3 .00 52.43 53,36 28.78 1102.4 626.1 -938.6,-301.5 938.6 1014.8­
30 22.314 22. 64- 605.5 854.3 605.5 540.6 .0 661.5 .00 50.74 60.62 39.42 1234.6 701 .31075.9 -445.7 1C75.9 I107.2 
50 25.791 25.520 625.0 831.9 625.0 537.5 .0 634.9 .00 49.75 63.31 47.88 1331,B .802.6-1243.5 -595.5 1243.5 123C.4­
70 28.954 28.076 622.1 910.8 622.1 539.1 .0 606.5 .00 48.42 65.97 54.20 1528.5 921 .0-139G.0 -747.2 1396.0 1353.7 
85 31.295 29.93 604.9 817.8 604.9 514.6 .0 635.5 - .00, 5 1 . Aj.7..5l625.6. 96'.2:-3 -­B1A..h-.- 2.­
90 -31.883 307.16f--9T180 - 5 9 S74.5 .0 649.0 .00 53.85 68.71 60.19 1649. 554.6-1537.2 -827.9 1537.2 147B.8 
95 32.499 32.271 593. 7 768.9 593.7 405.4 .0 652.7 .00 58.21 69,25 64.6 4 1675.6 947.1-1566.9 -855.1 ±56.9 1537.7-
INCS INCH 0EV TURN CAMBER OMEGA-B 0-FAt OMFGA-B LOSS-P LOSS-P PO?f EFF-P EFF-AD EFF-P .H-I -2 . H'I M'-2 -
SPAN DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE'DEGREE SHOCK TOTAL PROFILE PO TOTAL TOTAL STATIC 
5 2.24 7.67 15.73 40.73 48.82 .0158 .57P9 .1159_0245_0212 2.0300.. 9377..9310... 0 .. ,5 1OL a ..42.9!5..St2 
10 2.50--73 16.58-34*8*- 4 W l­ .1288 .0274 .0233 1.98B5 .9242 .9164 .8893 .5224 .8015 .9755 .5210 
15 1.77 7.77 16. 36 29..8 38.14 .k228 .5936 .1252 .0264 .0215 1.5586 ..9192 .9111. .8893 .5331 .7679 1.0185 .5342­



































85 4.77 G.05 3.35 10.57 7.90 .1316 .5462 .1565 .0382 .0130 2.0775 .S082._.7874 .7867 _,56kTS 6 2 12E._3 1...1.L.. 
90 .8r- 3S-8a5-2 a7-;---138 -.-'5637 .2356 .0432 .0181 2.0661 .7729 .7487 .7511 .5536 *6572 1.5175 *7733 
95 5802 5.946__ -45.61 7 .35 .1497 .5783 .2739 .0442 .0206 2.0252 .7.345 ..7071 .7172 --,54.79 _.623a 1.5415 .76&_4 
TO/TO PO/PO EFF-AD EFF-P 
INL ET INL ET INL ET INLET 
t -
i.2 5 9 67b22 8-b5.08 8 6 .4 8 
Stator 
DI4-1 DIA-2 V-I V-2 WN-1 YH-2 VO-1 VO-2 B-1 0-2 B-I B--2 .-1 V' -2 Va.-I 0V'-z u-I U-2 
%SPAN 
5 
IN IN FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC FTISEC DEGREE DEGREE 
20.q09 21.483 1010.1 700.3 662.8 699.3 762.3 -38.2 49.00 -3.13 
DEGREE DEGPEE 
18.50 56.94 
FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC 
6991_I281.9_ ZZ1. 7 -fl 7 Asi 3314,..QE.l.
-10 21.008 21.961 968.'S 56 .? 640.9"'66b.O- 726;6 -­ 90.6 4858 -7.85 2.06 0.12 702.1 1325.6 -286.3-149.4 1012.9 1053.8 
IS 21.539 22.432 937.7 644.0 628.5 633.2 695.6 -117.4 47.8 -10.50 28.76 62.16 717.7 1356.0 -345.3-1199.0 1043.9 1081.6 
30 23.314 23.902 901.2 609.3 622.2 604.6 651.9 -75.1 46.33 -7.07 37.15 63.78 781.5 1369.3 -472.2-1227.5 1124.1 1152.4 
50 25.601 25.893 892.1 632.5 627.4 629.5 634.3 -61.8 45.31 -5.61 43.70 64.34 868.3 1453.6 -600.1-1310.2 1234.3 1243.'­
70 27.818 27.902 891.3 640.9 646.2 635.8 613.8 -80.1 43.53 -7.18 46.36 65.95 973.1 1560.8 -727.4-1425., 1341.2 1343.3 
85 29.408 29.362 919.3 655.8 649.3 653.6 650.8 -53.5 45.07 -4.6a 49. 76._ 66.03 1005,0 1608.9 -767.1-1470.L1. ill.7 141SA..­
90 29.5,4 2S.656 914.3 GE1.0 625.5 649.7 666.6" -40.2 46.83 -3.54 51.12 66.29 936.6 1616.i -775.7-1479.7 1442.3 1432.5 
95 30.382 30.293 891.4 631.9 985.3 630.4 672.0 -42.3 49.96 -3.8 53.57 67.24 935.8 1629.8 -792.8-1502.8 144.9 1462.G 
INDS INCI DEV TURN CAMBER OHEGA-8 0-FAC OMEGA-B LOSS-P LOSS-P P02/ EFF-P EFF-AD 5FF-P M-1 M-2 H'-! N'-2 -
%SPAN DECREE DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE SHOCK TOTAL PROFILE PO1 TOTAL TOTAL STATIC 
5 7.12 10u.5 13.28 52.13 55.91 .0241 .499Z .0655 .0164 .010 .9743 .0000 .0000 .89922 .3537 .. 5a 22.--..5385 . 855­
0 7.28 10.22 7.59 5G.44 53.88 .0283 .523b .0550 .0139 .AL67 .9799 .O0D .00O0 .9320 .3221 . 5539 6076 1.115 
IS 7.51 10.46 4.42 58.38 52.43 .U321 .5370 .00a0 .0124 .0041 .9834 0000 .1000 .9232 .7195 .5345 6204 1.1253. 
30 7.89 1. 9 8.15 53.40 50.68 .0423 .5463 .0974 .0272 0154 .9685 .D000 .0'O0 .8466 .7658 .533S .6705 1.1325 
s0 6.67 11.81 10.42 50.92 49.54 .0593 .5269 .1132 0345 .0164 .9644 .000 .1-On .SCG1 .7538 .52D2 .7353 1.1396. 
70 7.87 11.10 10.33 50.70 49.93 .0564 .5387 .1390 .0457 .0272 .9568 .0000 .0GOO .7593 .7490 .5247 .8177 1.2.778 
85 32.39 12.31 15.20 45.75 52.O .0696 .5546 .1791 .0624 .tF35 .9425 P.0E0._000. 7021 .7644...,5!08_.359 1.32Lt 
90 14.56 14.51 18.10" 50.37 -53.86 .0775- .563U .1748 0620 .0345 .944? .00O .0000 .7100 .7567 .5241 .6249 1.3:11 
kC 95 15.19 16.5U 19.83 52.81 56.05 .0875 .5805 .1582 .0569 .0254 .9525 0O000 Lu000 .7335. .7341 .. 5064 .8110 i.3:&L 
NCORR WCORR TO/TO P0/PO EFF-AD EFF-p WCI/Al A PO/PD 
1.4LET INLET INLET INLET INLET INLET LBH/SEC LOCAL 
RPM LGN/SEC - % SOFT TOTTAL DRAT. 
11050. 1 73.S8 1.598 1 9373 79.94 81.72 39.15 .00624 79.44 4 .9628 
TABLE 8.1
 
BLADE ELEMENT AND OVERALL PERFORMANCE WITH STATOR HUB SLIT
 
SUCTION, 95 PERCENT OF DESIGN SPEED, POINTS 1-3SRotor 
DIA-I OIA-2 V-I V-2 VM-I V112 VO-I VO-2 B-I ' -2 .'-1 0 '2 v'- 1 y2OIZ2 I 
%SPAN -1 t- ';--,--3Crl c- -$cFT/E--/E.DG E 8 REE- DEoREE.DEGR EE$U.SEC.FT/SLC IS Ci FcsIS1 F /5E sic 
5 17.467 19,769 58I* 986,3 581.4 709.5 .0 685.0 .00 
0 43.99 54.15 17.65 992,8 7148 804,7 .225,7 8oq*7 910.8 
594,7-- 943;3-- 5947 689,4 O .---- -'3.03 	 1036.1 8580o8 a50,.8 

is 19.467 21.047 607.0 904,3 607.0 6694 .0 607.8 .00 '2,23 S5591 28 3 £08.0 7631.7 .8969 .3618 896,9 9696
 
30 22.314 22.964 634.1-828.5-- 634.-647.6--- .0 .16. . 0....38.59 58.32 127,9.843,9-1028.0 -521.1 10250 o8:0
 




4q586 .00 35,94 61,38 99,9 1353.6 9b4.9-1188,2 -727.1 1186.2 1175.7
50 25.791 25.520 646,3 76q.3 6q8,3 618.8 .0
6 5 6
10 '2- 6'-63---6 " ---4 - - zq-o--o3 2.0- .0o --33,0 ...6. 40-1l , 20-1 .0 0 '1.-I333. - I1.4- 33: .12 3.8. 
as 34,295 28,993 620.2 689:9 620.2 5885 .0 388.1 .00 33,30 66:72 6,15 Lb1'.5 11§7.q-iq4I8.7li3.7 :l4i 13 i.4 
90 31.883 30.630 615.2 -6'1-I615.2--522.I -- .0 376.9 .00- 35.85 67.27 63.21 1592,5 IIS8,7.I468,91034.2 11b689 1l.1.1­460.0 .0 379.1 00 39,56 6780 66,8 1617.: I57 	3 -I497,2.1 61.6 497.2 44 o 7 95 32.99 31,271 611,1 596,3 611.1 

INCS INCH DEV TURN CAMBER OEGA'B D-FAC OHEGA'B LOSS-p LOSS-p pOZ/ EF-p M- M- '-2 I
EFF-p EFF-AD 1 2 ­
%S'AN DEG*EE-IEOREE'DEGREE-OEGREE--OEGREE SHOCK--.--......... TOTAL- PROFILE. pol -TOTAL 'TOTAL STATIC ... ..
 
5 -1.22 5.21 17.48 36,60 q8.82 ,0o73 .4109 .0470 .0099 .0083 1.8581 .9696 *9670 .9q57 ,5377 ,8645 .9219 .6528 
10 --- 5.92-S46--17.2a---31,78 --43.- -.0096 -,4266 .067q .013 .0122 1,8076. 9528 *9q86 ,920 5520 ,8239 *9697-.,6b58 
is ..59 S.20 15,90 27,56 38.10 .0121 .4367 .0841 .oi7a ,oIS2 1.7632 .9356 ,93O2 .9057 *5637 .7875 1.0133 ,6634 
30 .96--.41 10.11i 18 4"-2'1l- .0270 -.4183 - .0697 .0144 .0087 1.6936 9308 ,9253 ,9146 .5895 .7190 j,308 -. 7323. 
so 1,14 4,42 7,25 '11.79 14,62 OSSO .3951 .0841 ,0166 .0056 1.6342 .8971 ,8896 *887S ,6o02 .6601 1,2624 .8z47 
70 --- -- 20--95 0799--- ;O0081.569 5-;875o''-6668 *5910 ":6033l:3729,39s45_l'I ,74-----7 --- 353O'--607-.--.I015-
 -8729
85 	 3.36 4.61 6,95 5.57 7.93 :1001 .3457 .1198 .0209 .0037 1,5372 .8120 .8003 .8122 .57 43 5S735 1,4460 *9923
 
1643 1.510 687
90 -3 346 --- N,54-'06"-0--4;0- 7,58--;1063 .3579 --. .0278a' - 0097 :740 :7329 7543 .6491.1,696 9079. 
95 3,58 4,9 1089 1.22 7,32 .1158 .3707 .2096 .0313 0193 i,4670 6778 ,699 ,567 . 2 ,OS .9805,6998 	 193 

To/To po/pO EFF-AD EFF-p
 
-INC-T--INLET- INLET... INLET­




vO- 2 	 4 2 2OIA-I DIA-2 'V-I V.2 VM.! VM-2 V-I 0-1 5-2 8.I B'I2 V"- V'- vO'-l vO'2 '-i u­
f
%SPAN I-:j,--IN-T 	 /EREE DEGRE rTs tc-.rT/Sc VT/sEC -rT/sLC.?T/SEC-fT/SEC­5 0.409 21-489 1052- 6 1013 1 a 7:1 1008- 663-S' -96.7 	 39-08 -5-48 8.7 - q7.t 86 -8 98 -8 76.7' 086-7 940-3 99U00
10 2,.008 2 .96t-1012.8 . ; 0 2. 624 :1 1. -3.?--.4 21 4 g6j .9 -q .0:1 22.9 967. ll .
 
21.689 22.432 278,5 966.0 778.9 958.2 592,2 -i2i.9 37,23 -7.26 27,3d 50.33 877,4 15012 402, 1 155 4 994,6 1033,S 
15 23.314 23,902- 53,3- 901,8 -758.2- 892,3- 509, -130.2 33,88 .8,30 36,69 54,07 945.6 1520.7 .565.0.1231:3 1074.1 110:2 
848,9 737.4 840.3 447.2 -120.0 31.23 .8.13 44479 57.38 1039.3 1858.9 -732.3-1312.9 1179.5 1192 ,
s 25.601 25,893 862,4

70 -27-j418' 27 -723. ' '778.6-385.6 , .8.6 61.05.1151,8 	 ,-25902-819.8-785.2" O12'-2_5 1609 '0..896 010,.1 

7
as 29,408 29,382 012.4 746.9 720.7 39,1 375.1 .i07,5 27,50 .8,28 53,66 63.17 1216.3 1637.5 .979,8.1461.2 354.8 353,6 
90 29.924 29.8.6- 800,6- 739.7 701.6- 732,6 385,7 .102.1 28.A0 -7.93 54,74 63,63 1216.5 j6q9,3 _992,5.I477,6 1378.2 1375,5 
95 30,362 30,293 772.8 703,5 667,2 695.7 389.8 -104.1 30,31 .8,52 56,55 65,11 1210.6 1653,3.1009,9-1999.7 1399.7 t395.6 
H 2
INCS INCH DCV TURN CAMBER OMEGA-5 D'FAC OMEGA-B LOSS-p LOSS-p p02/ EFF-p EFF-AD EFF-p M. fleI M'.2 
-........- .TOTAL STATIC . ... .. -.. ..-. . 
s -3.13 -,219 10.92 44.56 65,89 .0000 ,2134 .1687 .0418 .0418 .9276 .0000 .0000 -.6985 .9262 .8920 .7625 1,3051 
1S PA N OCGREE DEGREE DEGREE -EGREE-DE GREE-- HOCK ........ 	... TOTAL pROFILE 'pOl TOTAL 

10 '--.22 -.'2 - 8.97 ql.88 53,86 ,0013 .2067- .1369 '.0347 .0344- .9446 .0000 .0000-I.3291 ,8873 ,8696 .7664 1,3126..
8

is -3.24 -.30 7 ,70 44.49 62.qq 0015 .2013 ,1091 .0284 .0280 .958O .0000 ,GOO-2.7632 ,8575 , 490 .7749 l,3195
 
7
30 -4.62-- -1.62 -6.92 q2,18-,50.66 .0007 .2076 	 ,06S '.0296 -,b294- '.9633 *0000 .0000:2:619 ,7985 -:7903 ,8343,l,3327­9 7 9
9

.5.65 -2,91 7. 0 39,36 49.67 .0009 .216S .1027 .0312 o0310 *9677 .OU00 .00C0-2.001 .7 16 , 4o _9:35 1.3607
 
7 7 85 99 9 8 9 6
 70 -- -2'. 4 -- ia 2--36, -- 9 , --.0000--.243 ----1260---;0409 -,0909 .',9638- -.0000- .0000..,3899 -,715o..68621.001 0 71 1'00-­as ..4BS .4.53 11.65 35,77 52,06 .0000 .288 .1742 .0603 .0603 .9508 .0000 .OUO .0588 .7065 .646 1.0590 l,4151
',2927 - ',9600- .0000 :1658 ,6934 ­90 a2-a337- .66"-367q- 53,83 -0000 -:1453 .0512 -bS 	 ,0000 --- 16367--.oS33 1.41 95
 90 n 
__l44 't.71 •37-. 
95 -?,52 .-2.o4 15.16. 38,82..S6.o..0000 ..3204. _.5o 5'09_ .9603 .000. .0000 .2309 ,6655 .6021 1.0 1,449 
NCORR WCORR To/To Po/Po EF'AO EFFP WcI/AI M E -AD PO/Po 
-4-E'rf INCET "INET NET-'INLET - INLET-'LBMisEC TOTAL AT. LOCAL 
-g . L M/SEC s S SOrT ----- ;-­
.0030 , 9609
0 177.12 1-.17 s1,5792- 80.02 81,27-. _,-
TABLE 8.2
 
BLADE ELEMENT AND OVERALL PERFORMANCE WITH STATOR HUB SLIT
 
Rotor SUCTION, 95 PERCENT OF DESIGN SPEED, POINTS 1-3 
DIA-l OIA-2 2 0.2 B1-2 Va'-2 U.2V-I Y-- V V-i V0.2 -I 5-2 01.! v*-I V'-2 vo'.i U.I 
%SPAN +N--!------ -- ,S Ec---TyEFTS Ec- -- FT- SE.-oRtEER E OGREEoEGREE-F C. c-FT/SEC.--TSEC-FI/SEC- 7&C-­9.5 3, I • *O0 5% ' .12981:2 90•4 %02. :1914. t9 83 0 
10 t.' 20' Z6'a---1:•- 5.-... a. 0 -.-029.4•0-7 s. 7 0z,9 .,8 .2II• U20 08.5 
594.4 887.6 59q4 620.4 .0 63q.6 *00 18561 56.40 28.5 4,1 0o4. 894 6 .332.6 894.6 967.2
30 22 3-- 809 --S88g .47 4O 588 2 S 7:4 6is 19.467314- 21,0q72 964-- 620 9--620 ---- .00. 3 432 4 ,9: 054L98 105415.306 2 ,4 88z 10 26 11 8' 771 '..og254 ,6 [0 5• [0 b
 
a8 ., 7 1 8 .3 5 6 8 [ 0 90 2 •





so 25:791 25.520 773,8 577.9 45 .00 41,68 61.80 g8o7 I'l. 68, 85.
635,:4 A35,4 .0 3344, 

.5 . ..4 72 , 
as 31.295 29,993 613.3 707.9 613.3 534.0 .0 NAN 7 .00 42.03 66,90. ;9,9 S63 S j068,3..j14382 933.1 143 8:2 1,8a90S17:I8 1057 7346532 2 97 46582 07.
 
0 331.883 30.630--608.S- 688,2 608,S 497,9 .0 474:7 .00 q3,66 6745' 61.91 1586.5 1057.1465,2 .932,9 3465.2 1407:6.
 
95 32.499 31.271 604.1 658.I 60q.1 452.4 .0 477,7 .00 46.59 67,98 64,75 1611.0 1060.?-9q93,5 -959,3 1493.5 1437.1
 
2 -1 € 2
INcS INCH 0EV TURN CAHBER OmEGA-8 D-FAC OxGA-8 LOSS-p LOSS-P p02/ EFF-p EFF-AD EFF-p H-1 h. n H .
 
SPAN OEGAED-OEGREE-VEGREE-DEGREE-DEGREE'SHOCK ...---.----
 TOTAL PROFILE' POI TOTAL TOTAL STATIC 
.73 15,96
.5 5.70 38,52 '8.82 .0080' .4685 .OiS .0024 .0007 1.9325 .9916 ,9907 .9867 .5260 .8511 .9126 ,601810 "---.q4- "95 -16,00-..3346 43.54 .0104- .q753" .015 0O39 0c17 1.8923 .9864 .9852 ,9795 ,b398 ,8'45- *9598 ,610­
is -. 11 .7o 16.71 28,24 38.10 .0130 ,4QQ ,0513 .0109 .0081 1,8320 .9622 *9588 ,?469 ,768' 1 a002861o2
,h51 0  
30 .,92-'- q.91" l.60.18;56--2q.,23 ,0273 .9033 .0639- ,o0143 .0075 1,766q .9411 .9361 ,9295 .5751 .6971 i.117q- ,6639­
so 2.21 4.82 6,36 13.09 3q,62 .0b46 .4697 .06q2 0170 .0059 1.7570 .9096 , 9021 ,9002 ,88S ,6616 3,248 ,7491U 

_---.2--95,o-"---S6.&---SS6---- ,:8703 .6823..61'29 

85 3,53 q.80 5.45 7.21 7,89 .0989 .4286 ,397 .0255 .0077 1.7131 .8225 ,8085 ,8159 .5680 ,5979 3,q376 .938
 
70 -;7 ;07QP--",q297 0975 .0184--.0036 1.7192- .8806 ,8749 l,363l_,S46O9.
 
90 -3,62-- ,7-6*72',3 - 7 55-•1080- ,-1435,834 -.0315'",0135 1.6928 -,7737 763- 7695- .6626 ,5780 14630. .8882
 
95 3.75 q,67 8.73 3,23 7.29 ,145 04508 .2165 .0347 0I67 1,6633 .7298 ,7098 ,7310 550o .5j97 1,4835 .8861
 









2 0 2 2 2 2
-A-1 DA-2' v-I Y.2 Vnl w- va-I v - B-I .2-8 8-i 11- vO-X v'- vo'-i vo'-2 U- u­9roSPAN IN---- I fSE-1/scv/E-F/SEe.r T/SEc--f t/SEC..-EREEREE DEGREE DEGR1EE FT-/SEC VT/SEC FT/SEC FT/StC rT/SEC.,FT/SEc.­
5 20.409 21.489 1027,8 838.4 757.8 835.7 69q,3 .67,o 92.50 .1,59 17,82 SI,60 796.1 1345,6 :243.61014.6 937,9 987,5 
10 21.008 23.961 990.0 797.3 743.S 792,4 653,7 .87,1 ql.32 .. 6,27 22,75 S4,14 806.5 1353,0 .311.7.i096.3 965,4 009,2 
I5 21.589 22.432 9qS.B 769.5 715.7 763.2 618.3 .90,3 q0,82 -7 35 27,56 55,94 8o8. 1363,1 .373.8.129.2 992,1 030.9. 
30 23.31N 23,902 878,0 727,6 -.685,9 -721,2- 58,0 .96.7. 38.62 .7.6q 3734 58,89 862,9 1395.9 -S23,4.-l95,l 107.4 1098.4. 
50 25.601 25,893 853.2 71q,8 681,7 79.7 513, .05.0 36,97 .6,83 qq,22 60.89 951.3 1459.1 .663,4.327q,9 1176.5 1189.9 
70 -27.018 27.9028-621,.6-677,7"-674.6.6723-4168.9 -84.8--34,80 -;7,19--0 6-.63.81- 1053,9 3,5 .58o?.h367,.1278.4 3282,2 
a5 29.908 29.302 026.7 6'l,1 677,2 6q5,l 471.3 -61.8 38.02 .5S,7 52,33. 68,1461108.2 1652,4 -877,2.412,0 1351141350,2 
00 29,914 29.856 817.7-- 63q.6 657.0 632,9 .q86.6 .45.9 36,53 -4,3q 53,b3 6S,9q 3304,8 1552,8 .888,.1417,9 13747 3372,0




,NCS INCH 0EV TURN CAMDER OmEGA-a D-FAC CHEGA-8 LOSSp LOSS-p p02/ EFF-p EFF-Ao EFF-p M- r M.1 HI­
.SPAN EGREf-DEREEGDEGREE-DEGREE DEGREE"SHOCK--------------- TOTAL-- pROFiLE -pol TOTAL TOTAL STATIC ----------------- ........
 
5 .31 3124 11.81 47,08 55.89 .0049 .36q6 .1241 .0308 .0296 ,9q9o .7375 ,895q .7173 1.1ib3o8oO 0000 .6980 

10 ...... 3 0N'--9,95 53,87 0049 ,3339 :03"40- .9481 .0000 8 *8553 .64 7049
-1o0 47,6t .' -3824 - ,a327 .0000 ,72I 5,i662 
15 40 J135 7,64I N8,6 52.148 ,00E6 ,388 .0988 ,0256 *0242 .96q3 .0000 .0000 ,7775 .8400 ,657o ,7Q76 11637 
30 - -.16 - 3 "7,58 -4626- 50,67- ,o59 ,3756 ,0480 -,0134 -. 0117 ,9847- 0000 .0000 8739 .7600 .6205 ,7532 i1.z9 
50 .26 36qO 9.20 43.79 q9.55 ,ooDS .3761 0371 i.0113 0087 ,988a .0000 .0000 *8985 ,7347 U6073 8262 1.2398
 
70 28---;2--3-'9 e---.O05Z-"';3983" ,j48--Ol 47-;o'030"--.973 ,o0000-.uuoo---, 88 *7,69 -. ,70 '91i0- z1.005
 
85 2,84 3.02 14.945 4O,17 52.03 .0046 .1428 .1128 .0389 .0373 .9683 .0000 .0000 .7386 .7066 ,54qo ,9483 1,3031
 
90 ;q6-t7. 40.67-53.81--0o57--;qSq4 ,0382 :0362 .9702 .0000 .000 -. 7S45 -.,69q9 :5300 ,9397 1.2968
-- ,1078-

95 3,98 t*rq 19.03 2.50 56.05 .0056 ,4989 .1376 0 q95 0474 .9634 .0000 ,o000 .7295 ,6778 ,q954 ,93S6 12?q5
 
I NcOR WCORR To/To po/po EFp.AD EFr-p *CI/AE S-AD 
-rii-tr- WTOEALj Af. "LOCAL~ 
RPH LaN/SEC I % SorT 
"105 1I7N.9a-1;19 7 9 1;7199- 8,63 85.77 39.49 .00503 84.16 ,9778 
TABLE 8.3
 
BLADE ELEMENT AND OVERALL PERFORMANCE WITH STATOR HUB SLIT
 
Rotor 	 SUCTION, 95 PERCENT OF DESIGN SPEED, POINTS 1-3 
Ve' 2AIA- I DIA-2 V-1 V-2 VN-I Y-2 vO-I vO-2 5-1 B-2 .I B4 v'.- vO"-1 VO2 U-1 U-2
 
%SI-AN TI$EC-DEGRE..DEGREE DEGREcHEEEREEFTJSEC FT/SEc FT/SEC FT/SEC .FT/SEc.FT/"SEC_
 
5 17.467 19.769 523.4 972.4 523.4 618.7 .0 760.2 .00 50.49 56.93 14.47 959.3 639.2 -80q.0 -169,7 804.0 909.9 
10 	 18.467 20Zo08---535.I-- 9qS5 535.1I" 62q.5 - -. *0 709.9 .00 - 48,66 67.80 20.17 ioU4.4 665.5 -850.0 .229,4 850.0 939.3 
545..8 899.4 5qS,8 594,7 ,0 674.8 .00 40.62 S8 65 26.32 10Q49,1 664.5 .896o0 -294.o 896.0 968.7Is 19,q67 21.047 

30 22.314 22.96q -565.9 792.7- 565.9--504.8-- -0 611.2--.00 -SO,45 61.13 41.45 1172.7 673.5.1027.0 :44S8 1027.0 1057.0
 
99:46 64.1. q9,Zo 1318.7 772.3-1187,1 .S8,7 1187.1 1174.6
25.520 776.2 604.5 .00 	 1 32 Z _
50 25.791 	 574.1 574.1 .0 589,9 7 725 . J2.7_12Z94.
70 -2895 +-28.076-- G67 2-- 752 7*- 667 2 --- 9 , . .. * 6* - 00 - 8 9 " 6 6--.5 65"14N40• _878o1 
5 95 J9993 553_ 763 5 3 86 :0 5902 ,00 50.67 68:98 58 53 1693:0 926 6 14404 .790 3 i09o.' 13 U.5 
90 8380 630 54 0-752: S 0 q 1 0602.2 - .00 53.IS 69:,29 60:30 15668 9 b,6.184675 .807:6 1467.S 1o9.8 
95 32.499 31.271 599,9 731.2 544.9 409.8 .0 605.5 *oo 55.93 69,98 63.82 1592.0 929.1958 .833.8 :495,8 119.3 
1 2 1 2
M" H"
%SPAN DEREE- EGREEtDEGREE-oEGREE-DEGREE-SHOCK . ... TOTAL--pROFILL --pOl TOTAL TOlAL STATIC . 
INcS INCH DEV TURN CAMBER OMEGA-a D-rAc OMEGAB8 LOSS-p LOSS-p p02/ EFFp EFF-A EFFrp 	 x"- H" 
14 3
S 1.56 7.99 0 42,47 q8.82 .0130 .5263 ::-0296 -,:9: 2,0:009. 0132 ",O8.028 *4e .8431 ,88S2 ,5542 
o . * 3 -11 -0101 -,:j35 2.0061 1:0246 1,0272 lU428 ,493 .8185 -- -5762 
Is 2.17 7,94 13.86 32,34 38.08 .0189 .5273 -.0050 -. 0011 -. 1.9'195 1.0016 .036 ,97670052 I.0U29 5 .7754 .5728 
30 - 3.29 ---- 7.2q- 11.67 19.69 24.10 - .0327 -. 5682 .0973 .0197 -.0129 1,8361 .9211 .9143 .9038 .5219 .6751 j.o90....5835. 
so 4.59 7.zi 6.85 14,99 14.62 .0602 .55o1 .1258 .0251 t0130 1.8621 ,8843 .8740 .8657 .5283 .6b55 z.2154 *6b 2 2 
70 -- l 4 ; l-- 127 5--.2 9 - S -. 5243 525 -.029t--;0131 1.869S .. 8461 .8320 .8268 .5218 ..63oq &,3290-.2351 
2 
.6327 I.q085 .768285 5.6 6.90 4.28 l0.45 7.88 .10qq .5383 .2021 .0383 .0188 1.9061 .7932 .7737 .7669 .5097 6 8 

90 ---5 6 7r-6_7T-5.66- "8 6-' -SS-IIo4 -;.S484 o
;2371 -.0427 - ,0231 1.8994 .7606. .738 *7332 .50u9. . 2o 1,9332 -..]631 
7 9 7  695 5:76 6,69 _ 7.80... 6.1.6 7.29 .1200 _565 ,2657 .0441 ,o24S 10 ,7312 .7063 .7065 .5oo *SY8 1,4669 .7623 




1.2307"1.8907- 8103 87!59 
Stator 
V 0 2  	 2 2 IA-1 DIA-2 V-I V3.2 Vml vH-2 yo-d' 8 1362 8.1 B'-2 V'-I V'- vOl- vo0-2 U-I U.
%SPAN IN --.-- /S-r--T -ST-rrBT E R 	 AEE-pTsECf T/SEC. -T/SFC p.T/SEC, FT/SEC_._/Sc.956--T"ISrrT/SEe-DE DCECREE-EGREE-DE 
726.6.1252.3 	.212.-1026.2 939.4 98.15 20.409 21,489 1005,3 718.7 694.6 717.7 726.7 -37.2 q6.29 .2.97 17.02 5.03 	 966291
6 4	 786 . 802 710 6
10 21.000 21.961 --978.2-682.7 -69,7-678.2-688,7 -.75 7 qq 75 -. , 0 21,0 6:8 8 78 61 12811 37 086.5 96697.1010 8 
1s 21.5B9 22.432 936,q 6S63 66S.2 649.0 6S7,6 .97.3 94.68 .8,64 26.82 60.12 746:2 13032 -33 ,1912 9 .1032:5 
30 -23.31q-23.9o2--839.3-604.4-584.5--599,1--602.3 .. 7,3-..5.6 .. 38.85.. 63,o7 ...	 1073.1 1100,17.54 750.6- 1322.9 -47o.8-117V.4 
-7a.6 qq,97 .6.58 45,01 6'1,13 833.6 1403.1 .589.6.1262.4 1178.3 1191.850 25.601 25,893 833.0 616.3 589,3 612.3 588.8 

70 -27-8f2 9 d2 -62--5 9 -- 6887-73-4.-702--3;.4,6 658--- .90..66.o--92qt2 148q,9- .7o7.o.13SMq.'1280.L_289.Z.
 
85 29 0 '382 	 8530 621 3 6g29 6195 603 q. 46 4502 . z6 5 66 962 4 1529,q 75o2.2398 3 135636 1352,48 29	 1 21 I 90 9:914 29:8S8 -80:0-6I5:2-850:8.6I4:3-867:7-.3 1 46.62 .72:a9 82:44 66:39 7 163.7 .5..7751:40.2 :3769 137.2.95 30,382 30.293 838.3 595,5 560.8 594,9 623.0 .27.8 48.01 -2.68 S4,12 67,30 957. 1541.6 -775.4-1422.1 1398.4 139q.3 
2
INCS INCH 0EV TURN CAMBER OMEGA-a DrFAC OMEGA-B LOSS-p LOSS-p p02/ FF-p EFF-AD EFF-p j-I M. H"-I m't%SI'AN OEGREE-EGREE-DEGREE-OEGREE-EGI 4 EE. SHOCK -.. ..------TOTAL--pROFILE -- pOl -TOTAL.-TOTAL - STATIC----.-­
0 4.03 6.95 23.44 99,26 5s.90 .0133 *4697' .1832 .oq5S .022 .9280 .0000 .0000 .7034 *869q ,604I .634l l0526 
--- 3.52----6.46-- 9.03--51,15--53.87 .0131- .4980 .2125 - .0639 S0 6 . 9199 .0000.000 6741 8421 *6134 .6505 1.86 . 
IS I.38 7.32 6.43 53,21 52.45 .0162 .5064 .1859 .oq81 .Oq39 .9348 .0000 .0000 .7UI8 .8063 Sbo7 .606 I.0?34 
9
30 .... 7;41--1n.x-----7;67 53.No -- 50.65 ".0333-.. 5057 -. 094 .0264 .0172 -,9724 - .0000 *U0000 ,8343 .7188-- .50b2....6423.l105 9­
50 	 8.29 12.42 9.44 51,55 49.55 .0500 .5016 .o9qS .0288 .0136 9731 .oooo .000 .8276 .7082 .512 .7067 1.1666 
2 670 --. -1150-1OFY2-60,556.9 9 3fl 5305063 ... 065 03 5.0 176._ 9q. . ..8027 .,6976..,So&6._..179g.., 222 . 
_ 
835 12,39 12,87 15,64 49,27 52.01 .0610 ,5379 .15ya .0554 .0 3 4 I .9542 .0000 .0000 *7179 :710B .5083 .8055 1,2515 
90 "4T-;37- ;3--l;75---495---53.66--.686--_5478 -1635 ,0580 -. 6337- .905 -l.0000 .OOOO .7123 .8-q.. SCo9--.7982-i.2487­
9 19.25 15.61 	 21.006.06 .U76 .5699 ,So u631 .0372 .9517 .Do .0000 .6978 .6968 .828 *7939 1.2497 
- NCORR WCORR TO/To po/po EFF-AD EFFrp wcl/AI T EFF - AD p0/pa
 
--iNTNET----INET--INLT---INLET--INLET LBX/SEC FTMTAL AD s LOCAL.-

RPM LSH/SEIC s S QFT - .00650 79.71
 





BLADE ELEMENT AND OVERALL PERFORMANCE WITH STATOR BUD SLIT
 
Rotor SUCTION, 90 PERCENT OF DESIGN SPEED, POINTS 1-6
 
- - ' 
.- VI A - -V I -A----V-I- -- 'V=- -vH-I-T-.-H.Z O I -V - -B -- -Y..R .. I2-- t--I ~ 
"
" UX-2_- -i -- U2;
 
T.SPAK IN I N FT/SEC FT/SEc rT/sED rT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC DEGREE DEGREE.DEGREE DEGREE FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEc -FT/SEc FT/SEc FT/SEC
 
5 'r -' -- S6-95¢--56-6b- - 65-O9,E--. 00--..3'78.. I- 16.37.---939.0-716.,.760.6-2301.9--760,6 -8400.­
10 18.461'20.qoa 562.7 ?06.4 562.7 664.9 .0 616.0 .00 42.81 55;02 22.30 981.5 718.9 .804.2'-272.7 SU4;Z 898;7 
is -19.467 Zl-.O97 -573.7 -B0,09"'- 73.7 -640-O I -- -.0 - 5.6 - .00 41.9S 55.91 27.99 1023.6 726.0 -847.7 -3410 847;7- qO 
30 22. 14 22.96q !,90,2 789.5 598.2 63o.1 ,D 475.6 .80 31.04 58,37 39.75 11lq t 1 9 _971..7 -8q 4 71-7 JjUdU. 
,-.0 'E'g-25 - 20-" 611 S -- 727.0--	 -... -O ---. ,34.97 119.3a 9 5 1 1123; - 1 1' 	 61 1.5-5895.7 416, 
7 
Do- -61.43 1278. 1.1123 69446 
G
 
70 284954 2O 076S 604'S 676 7 60q 5 575 3 ,0 356 3 Doo 31 76 61.37 b66i7 1396.4' [0R0,3.t260.9 -g6g.4 1260;4 121i.6 
85 "-J V ~9 9 -B -o g'-* 8 , -8 3 . .. 'R ,- - 0 ' 31:6?-6 3 - 1 i2n, 1. -362.8 "Y6b,o 1362;8 13U6;1.­
30 :6,83 30:63D 623:8 $84:1 5 17 :7 .0 397.3 .00 J3.89 62.31 ' |q .969,6 13 3;9584,| 	 67;18 E5GOS1 : -1368.4 j388;q 

-- S7.26, 67.71 1529.t I |U 595 -32.499 - 1.27 1- 580,I-_5 75. 0--586.1 - M58.5 . . 0 348,g .00 65,67 	 lb 3 141,O;3 J Sj;8-
DEy TURN 	 P02/ -- M1.2"I-'NCS"'---1NcM - --- ---CAMBER OHEGA-D-0FAC OMEGA-8 LOSS-p LO55"p EFF-P EFF.AD LFF-p H-1 M-2 HI-I 
% SPAN DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE SHOCK TOTAL PROFILE POI TOTAL TOTAL STATIC 
5 -- T1 -;'- 6;ZU-37",73- 8-- Z"'O --- q '- 0371---40078' -. 0069 1.770O4-0o7SS .9734 .*9 41 - 5076. ..8379._,4693- 63O6­
10 .. 94 S.45 16.23 32.71 '13.54 .0063 .4192 :0631 ;004 .0121 1.7178 .99,49 .9512 .92.16 .5204 ;7946 .91S6 ;;3U3 
15 --. 59- SjZ2 "1S545--27.93 -38.10 .D082 -- 4311 -.0843'- 079 .0161 f.6668 .?334 .9283 00o04 .53U7 ;7624 - , 9537 -;63qg­
30 .49 1.47 IUOq 18.62 24.18 Di162 . 954 '0419 .0086 .0082 h.6009 .9161 .9530 .9Rqq .553& -.6872 1.0625 .)I; 
so -'*6 '..IB7.U2 - 12;0q'-14.6or - .0353 -*.j839 .0709 --. Olqi - .007b 1.5544 --. 9089 .9032 .8984 .5650 .6jI3 1,1861 -.1994Z. 
70 2.88 4.71 5.86 8.00 9.16 .0535 SqR09 .0636 .00|9 .0019 1.51D7 .?DIU .8952 .8960 b6577 ;5870 1.2912 O901
 
85 -- t-- -. 0933-; 1 -- 05 1,8 9 - R2 -,3R ,8416,o..54jl-.,SE IE-i J6!T--..9&uL
'-- * ;5Z--S 96----6045----7.90,--.0692 --. 3323 

90 3:36 405 7.lq 4.87 7,57 ;0743 .5436 .1357 .0253 .0106 lqi04 .7su1 .768" .7806 '.838 ;5559 1:5807 ;§Oi7
 
,o/to--?o/Po- EFF-AD EFF-F 
INLET INLET INLET INLET
 




-- 2-- L1 - '-- -. Y:--M.2--¥ - - V - -_ - - -2 B - - H - - - . - VO . -. O 2 O I. -U ­
%SPAN IN IN FT/EC FT/SEC T/SEC FTSEC T/SEC FT/E C OEREJ DEGREE EGREE DEGREE T/SEC FT/SEC FTSEC FT/SECFTfSECFT/SC 
-

10 21.O00 21.961 Y73.5 970.2 768.4 969.5 $97.7 -103.9 37.87 -6.16 22.43 R171 831.6 1433.$1-317. -106u.3 91q;9 9G6.i 
is5 .. . : ;:;:-945.2-7q&.7.6 5---V37-6-"~ 5..|Y? 36.89 '--7;27 26.72 4V.16 e38. lqqzB :31v:&:lU996.3 ?qU;Z'-- 476,1­z'i-2z: 
30 	 233!2 o 7. 882.3 735.6 B72:9 468:1 -128:1 320q7 .8.35 36.64 53.25 71,:,9 :469,0 .597.Z- T16 O 101;3 104U.9
 
2 5 6 0 1 " 2 5 ; 8 9 3 2 3 1- 6 "- 02 8 0 :3 "-:! 4 .5 S 9 9 7 .3
s o - - . 8 3 5 7 1 0 .7 -' - 4 51s 2: 0 3 0 -- . 7 , 7 3 b , 6 1 9 1 0 6 99 6 - 1 23 9 -1 l'9- 1 2 4 _6
 
70 ,27,818 27.902 793,a 78S.3 706.8 777.q 59 4 =1 12 26.95 -. 19 50.29 $9.62 1107.3 1537,5 :8 2:U-IJ2&, _" ';9 121*
 
' 
85 --R TtB'9'8 -790- R -78Z-"85---347.9 -104.0O- 26.17 -- 002"-52.79---61 .91-1171.1 1566.3 -932,/ b lGO 7,Z9 
90 2q,?I; 29 816 776,2 735.8 68?.0 7ZO,Y 355.6 -100.6 27.28 -7.86 53093 6Z,51 1171.7 h579 1 .971 u 1302;7 13DU;k 
95 -30,8 30,0 293'- 748,: 'i99. -60 .T3-691.2 - 357.9 -i0q.7 20.58--8.63 55.75 64.11 1167.8 03:O -965,i-1423.9 1323;1 1319.2. 
-
-HC-- INCH -- DEV'--'TURN - CAMBER OhEGA-3-D-FAC OMEGA-, LOS5-P LOSS-p -- P02/ EFF-p ciF-AD EFF-p- M-1' - .. M--,.2 ­%7SPAN DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE SHOCK 	 TOTAL PROFILE POI TOTAL TOTAL STATIC 
... -- 3 --l, D -4; O Ifi -oO 3 ~¢2 3 UOOO - 0000-2. 292 - 896 - .¢8034 -7q 
1O -3.94 -osi ?.20 4q ,3 53.86 OcO06 fa8q5 t'iqsl .0358 .0357 .7457 .0000 .000069.2906 .853b ;OGI8 .7-265 1;2693 
is -- 3.67- -- - '7.69"-44.15 520 --" .0005- f7t,6 " .1065 .0276 ".0275 -.9617 0000 .0000 3.3162 .8204 B8S63 , 7936.1.276 ­
30 -6.03 -3,03 6.87 40.82 SO.O0 .OO00 .1788 .1116 .0310 .0310 .?L38 ,0000 O0000 q.1088 .7661 .7296 '.8152 1.2893 
so - -6.50' -- 3;36-- 11.30 - 38.03'"" 49.S6 --. 0000 --.i806"''.0907 ".0360O .0300- 97J0 ,OOOU .OOO0 3.1174 ,721i '73*52 ,8813 J,3128 
'70 -0.84 -5.6 9.32 3S.09 q9.99 .0000 .2041 .1361 .0447 *Olq7 .9623 uOU .OOO0-6,24i8 .6968 !."96 ,9750 1.35U8 
85 -"6 I - 5r- 1s 9 '-34.1--52.04---.0000 -. 2551 ".¢1991--.0689 --. 0689 - .9qSS " GOUOa .ODOU -. 5446". .69u7 , ;6;OsZ. ,0 7-I , i79­
90 -. 75 -4.87 13.79 35.14 53.82 .0000 .2611 .1774 .0625 .0625 .9530 ,OD.0000 .o .6761 1;3722 
'3i72-55 fl . O-.-89O- -LO 3 	 .*O 
-076 ;6394 1:02,8 
95 -- 5*26--0 5"'-15.05---37. 2 -56.06--,O.00--- .289 1 --j930- .0688 --.0688--.9522 .00O0 *0000 -. 3037---,6491- ;664N j'I46 l 3684­
"NCVRR "'wcokRR-TO/TO~--po/O--EFF-AD EFF-P YV¢I/Al- W BIT"- AD po/p0
 
INLET INLET INLET INLET INLET INLET LOM/SEC N 2.. ADJ. LOCAL
 
?9980. 170,51 I.IS22 1.5030 81,07 82.11! 3§I49 -00314 80.75 .9605
 
TABLE 9.2 
BLADE ELEMENT AND OVERALL PERFORMANCE WITH STATOR HUB SLIT 
0 Rotor SUCTION, 90 PERCENT OF DESIGN SPEED, POINTS 1-6 
'­
-etA'=--I .t.-----?-1--"YM -- -- 8 '-2--2 -2 VO.-2-u-I-.-". ,:.&IA2----V - V-" -f-BI---i-- -- " v0'l- 2 
%SPAN IN IN FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEc FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC DEGHEE DEGREE DEGREE OEGPEE FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC 'FT/SLC FT/SEC FT/SEC 
S 8T5e---15- -t-9 -. *- q5.24 53 2';189,12---43r"O-667:9 o675, a-- S4,8. 1 -935 2-695,4 .761 '7612. B6jb.._ 
10 146 20.408 55Ss2 907.4 555,2 651.1 .0 632.0 ;G0 44,5 55;39 21.67 977.7 700.4, -804? -251.3 804;7. 8ia9; 
Is -11 ; -67.-q7""56-1--85 1--566. -623.-6 -. .0 590.8- ;00 -43.44 56;28 27.58 1019.9 704.7 .848.3 -326.4 84813 11;2 
30 22.14 22.964 590.1 785.6 590.1 603.? .0 502.6 .00 39.78 58.73 39.51 1137.5 782.8 -972.4 -4y9,1 972;4 1d6;) 
so -25.79i 25-520--603;6----733,- 603.6"57a.2--.. 0O--950,6 --. 0--37.9 61;75 48.84 1275.8 878.6-1123.4--&615 -1123;9 1112i1 
70 ZB.0.5 28.076 597.8 684.8 5Y7.5 SS7,6 .0 397.6 .00 15.48 64;6q 55,93 1396,3 996.8.1261.7 -8Z5.9 1261.7 1223;5 
8S '3-
-59.51-1483.J IS9.6-1363.7--93,I. 1363;7- 13Ui;d­
90 31,883 3U,630 578.8 645.3 578,8 So5.7 .0 400.5 .00 S.qI 67.38 61.57 2505.2 1O6 2 .5-1389.4 -93q.2 1389;4 1349;8
95 32.491-31.271 S74;0--61 4- S74.8-460.0 -. 40-q.0 --10-'3156.92 .44. 328.4 1066.3-192.2-9.7 416.-i36
 
- Z -­
-. 2NC3 INCH-- DE'TURN 'CAMBER OHEGAW DFAC 0MEGA-5 LOSS'p LOSS-p p92/ EFF-P ErF-AD EF-p n-1 . - '-I- H­
%SPAN DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE SHOCK TOTAL PROFILE POL TOTAL TOTAL STATIC 
05v8t---s,3-- -- S .7---jQ 05Z---"-4t .jB-, Z59--O0 55 -.0044- 1.8022 .9329 .9813 .9689--%b .B3'..-.B62I-.61U3 
10 - 5l 5.82 15.50 33.63 43.54 .0069 04399 .0447 ;0096 .0082 1.7546 *9686 .9659 ;9480 .5131 ;7936 *90
9 q ;127 
is -- 2.5.5 25. 3--28.70- 310 -.0090- ;A537 .0706 ";051-'*013i 1,6999 .9458 *9l ;9196 .5233 ;7i9 - .7496 -;6qq 
30 .86 q.83 9.82 19.23 2q.20 .0170 *4326 .0593 0113 .0077 1.6415 .9460 .9q20 .9323 .S45 . ;6Ui6 1.0576 .6803
 
5) -2.II--q.78"-6.0-12.92- 14.61--.0360 -;:41s .0783---0107 .o0084 I.6055 -.90&7 .9002 .8952 .6S?2 ;6s3 1.1869 Ob92­
70 3;13 q,97 5.42 8.7j 9.26 .05q2 ;38U9 .0805 .UIS3 .0050 1.5689 18871 .8797 .88U *5513 ;5901 2.2872 ;55 9
 
85 --- 733---7.88-- 0 70g- -.5--- 5799 iZ03- .0221 .0096 1.560 .8257 -,8144 .8176 ,386 4s708 1.30S .-90S7.
 
90 3.56 4.65 6.38 5.81 7.55 .0750 0903 .1584 .028 .0148 1.5357 .7737 .759 .7686 .5336 ;SbOU i.38i(R .056 




INLET INLET INLET INLET
 




iTR-"OTX IA r2V-; vwtVtff-r--V r -90.--- --- i-------z --Z---i-- -- "o.-2 --- 'V,. £-- V -=2 -- Va0. -I--Va 0 -U -*- .­
%SPAN IN IN FT/SEC FT/SEC VT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/EC FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC8 6 4
S "B" . uoo. 95.-- 2--.7kc9--4;04---65S. ­u O.Z-4.61 
10 22.00 21961 967.5 852.q 748.5 847,5 613.0 -90.6 3901 .6.1 22;00 5I.c3 807.6 1347.7,-362.4-041.6 915;5 957;0 
IS -2i.589-22.932 -9Z418-822-.6-7239--016.2--575.3 .102.2- 38.46 7.S 26;75 152.91 011.6 2353,8 -365.4-IO7Y.7 940;8 477;b 
30 23.314 23.902 860.7 771.4 704.3 164.2 49q,6 -205,2 3S.07. -7.83 36.50 s6.lz 876,4 1378.0 -521.-TIq6.7.1016;o 1041;6
 
7 fl U0 - --- *-7;02--8-9--8o3.S-I3qG.5---23S.JkiU0 .3--889.96.4­
9 3
0 " S.60WZ258937 8203-7379--686.--732 11- "1 9Z--?.B- 3.20D--7.15- 44,S 59.03 956.7 2423.0 -666.9-12 .2 11156.1121;3­
70 27,828 27.902 79I4 699,9 682. 693,6 461.2 .93,7 30.45 -7.70 49;9 62.09 2060,1 1482:0 .82-2:3o96 1222
4 1215;9
85 t9;d -2938--?3.6--6 0 9;"';4---692.z--u2,2 -6S5.9--03- ,71 S2.I .63.91 11-24 1499.0 .879.i.i4A I8 I;l ­
90 29.91q 29.856 783.9 651.1 66.7 448,6 410.6 .57.8 31.9 *S.o9 53;22 6.q48 1115.i 15o5,? .893.a-35U8 j303;6 0sU;u
 




--INC5--INCH -- DEV---TURN- CAMBER OMEGA-B D-FAC OMEGA-' LOS-P LOSS-p PoE/ EFF-p EFF-AD EFF-p H-I f- H'-' 'Z. 
%SPAN DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE SHOCK TOTAL PROFILE Pot TOTAL TOTAL STATIC 
10 -1.98r- -. 9-S02S5 -89---. O b--288o--0990 - .0245 .0242 .9&00 -.0000 .0000 .6608 .0851 . .779&. -.7088-1,1725,
10 -1298 .96 9.33 45.03 53.87 .00i5 .3016 .1029 ;0261 .0257 .9610 .00u .0000 .6786 .8411 ;74Q .7114 1.1716
 
15 -2"0--89"-7,86- 15,61 52.50 " .0015 .2995- .0727 ;0169 .085 .9743 .0000 .0000 .7504 80?l ;74. :717 1;1796
 
30 -3.41 -.40 7.39 42.91 50.67 .0007 .2978 .0465 ;o229 .0127 .9854 .0000 '0000 .8164 .7516 ;8gq .7739 2;i9s5
 
s0 ---. 57----.43- 8168--40,SS -q9.r6- .0020 -.3018 .0317 .0096 .0093 .9908 .0000 .0000 .8768 .)139 ;6380 .849 2.23u&
 
70 -S3Z .2.08 9.76 38.15 q9;88 .Oool .3226 .0932 .012 ;O242 .9882 .0000 .0OOU .8403 .6888 66Uqo .9297 22790
 
85 - -7r---sS--14;2z-36I'-52,01-'.00 - .3716 ".1209 -0422-0420'6497 . .0000 .0000 ,688U .s6'9. *9679.;2Bkl. 
90 -.39 .q8 26150 36.68 5379 .0000 .0818 .1087 ;0385 ;0384 .9712 .0000 .0000 .6861 .6763 Z5;90 ,9636 12034 
95 -38.62-- 0--4272 - ".0511 .OOO6.5--;o '.142253'.7;72  -.o1 .9640" .0000 .6584 ,656$ Z5i7l- .9609 ij2809­
- NCORr-WCORR "TO/TO "PO/Po "" FFAD rFF-P 'WCI/AI EFF - AD PO/po-

INLET 2NLLT INLET INLET INLET INLET LBS/SEC TOTAL P.D. LOCAL
 
RPM LBM/SEC S - SOFT' - 0..... 
9987. 169.16 1.1653 1.5051 85.02 85.97 98.19 .004 P.56 .9613
 
TABLE 9.3 
BLADE ELEMENT AND OVERALL PERFORMANCE WITH STATOR HUB SLIT 









0iA-I - Otz-rz--- -" -­ VKt-Vf -- -i -- ­VO-2 --­ 1 -­ 0-2" B'-1 ," 1-2 - V*-I V-'- 2 vo'-I v0-z U-I U2 -
IN IN FT/SEC rT/sC FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/aC FT/SEC ribEC 
-1-7;117-. 0.7-7- r;-- ---­ 4T---DO-67.S---. 006,99 55;08 -1506-927.3-666,.3-76o0.4-Il3.I-?b0,0¢--B0° 
18,46. 20.408 5q2.4 904.1 542.4 635.9 .0 642.6 .00 45.30 55.99 21.14 969.8 682.1 .o3,9 -Z459 80319 abUS 
19.46?"21)097- 553;c-857;1 -53.o- 6o8 8 . -o 60o.2- - -.00 '44.54 56.87 27,25 loll.? -88.2 .847.b -5 l.u S075 96. -
22 314 22.964 575.: 768.1 ST7.l 566.2 .0 519.0 .00 42.51 59.36 00.32 1129.0 742.9 -971.4 "iau,7 971.4 
999.7 
-25:79-ZS520--sb;7-728-.5- 596o7549.. o- q77.9 ----.0- 4099 62.40 69,02 1266.9 638.6.1122.8 -63J.I II228..lIiI.0­
950 28 76 5 2 685 S 58 2 S3 6 , 433 9 o 39 27 65 2S 56 (1 17
38 8 j 9 7-1260 5 J86 z160:5 Il2z.j 
-. z95-'9 1156 6 59:11.l147S:9- 1013:0-1362:q -669:3.1362.4230.Tz 
31:883 30:630 563.3 660:8 £63.3 488.3 .0 44.8 .00 42,36 67;91 61.21 1498.0 iO1.2-1388.0 

















INCS - INCH --- EV -- TURN 'CAMBER OMEGA-B -FAC OMEGA-B' LOsS-P LOSS-P P0
2 / EFF-P EFF-AD EFF-P 4-I -2 Ht-I 4.-2.. 
DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE SHOCK TOTAL pROFILE pOl TOTAL TOTAL STATIC 
-- Z-66i.90"-- 248:0056---802159 --. 
6 
"' OI.,0025"18394.1.L014 l o l oo'3 .­14a00 .*843y..-.u7Q-58SI­
.04 6.42 15.07 34.86 43.54 .0079 .4568 -a006I-. 0013 -.0030 1. 041 1.0020 1.0021 1.0097 .500? ;7a95 .9015 .5967 
--. 39--b.!? "'4.80- 29.62 38.09'-.0100 .4683 .0206 .0044 -.0022 1,7510 .9834 .9820 .9758 .5106 .7;61- ,942I--;b991 
Ig. 9 5.q6 10.59 19.04 24.15 .0180 .4677 .052D .0107 .0069 1.6694 .9503 .9464 .9388 .5310 ;6&q6 1.0493 ;64k7 
.. 2;8i---S;q3-- 6.67-3;38-'-t-4;--.0370 -026---.0797 -.0160-- Does-5f.6b - .9108 --.9041 .6991- .540/ 6164 .1.174 ;1721i­
3.72 5.57 5.51 9.22 9.16 .0550 ;193 .0925 .0175 .0071 1.6238 .8813 .8727 .:727 5353 ;SA69 1.2765 .8039' 
-;-----c '- f)--. 2? -7-7.87-1-;0706-.'q1 
86 
-tk3 I- .024 --.01I5 1,6270.--.8278- *8163 .,8153-..123- 15775 g 3 q998..6fL 
4;09 S,19 b.0 6,70 7.54 .0757 ;430q .1694 .0301 .0169 1.6101 .7807 .7653 .7695 .5186 ;593 1.3725 
;o5s 
- 25 r; 9S -­ 4.43- -'7;Z-'O836--392 -­ 2030-.0335 -. 0i99- i.5835--.7365--.7187 7311 --.SI44--;63I9 1,3943--;8 7­
-TOfTO0-o/pO"-EFPAD EFF-P 
INLET INLET INLET INLET 
1.1758 1.6673 89.37 90.13 
Stator 
"O t-OA-Z-L--7-VV- D -V -X-- !.. -" B*-I­
" 











IN IN FT/SEC FT/SEc FT/SEC fT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC DEGREE OEGRE9 DEGREE DEGREE FT/SEc'FT/SEC FT/SEC FI/SEC FTISEC FT/SEC 
2 1 3.82 ;8650.08 -767.4.1291.9.-222.5 "99U.9 886.5-935.! 
21.008 21.961 95S,2 787,3 723.9 783.2 623.2 .78,6 40;72 -6.75 21.93 52.87 780.6 1297.9 -291.4-IU34,6 914.6 9&6;i 
7259242-927--78.--700729 8*- 9.-39.9j --6.98l - 26;82 54.63 785.3 1307.4 -343086 939;49 -06;g 
23.31! 23.902 833.7 711.1 658.8 705.0 Sio.9 .92.5 37.79 -7.97 37.42 58.11 829.6 133q.5 -01-3.i10i; SO040;b 
-..5;601.25893-84.9--688.9- 2-.3.3..6- -6.77 -N4;52 -60.48 909.91388,7 .638.'-20d.4-111;S5 7;t 
27,818 27.902 780.0 656.5 6q5,q 651.4 437,9 -81,6 34.i5 .7 14 5;012 63,32 1007.3 1450,8 -773,1-129,3 1,211;0 1214.7 
- A082 0Z49t.--6 q-9--65.6-632&-OS.0.--. I-.­O4,±6---q4, / -I1,89 .- 6.4u-aa6-6.74,8 .. S3qS-1332.t428;3.4&79. L 
29,114 29:856 783,6 623.6 637.0 622.3 4S6.2 -39.2 35.61 -3.6'0 53.02 65.07 1059.2 1476.5 -846. I1339 0 1302;3 1 19.8 
30:3B1 30 
. 












"--INES'- INCH - 0EV -URN- CAMBER GMEGA-B DFAC-OMEGA-B -LoS0 P--LoSS-P PO Z / EFF-P EFF-AD EFF P - M-I . 
DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE SHOCK .TOTAL PROFILE POi TOTAL TOTAL STATIC 
-­
1,0--2.9--12o5e---46.03--55.49-.0032--3389-.l250-;031O .0302- .9SlO-. GOo . OOO .6780 
..61 2.32 9.69 46.47 53.87 ;0028 .3601 ,1453 ;0 3&9 .0362 .9462 .0000 .0000 .6652 .8290 
- O2----- 1,03 46.89 52.50 '.0028- '3604-.1172 .0304 .0297 .9596 .0000 .0000 .7076 .7943 
.. 64 2.36 7.74 45.27 50.66 0U28 :3485 .0437 .0122 .0114 .9870 .OOQ .0000 .8628 ,7253 
;4I--2,73-- 9.26--43O7-49.56 -;0046 -. 3556 -.0353 --.o0107 .0093- -.9902 -. 0000 .000D .8911 .6966 
-1.56 1.68 10.33 41.30 49.84 .0025 .3789 .0491 .0161 .0153 .9?871 0UO0 .00o .8544 .6740 
2T0--Z2315I--90S -52.02-.0023 ---.186 -. 1198--.O6i7---,009 ----.9680 -,0000-- .0001 .6994 - .6815 
3.60 3.53 18.00 39,21 53.81 .0028 ;4290 .1140 .0404 .0394 .9703 .oo0 .0000 .7207 .6706 
-- 9----I7-9;68"o;?VS6.oS -o2S I69l- 4Iq42 -. 0511--.0502 - .964q .0000 .0000 .6979 -*.654-
-Z.-.-­ lI-2"Z-_ 
161­
;781 6866 jI7j9 
16 27 - 96903i;i2sI­
;6i'14 .7270 1 .[ 4 q 
;5899 - 1931 ;I1842 
;5U4 *7o 1.i386 
.;576-.9137...I2488. 
.5158 .9072 1'2950 
;4937---.904B1-I.23Q­
-N"0RR'--WCRR T-TO/TO-Pq/PO"ErrF-A 
INLET INLET INLET INLET INLET 
-Iig-LgffSE--















BLADE ELEMENT AND OVERALL PERFORMANCE WITH STATOR HUB SLIT 
90 PERCENT OF DESIGN SPEED, POINTS 1-6 RSUCTION, 

%SPAN IN IN FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC PT/SEC DEGREE DEGREE-DEGREE DEGREE FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SLC FT/SEC FT/SEC
 
5 t-16-9r9-sDZi5--1t-h-502rS-610a.T--O--702.8-0 O--O49 .00- 56.57-t1,7--912.2-631.4 -76123- ;55.8--761.3 861 .6
 
10 i. 40,2.O08 513.3 898.1 513.3 607.q .0 661.5 .00 '7.44 57.47 20.56 964,6 4q9.2 .86.9 -27.9 Boq;9 U9.
 
IS --9:'672 1;o7523-853'4-- 3. I-----.O-624.9 ---'.O0 *47.08 6804 26.70 996, 651.8'-89B.4 -292k,4 848;4--97;3
 
30 22,314 22.96q 54k.0 751.1 542.0 511.1 .0 550.4 .00 47.12 60;86 41.39 1j13,4 681.3 .972,6 -04.5 972;5 IUOo.9
 
SO -25.791--25.20--550.6-727.8- 550.6--GO8.9-- .0 -520.3- - 7.D--4b,63 63.90- 494,j 1251,? 76O.7-1124.1 -S9 I;241 III2;3­
70 28.959 28.076 5q4.8 698.0 5q4.89 495.3 .0 9	 933,4-1363.9491.9 .00 44.8b 66;64 55.87 1374.6 883.9-1261,9 -131.8 1261;9 1223.6da6a;S..:3O7j j;1;.
 
:.48 4 -- -s -- S 0,6-- --.O O -46. q2--68 69 .-58.7 0'46 R0. 
5 - -3"129 6'2 t;93--S3 I - 7 O3; -53I.

90 31.883 30.630 527.9 690.8 6
527.9 453.S .0 520.8 .00 48.97 69.20 60.89 1486.5 932.2-1389.6 -819.z 1389;4 1035.
 
95 32;.93)27r-2I0-668.G-29.'i--N1S.2-... . 523.8 ""05".62 69.69 63.67 1510.3 936.4-141 -, iql1 R jiS2;!­
4 -

-'-INCS---TNC-"DEV-TURN --CAMBER'OHEGA-8 r-FAC OMEGA-B LOSS-p LOSS-p F02/ EFF-P EFF-AD EFF-P M-1 - -tI ­
%SPAN DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE SHOCK TOTAL PROFILE poI TOTAL TOTAL STATIC
 
5 T-t-77-T N--I49O RZ.00-q8,oz -8-'8-9477--,0302'-.00I'-.0100 1,639 1,018 1.0209-I.0369 -.461--,8119.--,8418--, bU­
0398 -.0086 -;0310 	1.867 1.0220 1.0241 1.0391 :4729 ;7816 .8867 .S649
 
1.8067 1,0011 1,0012 IOU24 ,46819- ;7;0i 9275-- ;S6S2.

1.52 7.89 14,50 36.90 93;54 .011O .4875 -.

Is 1-.0 - 7;62 14 .23- -316q -S;06- ;013 - -5027 -. 0D43 -. 0009 -.0039 
.4987 ;6456 1.0332 ;986
 
" 19.61 --.0407 .5025 .0955 -.0190 .0109 1,7137 .9033 .8955 .8873 ,50S 1621q 1i.159. "6666.

30 3.02 6.97 11.61 19.47 24.10 .0217 .5232 .0709 .0143 .0098 1.7065 .9378 .9328 .9231 

50 -"q131~'.6.9Z 6.95-~-.59 

7499
5.12 6.97 5.37 10.77 '9.17 .0587 .4763 .1210 .0210 .0119 1.7054 .8636 .8527 .8473 .OU0 ;5922 1.2592 78
70 

- .8050 7896 :78 1-.4809 .5917 -3341.--.,qi-q----9g99--7-88--.0743-.,859 -. 1715 --4033 .018-1,7266 	 2-­as -- g-srn---m -- 5.69 7;55 	 :0375 .7660 .7.76 ;7416 *4s0s81 1.3073 178U&90 S;38 6.48 83j .0793 .9997 ;2086 .0234 1.7164 

s S '-	 .50-7i65-603--7 9--O874 --,5079-.238I--0397--.0254 1.6971--.7324 .7117 ".7110- ,q8OS --;S6a--I,379s--;779v­
-TO/TO -pO/pO -ErF-AD'EF-p
 
INLET INLET INLET INLET
 




"OD t--lTrT---ey'-- -- Vfl'-V= n0-V at.-	 - t 9V-,-4. .0- VOi.-- Ik.1-B-2---89-I 	 2 1 
%SPAN IN IN FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE PT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC
 
S Ztatn9 6-3-7--9?-3-7-e---680. 7--3.6---44 ;LI- -2 . 37...I6;a3-52. A -1 .l11..18U~6I.895.96
 
10 21.008 21.961 936.9 700.9 682.5. 697.4 641.8 .66.8 43,2q -5.50 21.86 55.73 735.7 1239.2 .273.U-1024.9 915;6 97;i
 
is "21,589 22032 895,4-673.0--656.5- 667.9 -'608,9 .85." 42,84 -7.34 26.83 57.08 736.7 125.8 .332.1-U63.s 9q0.9. 917;7­
30 23.314 23.902 803.3 623.0 592.7 618.6 542.3 -74.2 42.96 -6,84 38.64 61.00 758.9 1275.9 -473.9-1115.9 1016;1 IUI.?
 
s0 -25.60i 2S;893-789.R-6223--594,8--6l9.0 519.0- -64.5 41.iI "-5.95 45.10 62.bf8 892.6 1394.0 .596.8-Il9,u llIs;8-112&;b­
70 27,818 27.902 776,2 606.3 S96,2 602.5 496.9 -67.4 398 .6.39 So.:7 6'1.n15 931.5 1917.9 -7iS.S-1283.S 1212;4 1216.1
 as . ;t~t8--. .. -6.. -. t-60.5--.. --.. .4.7-.. 7 ..-51.54 --'60.92--V71.9 IqbO.7 .,6l.U-rAI9.2-I28I7.--I28U;8­
90 29 14 29.856 793. 593.6 586.1 593.1 534.2 -20.2 42.35 -I.9q. 52;71 65.83 967.4 1998.5 .7 9.6-3Zi.4 13U3;8 13U1;' 9
 




CAHER OEGA-B D-FAC OMEGA-B LOSS-p LOSS-p p0 / EFF-p EFF-AD EFF-p M-I N - I--N­
% SPAN DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE SHOCK TOTAL PROFILE Po0 TOTAL TOTAL STATIC
 
5 -- S-3-5-, S5.89"-.0067".9- t".1666 '.0414 --.0397 --.9373 .0000 .0000 .6848 -.8438-..6300-,6325-4.0367--

INC INCM'--DEV 'TURN 
273 14 .03--q 6.98--

10 1.96 4.89 9.93 q8.74 53.86 .0066 .9415 .1872 0475 .0q59 .9332 .10000 ,000a .6665 .8116 ;5964 *6435 
1,0 54q
 
15 -- 7.---- -- ' 7.66--'S. 18 - 52. ? .0070 .441 .1622 .0421 -.040 .9462 .0000 .0000 .6974 .776 ;120 -. 6423 1.00G­
30 4.02 7.02 8,38 49.29 £0.66 '.0128 .9378 .U643 .0179 .0113 .9823 .OOO UOOU .8607 .6943 ;5287 .657I 1;0826
 
SO - q -- 7.G -- 7.06 49.55 -. -"4311 ,oJ65 .98S6 .0000 .8773 .67$8 ;5259 -.7246 I1;130­.- SOIu07 0200 .0542 .0104 .0000 

70 q.14 7.38 11.10 46.19 49.92 0397 .q596 .0655 .02i6 .O1l ,9832 OUO .00O0 .8534 *6639 5io .7094 i;927
 
ss -r137---867--16.22--14;91'62.OT-10237 '0872' ".1224 .047 -.039q -,9676- .0000- oooU -,v74 77,6779--;040--,0 .258-1;209 1­
90 10.23 10.17 19,68 44.29 53,84 .0280 .002 .1299 ,0961 .0362 ,9662 .0000 .0000 .7405 ,6704 07923 .8I?8 I;IOq
 
95 -9 1-;2a--217&--S;56--56.05 -. 0287--'5329,1537 - ,O54- O1 .9612- .DOO 657?- ,s1I"I-I;kUoC­.0000 -.7160 _4.7j-

"NCORR'-COR"'TO/TO--pO/pO-'EFFrAD EFr-P-wCI/AI - Wr, 2WF - AD po/pc -

INLET INLET INLET INLET INLET INLET LBN/SEEC WjaEAL ADT. LOCAL
 
- T ' SQFr
 
9989. 138.66 1.1936 1.6856 83.01 84,24 -35.81 .00625 82.45 .9714
 
TABLE 9.5 







SUCTION, 90 PERCENT OF DESIGN SPEED, POINTS 1-6 
OIA-I DIA-2 V-1 V-2 yI Vf-2 v-I VO-2 B-1 0-2 8-1 - 812 V-1 V-2 VO-1 'VO-2 U-1 U.2 
IN -- IN .- - YT/SEc -FT/SEC-FT/5 pFT/EC'FT/SEC FT/SEC'-EGREOE GREt DEGRE-DE oRCE0*rT/E C-FT/SECFT/SEC-I/E C-?T/SEC-FT/8EC -
17,967. 19.769 8q.4. 925,3 qo9.4 598,9 .0 705.3 .00 99.66 57.99 14.50 901.q 618.8 -760.1 -155.0 760.1 060,3 
-E zr67-;-du 9-7 r78---897-'T99q--60 r.3-0 ' 66S ;6f-11-- f7; 8 -t 0-35r20-719 2 O3-6 4 2-.C- 003,62 222O 003v6--e 0t­






2S,791 25,020 528.7 73o,5 528.7 SO00. 
28.959 28.076--521"3-7.05.76 -5213" . 
31.295 29.993 808.2 708.7 508.2 N99,3 
3 "'8 3 83 "'.6-3 s---50'q;S 5'-199 .- 50 9; 5- q 3 --






--­16* - o 













19.13 12q0,6 76.0.1122.3 -57e,3 1122.3 1115. 
'569"3636"8539-12&0.0--05.0-260.0-1221-.8­
59.03 1953,6 892,6-1361.9 -765, 1361.9 1305.2 
1F7r 383.Iq t3 3793 -= 237 - 7 r9 --T 338­
9 










Ifics INCM -- DEV TURN CAMBER OIEGA B-B D-FAC OmEGA- ELOSS-p LOSS-P P0Z/ EFF-p EFF-At EFF-P -i
1 M-2 H I H1.2 
DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE EGREE DEGREE SHOCK .. . TOTAL PROFILE. "VOI TOTAL "TOTAL "'STATIC-- - - -.. .. . .. . .. . 
2,13 8.56 14.39 92 98 48.82 .0106 961 ..0227 -. 009B -.0071 1.8761 1.0103 1.0112 1.0211 *4992 .8060 08309 .5391 
2.80 8.50 I3.94 32,81 30.03 . 5 .5093 .0058 .0013 -. 0022 1.8077 .9995 .99o .9921 q4637 .7387 .9171 .5507 
3.93 -- 59 20,39. 29.11 290- 5346 .0870 .0176 .0126 1.7073- *9262 .9202"" .9067-'-.9791--.6933 *.0230--15 7 16 -
5.21 7,80 6.78 15.6q lq.62 .0927 .5137 .1113 .0222 .0L36 1.7190 .8910 .8821 .8695 *9qq8 .6228 1.0919 .6b20
" 6Th 1- 1 -­ '9-'"']2-9'7-' 0-50 -"153 --.029t"" 0178 - ,7197---.8350- .8220"--" 03-'-V4 772"t5966--rI-lretT--7zIS­
6,18 7.m9 9.81 10.50 7-90 :0759 .S176 ,2117 .0395 .0255 1.7336 .7710 .7526 ,7380 .9659 .5933 1.3239 .7973 
-­" ;2 r--"--3o--'- o-v-- 7 .SA-'-r009--ao3o"-72 zfr6,-*04q35--o293"1 727q 9~30 r-7172 -709 --­46]r--821--T-396r -­ r 39" 
6.27 7.20 8.02 6 97 7.30 .0890 .S370 .2707 .09q6 .0202 1.7110 .'090 .6862 .6786 .4584 .5630 1.3602 .7452 
TO/To PO/pO EFF-AD EFF-P 
-INLET-INLET ---INLET 'INLET 
2 1 






IA-1 DIA- V-1 V"2 VY-I VM-2 va-I yr 2 B-1 B82 61 2DI - . " V- V­ 2 V'- "V'- U. 
"I N-T- -T*SEC-FTSEC-T5 P SC17Q-/SECDE EEGHE-DEG REECREL I/SEC-FTISEC-FT /Sc-rPTS ?.3C-p/SEC­
20,~09 21.989 .953 717 5 673.5 717.1 683.1 -23.9 qs.'Iz -1.91 16.93 53.21 709*1 1197.5 -205.0 -959.0 868.1 935.1 
7 2-T"T677zk.COaT - . Ui,T n-54r--T 3 r---I 7. -t1- t -- -.­153-7- 3. -j2-3 0­ 3 -. 26T 6o t--s-.a-q 
21.589 22.932 089.6 6Sq.9 643.0 697, 619.9 -95.5 93,72 -8.91 26.79 58.86 721.3 1252.3 -329.6.1071 7 .939.5 976.2
-23.19 -23,-90*- 796"; E--9t8";3-75 .12--9Y3T7 -'509--7l 37-,6-- 76--'97 5--3B ;8E6--6-z"2.tz2--73 8 ut--r265 ;6-.963; 6-I-l 7-.8-h 0IZ-';S--IoO rI­
s0 25.601 25.893 785.8 601.5 579.6 598.3 530.7 -61.7 q2.9 .5.89 15.18 63.28 822.q 1330.6 -583.4.1188 5 1119.1 1126.8 
85 29.008 29.382 796.1 587,9 579.7 586.5 50.9 .90, 93.79 -3.91 Si.79, 66.03 928,1 lqq3.5 -728.8.1319.0 1279.7 1270.6 












I2CS INCH 0EV TURN CAMBER OHEGA'-a 0-FAC OHEGA-B LOSS-p LOSS-P ' P02/ EFF-p ErF-AD EFF-P M-1 H-2 xe-I m0-2 
DEREDGE DGE ERE ERESOKTOTAL-FRO0ICe al Tb-j6TATSAC­
3 
s07 6.00 14.99 N7,32 5$.09 0oa1 q309 .1677 .oq17 .0397 y53f0 .0000 .000a 6970 83a .6096 .6179 1.0174 
a'- -­57 -.1 8 0-- .-* 8 U -9-f?r u--a  3 16- 0 0 _000 D GU0 &o 6,0179 4 
3.38 6.32 6.59 52.13 52.S0 ,0099 .9702 .1669 Oq31 OqGS .9955 .Oao0 000 .7032 .7710 ,5599 .6277 1.061 ? 
S7133-.3 --- '7-- "-2-5-.6-75--T-677-o7B--'oz21"7- ;C168"-s 97 -­ 0000000 -­
8 969-6 8 72-;506M;6378-I-.a7os­
S.80 8,93 1012_ 48,37 49.55 .0272 9645 .0697 .0212 .0129 .9817 .0000 .0000 .8588 .6743 .5066 .7045 1.1206 
-----­ b--974 171.25 O-q-­ 9o 79w -­"026--.09."-,9799--Z00- 000 '-Z8414--;662"r-S---1--r66­
11.22 11.65 I5.95 97J73 52.02 .'093 S213 .1299 .0953 .0299 .9660 .0000 0000 .7557 .6725, .9069 .7890 1.1956 
13.23 13-06 1I97l9fl * 8;7bi~TC~f Th9rd r~c3--ao~O~~~r-n-T 7777Tt -­rrts­
12286 13,25 22,32 96.0I 56.06 .0523.. 99! 537 0589 .0366 .9615 .0000 .0000 .7270 ,6561 .9591 .7759 1.1858 
NCORR *CDRR TO/To PO/PO EFF-AD EFF-P wCt/AI 1 EFF- AD PO/PO 
hrT, eT-1 - INLET sINCET-s CAWh OCAL 
RPM 1,1K/SEC s S ___SOrT 
-
99§73. -- 9- 1.19-95 .1 .8O69 80.6 82.0 4 .0061P !9.-fl 
TABLE 9.6
 
BLADE ELEMENT AND OVERALL PERFORMANCE WITH STATOR HUB SLIT
 
Rotor SUCTION, 90 PERCENT OF DESIGN SPEED, POINTS 1-6
 
CIA-I OIA-2 v-I v- 2 2 2;T/ vM- I" -2 vo-I SEC.-oEGRCC-'OEGREE DEGREE-*&GRZE£_rTTS -..TSc-OO SE C Yo _~c.FT/sKC_F l-EC_./ oS__,+N ----- PI  -rT/E - TS e--F-T- sEc-F-T V0- o.1 q. ! U­O,;2 T.1 25 
9

s 17.467 19.769 976.7 3z.2 q76,7 599.2 .0 70.1 .00 o.00 57,93 13.78 897.9 617.1 .760.9 -17,0 760.9 861. 
1o -18.f167 20,q08 -486.9 ---901.- -86.9- 598.0......0 674,5 - .0 - 48,4q -0.111-- -9.73 9 0,3 635,7 .804.4 -21q.5 804.4 889,0
is 19.067 21.097 996.1 857.1 496.1 569.8 .0 640.2 .00 48.34 59,67 25.91 982.4 634.8 -848.0 -276,5 848.0 916,8 
30 -22314 22.964 -512.q-75;4Q---SI2.- '86,S----o -lS71--.-..o f49 .5 9 - 62.19.4 41.38 1098.8 698,7 9720 -42, 9 ,1. 7 2, 1000.3 
50 25.791 25520 517,5 73q,8 517:5 487,2 *0 SSOO .00 98.47 65,26 q9.c4 1236,9 7 73,6-.123,4 -56:.t i3.' 1111.6 
70 -28.Q'28,074-O8,8-7l6,9-8,8M6M0. .O-SQS---- '9,66 -.68,02 _52-I360...82U,6.1261,20 0 O .676,6. 1 26 1 ,.2-12 3,0­7
35 31.295 29.993 M95.9 71S.1 q95,9 942,8 .0 562,3 -.00 51j81 0,01 59,30 1450:6 865.5.1363,2 .74,2 1363.2 1306,5 
90 -31883 30630- 492.2..705,8 992.2 18*6 0 - -00 53.62 70,48 61.34 j973.S 8733.13888a .766.2 1388,8-...568, 1334.2 
95 32,q99 31,271 '88.8 689,4 480.8 390,6 a0 568.0 .00 55,q9 7o,95 63.80 1497,7 88b.2.115.6 -794,2 1415.6 1362.1 
2INCS INCH DEV TURN CAMBER OMEGA-a DFAC OEGA'B LOSS-p LbSS-p p02 / EFF-p EFFAO EFF-p HMj H- No-I H"' 2 
%SPAN -TsREe-DEGnEE--EGREEtEGREE-DEGREE--SHOCK ............... TOTAL- TOTAL -STATIC --------- - -. ... .. 
5 2.57 9.00 13.61 4q.14 48.82 .0118 ,q984 -. 0989 -.0105 -.0130 1,9067 1.0236 1.0257 h0473 ,4371 .8118 .8281 *537q
-10 -"2,88 9,22... 13,66 - 39 ,00''43,54 -. I44 -.4973 .,01 ..Bill0-.003 1.8833 j,0277 1.0302 .0506 ,980 *7835- ,8738 S526 
is 3,25 8,9j 13,37 33o77 37,99 0171 .5167 -0082 -.0018 .o0056 1,8332 10036 I.0039 1.0U63 .1563 .745: .'i53 ,549630 --" 4I.62a--" 8'321 2,8.371_--2q.11--2s6--.0 5 0914 --.0185 - 0132- 1.7248 -,929q 982 47oo02.--.643o-*i02:0--558. 
50 5.72 8,31 6.72 16,22 14.64 .o444 .5338 .1222 .024q9 .o55.I7Tl4 ,8891 ,8799 .8602 ,N735 .6249 1.13B7 .6324 
70 --'673---f€l5--*03--151O9---'I9 €---9 ,-I80.a623-;5305770--033 9- 9 .I7102l 4&8197- ,02-7897 -463_., 037-,245:-.-kV o. 
ss 6,66 7.93 5.08 i0,71 7.91 0778 -.5409 ,2251 0q16 .0275 1.7632 .7652 .7458 .7286 .44 .5966 I.3l88 *7zi990" 6-717--616-- 9"-1q---7 56--- 0829 - S468 - -- 296 -" 04 2 "-0297- 1 7586--.7qV6--.7193-- 7040.-- 4502---,$ 6q-1 34 --- f725S­
95 6:73 7,66 7,79 7,15 7.29 ,060 ,8988 .269S .097 .02981j7972 *787 ,6959 ,4468 *8 776S061j3639 ,7327 










"SIA-I" NNA-- v'-t -- v-2 v-I VM-2 v v-I B-1 8-2 'I ' v'-12' vO'-Ii vo'- u:t u.k
 
%SPAN -SEC-fTSEC-G REE-oE'REE .OEaREE-.o 8 REE -FT.SEC-.T/SLC-FT/SEC-TJSEC- TSEC-F-TJSEC

-
5 20,409 21.489 964,3 706.0 671.8 705,6 691.7 .22.5 5,8'3 !1,83 16.36 53.69 700.3 1190.3 -197.3 -958.6 889.0 936.0 
10 21,00 21.961 933,7 660.0- 665.8 -669,7 659,5- -63.5 49,51 .5.49 21.37 56.90 71B.4 t217.9 .260,6.1020,1.. 915.1 .956.6. 
Is 21.589 22,432 892,0 638,8 637.5 632,7 623.9 .87,5 44,39 .7,90 26,42 59,27 712.9 123a.8 .3165.1064.6 9u0,4 971.1. 
30 -Z3.314 23.902 794.1" -500.5-560.3-575,q 562,8 .76.7 45,13 -- 759. 3093 .62.76 .. 720.5 :257,2 -'5SZ8.Ill'.8,015.lI,2 
so 25.601 25,893 786,7 585.7 563,9 581,8 548,6 .67,q 4,.21 -6.61 45,13 64.04 799.9 1329. -5666-1195.3 1125.2 1127. 9 
8 670 -27.818--274902 -- 783-9-5788--5,O-575. --5 5 2, a 66,0- , oz 55"-49,8* -65.83-- 862.8 -1o'1 8 689,I 28 , ­
85 20908 29,382 796,4 577,8 552,0 576,3 579,j -42.1. 6j3 .. 4,18 bzool 66,45 896,8 2992.1 -706,9.1321,9 12 1.0 12 9.9 
90 2914 29,856 -793,6 -570.6-8j 9 , 569,7 .582.3 -32,o 47.22- ".J,2i 53,20 66,8 9u0,1I IO,2 .720,7.1332,5 1303.0.-1306U5 
95 30.382 30.293 785.2 556,3 5243 655.2 8B9,4 .33.3 48.11 -.J,93 54,69 67,68 906:2 146z. .739,0.1352,8 1323,4 13L9. 5 
"
INC$ INCH DEV TURN CAMBER OMEGA-8 0-FAC OMEGA-8 LOSS-p LOSS-p p02/ EF-p EFF-A EFF-p f-I M 2 M'-I M1'2
 
%SPAN OCYRE-OGREE OtGREVflEGREE-OEGREE SHOCK ........ -.-- TOTAL --pHOIILE -pt "IOTAL TOTAL STAT-I-C.......-.­
"
 
to  3,99 6,1 - 157 47,67 $3:86 :0097 q476 ,2 :0513 :9336288 .6701 .808!,8381 .5656 ,62:. 114 ,312.24 9•99. 5O 0 5S, 9 5 :,772 *178319 ,0443 :0N20+ 908 .0000 .0000 ,6947 598 1 0090 
is q409 6,98 '7.12 52.29 52,52 ,0121 .4894 .1798 ,0466 .0439 ,9409 .0000 .0000 ,6963 *7727 .54o2 .6195 1,0475 
30 - 6.68 - 9.67 - 7.6Z -52.72- S,65 - ,0246 -. q929 .0856 U0238 .017o .9770 0000 .0000 ,892 .6839 ,489q .6199 1.0599 
50 7.49 10,62 9,4O 50,2 N956 ,0390 ,943 .031 '.0253 .013q 9782 ,0000 .0000 ,879 ,6732 ,99j3 .6823,2:151,70 _,.0566 -. 5229 .:o2o -0336-.,o:99 -,9739 .0000 .OOO0 .8126 6643 ,91q8 ,73uh _4. 682 
13,90 Io661 OU00 .4762as 13.50 15.71 So,30 bz.02 .5q15 .l2 ,oq97 .0266 .9630 .0000 ,7943 ,6699 ,7542 1,1886 
90 --14,99 14.95 18,42- 50,92 53.86 ,0689 .5564 .1514 .0537 :0293 .9611 '.0000 .0000 .7313 ,665q *4686 .7545 1.1900 
95 Iq,35 15.72 20.29 51,64 56.06 ,o672 .5757 .1622 ,0S8 .0342 ,9593 .0000 00 .717 656q .4554 ,7573 t.1972 
I NCORR IycORR TO/To po/pO EFF-AO EFF-p WCI/AI "'-ED.M E - AD pO/pO 
i-fctT INCtT-fNCT ._INLft INLE:T INLET LEN/SEC WTTA 
-WLOCALRPM LOM/SEC S S SOPT .00685 '79,29
9983, 151.39 1.2063 1;7056 79.83 8l,29-34.) ,9651 
TABLE 10.1 
BLADE ELEMENT AND OVERALL PERFORMANCE WITH STATOR HUB SLIT 
Rotor 	 SUCTION, 85 PERCENT OF DESIGN SPEED, POINTS 1-3 
2 " " 
O1A-1 DIA-2Y"I..2-....V VH'2- -VOsI'- vO-2 - I1 ..-- 2-' i---- n'A--V8wl--"vb.2-VO'-V0" U-i-- UEV­
%SPAN IN JN PT/StC FT/SEC FT/SEC ST/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE DEGRE:. FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC 'FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC
 
5 "_7.q6-? - ti6?- 517.7" 922,r- 57,'"
162.' 6760... 	 .00" 88-'542q--- S3 69 9-- 3--71 98589--? i913& 
55.17 11.32 	 925. 70.1 -760,0 -255.9 710;0 819.710 t8967 20.408 528.7. 878,0 S28.7 655.6 .0 £841 o00 ql.69 

15 19:461 21.047- 53,7---832,S- 538.7 629.6 .. -51R,5 .-.-.0* 40.84 b6.08 27,)1---- 65.4- 70,9 .801,4 -S2i.7- Bul;2- "6;i 
30 22.314 22.964 560.2 755.2 560.'2 611.0 .0 443.8 .00 35,99 68.60 39.36 1075.6 790.4 -9!8. " U0.3 918: 945.1 
90 120S.6 491,6-061.S -67T.8 1061;s-OS.3­50 25.79i 25.520 -571.5 697.6 571.5 586.0 --- .0 378,5 --- .00 32.86 -6,69 -, 
56M,4' 648,9 569.4 562.8 .0 321,9 .00 29.76 	 69.64 55,93 1318.6 Ob1ol- 6 -f3Jgb 1191.6 jj95.b70 . 28.954 28.076 
310,7--. 00--30.06 -- 66.88-	 59. -400.4 lo65e.3-b8,o -V24.7-428;0--234-­85 31,Z96 29.993- 549.-'620,1-599.8 536.7--i7 

.00 32,12 67.42 62.1f 021.1" 1071.2-i312.Z 9 .9 1312;2 1z60. 32.8O3a30.630 546.7 ,90.695.7 800.2 .0 313.7
90 
32.499 31.27" 592.2 592.3 5 2.2 q2.9. .0 312.6 . o 3S.27 67.93 65.66 1443.s 1070.7-13i7. -?74.4 I337;5-l287.O
95 
p02/ EFF-P EFF-AD EFF-p ' "'l -- M-2 -- ,-M".-INCS- ' INCH- DEv 'TURN CAHER OIEGA'D DF-AC ONEGA'E L0S5P LOSS-P 

DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE SHOCK TOTAL PROFILE POI TOTAL TOTAL STATIC
%SPAN 
S - .'-1.2" .3r- IS.2Z 38.85" 48.82 .0O27-5738 " o3oz "*0064' .ooS-1,6628 ',9794 -. 9777-- -.96I3f-0759-" -"'WOr18--T 
6A 9 
10 -.77 6.61 15.25 33,06 933 .0040 .3920 .0546 ;0117 .0100 1.63q8 .960! 	 .9572 .9279 .4875 ;7735 ,85!7 *6z02 
.9297 .8994 -.4967-- -731I--,974--62 '­15 *..40 -'9.38 14.57' 29.07 38.09 .0oS-.4o75 0819 - .0176 .016q 1.5653 .9341 
30 	 .79 q.70 9.61 19.24 29.19 .010q .3781 .0991 .0102 *O(1 1.6201 .9410 .9938 .9290 *165 *6z 9981 .693i 4 
.0073 1.4127 ,9200 9 64 ,9070- .8259-- .6699 -it43---6;704­0 -- 2.1 9.73 -6.59 12.80 i,61 .0215 iSS58 *0581 .0116 
3.16 q.98 	 5.92 8.71 9.1$ .0338 3l83 .0670 .0I68 .004q 1.9293 .9052 :9005 .8962 .5186 ;5662 1.2137 .78 70 

Oqbz -.3150 ,0950 .0173 -,oo94 1.4027 ;6326 -. 8290- .8222- .606-2
 85 	 ;75 5.q77--63--7.U9-7.91 
.7633 .7525 	 .7589 .ol ;5?12 [.3020 .421i
7.57 	 .0491 3261 .1358 .0234 OIo 1.3763 
02?o '.0193 1.3378 .6895 .6713 .697ti97?-4&70,3IS --. 022i90 3.60 4.69 6.98 
5.27 
95 --3;71 q.63- 7;56"- 2.7 - 7.31 *os5 - .3379 .1790 
STo/TO po/pO EFF-AD EFF-P
 
INLET INLET INLET INLET
 
1.1326 1.4828 89,83 9o.38
 
Stator 
-"-2--.- 1- -- vo'-i--Vd2-

%SPAN IN IN FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC DEGREE DEGREE:DEGRCE DEGREE FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SLC FT/SEC FT/SEC
 
5 -20ROt--2tRqB--'965.7--"8zt---75.8--977.T 68*.O-92,6--38.8 -54 I.;6S--4.98 

01A- O Lr-' v;1 r- - VB -<-vn 2" VO.t';-O.z---- I.. -- 11 8 Vt..-	 ­
-69.-1382.2-.23
 
566.6 :108.2 	 36,89 -6,5j 21;ss 46.83 811.8 1387.7 ,-298.-1I*.O 869;6 963;8
t0 21.008 21.961 9N3.8 955.5 734.8 99.3 
--92q.2- 530.2 -117,5 35.9a -7.25--z6.06- 48.39 - 8:5.33086;S--923.2-Is -21.58! -22.432--903.5--931.6- 731'.5 

884.i 1399.2 -.22.7-1104.7 959;5 463;1
 30 2 3.3 1q 23.902 836.2, 867.2 71'3.0 858.7 936.8 -120,9 
31i.9 -80a2 36.25 52.19 

1932.2 -676.b-182.6 -03;46-1061;&­
-8.24 -44.22 -55.67 969,9
so 25.601 25.893 790.8 816.0- 693.0 - 807.6 317.2 -1z7.0 2e,49 
 173.2 -820.1--126U,3 1lq9;9 	II '.t
 




-721,7--68.6--714.2- 316.8 -103,6 -24 .83,8--0.2
85 	 -9.4295 7-' 

695.S 321.2 	 .98, 25.980 -8,03 63.88 62.34 1127.0 1498.1 -910U.-1326.9 1231:1 Ii28,90 29.929 29.856 738.i 702.9 669.7 
-660.S 632.5 652-632, 	 -101.5 26.96-'-8.86 $575 4.17 1z3,9 1i90,1 .9,9-2i8,3 1zo. 1246.­95 , 30.38i 30.293 7o9.s 
TNCS"" INCH--DEV --TURN CAMBER OMEGA-B"D'FAC OHEGA-B LOSS-p LOSS-p "pOZ/ 'EFF-p EFF-AO EFF-p ---- 2"-- x'---IQ- -" 
% SPAN DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE SHOCK TOTAL PROFILE PO TOTAL TOTAL STATIC
 
5 9;q--rI919a.99 93;50"o55.89' oooo0i77"--o'179Z' W431 ' 0q31'-09.....louoo-­
;0355 ,0355 .9402 .0100 .0000 4.0421 .8312 ;8;17 	 .7207 1,236?t0 -. A2 -1,49 8,93 43.9o 53.86 ;0000 ;i673 .1o9 
- ,099 1 ;027 ,025T -. 9658 	--.0000 .0000 Z,0094' ;7971 -;8i98--;7256 l.gI91­
-q'U- 1-,67 '7.79- 43.17- 52;5 Oo0I-;5q 
.1489 .0887 ,o2q7 .0247 .9729 .0000 .0000 1.8334 .7371 ;7115 *7877 l;Z44
15 

30 -/Oq -4,04 7.20 39.59 50.66 .0000 
 0000 2,0273' -.6969 - -;7b ,k86kq-1.2694­
.0000 .i989 .0941 .0285 285 '-.938 .000 

.0000 .1128 .0370 .0370 .0000

50 - -8.3- -5.17 "7.79 36.73 49.57 
,9705 	 .0000 3.8838 ,6713 .6B29 ,9615 1.3041
 70 .10.52 -7.28 9.10 33.62 99.88 .1767 

16 .068"-0690 --;982--.O0o--.oOo--.9349--62&----4J3S--99i2--.a24­85 "704---7;16 --lIj6? 33.6 -*2.07 2382 ;00000 

.070U .0700 .9510 .0(00 .0000 ..7618 *6466 ;61q 	.906 1;310
13.53 33,83 53.79 .0000 .250S *1989 

0 -6q91 - .535"- 1;BZ- 35.82' 56,06 ";O000" i2843 .2299 *0819 - .0819 -9479 D0000

90 -6.17 -6.33 

.0000 -.$095 -%,1.6 ;6 9 -9826-!;30-

NCORR WCoRR 	 TO/TO po/Po ErF-AD EFF-F wCI/AI w EFF -AD po/pO 
INLET mI'LE 	 INLET INLET INLET INLET LO/SEC WOpEj AnT. LOCAL 
RPN2 1 S- '%, SQFT 0
 






BLADE ELEMENT AND OVERALL PERFORMANCE WITH STATOR HUB SLIT
 
SUCTION, 85 PERCENT OF DESIGN SPEED, POINTS 1-3
 
Rotor 
-- -VO-I V0-2 - 81-I '--V.-2 v v0tz 2
 
%SPAN IN IN FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC F!/SEC FT/SEC FT/SLC
 
5 -ti7 .9-- - .0--649.9-. ;-. 45.73. 55.45 -- 14.jo.5 72.8.-S4,5 .. a;%.I3.A.
 
DIA-I:- DIA-2 VI . V-2--- VM-1 VH-2, - 8-1 B-2 -. 8'.2 - O'-I .u..-
7-,9-769"494.9.907.6-49-- 633.S.-- 71?.-1163.&S- 8 
10 18.460 20.408 505.1 8690 SOS.'q 621.8 .0 607.5 .00 q4.33 56.37 20.99 91Z.8 66q.3 -760.U -232.4 76o;o 839.9 
IS -19 67--21-.'.7"- -1q.9--822. q--514.9- -595.1-.. --. 0 -567.7- O- 43.6- 57.27- 26.62-- 952.4- 666,8 -.801.2 298.6- 803.2-.-866;­
30 22.3141 22.96q 534.3 734.0 534.3 5q8.4 .0 487,9 .00 41.66 59.80 39.82 1062.5 714.0 -918,9 -q57.2 918,. 9R6,| 
SO '25.79i 25.520--544.3-689.2 -54.3 537.3 --- -.0 431.7 --. 0 38.70- 62.85 49.02 1192.9 819,5-10U1. -6J.7 IO61;S.iUso.l­
70 28,954 28.076 538.9 6q8.2 538.9 516.1 .0 392.1 .O 37.22 65,65 9 337,9 91i,9-11 1,7 -I6S*5 i9i27 ii95. 
85 "1 25-29"993-526 6'- 501.6 0 ,396,8---.,QQ-- 8,35--6776- 908 -i3915- 976 4 -2a,.0-83746 ;2 a;o.1z34A­639,6 -526,6 -­
90 31:883 30:630 522:7 623.9 522.7 4746 .0 404.8 .00 40.48 68.28 60.99 1112.5 978.8-1312.2 -5b.9 1312;2. 1ZU.6 
95 32.q99 31.Z71- 519.0 596.7 519.0 q36.4- .0 '06,8 - .00 -£3.01 68.79 - 63,62 Iq3.,7 982.7.1337.6 -88U.2 i337.6 j287.0­
- INCS -- INCH-- DEV - TURN CAMBER OnEGA-8 D-FAC OHLGA-8 LOSS-p LOSS-P P02/ EFF-P EFF-AD EFF-P --H- - - H-1- .
 
%SPAN DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE " SHOCK TOTAL PROFILE Pot TOTAL TOTAL STATIC
 
5 ... 0-~-6 ;52-IR 33--'.0 95 48.82 "*.001-52q39-'..0II8 ' UZ",O9',38-.OD-,~3IO2--qq-- 78P-e08--Tb 
to .4i 6.80 t4.43 35.88 q3,54 ;0057 ;4331 -.001 -:0003 -. 00I5 1,6997 .9990 .9989 9999 .65 .727 ,867 b8li 
Is .80 6.56 19.16 *30.66 -38.08 .0075- 0q;87 .0310 -.0067 .0050 1,6492 .97b5 .9737 -. 9621 .1739--;7192 -.,886- '.6830­
30 194u .90 10,01 9.98 24.11 .0131 .4536 .0668 .28 :0111 1.0,17 .9354 .9312 .9370 .491 .6381 .9846 .6207 
50 - ! .Zt--.86.66- 13,83 " .6 .0238- 4229 .0687 .0137 --.0090 1,5478-;9182 -01131 -,9042- *499S- ,;0970 -.I,0 9a 1-- 0U7 ­
10 q1.1 5,99 5.40 9.76 9,17 .0359 :3950 .0865 .0164 .0096 1,5o20 .8818 .877 .869 .4942 ;5692 1,1985 d15o 
85 .0; 6 7-4;3""8.&8 - 7.88 ".0472-.599S .1302 ':02i3' ,03156 1.5188"" ;8173-';8063,800 -. 4836- 5s8r-T-;Z618---7537r 90 .96 5.80 7.29 7.54 .4107 .1666 .0298 1.5055 .7703 .7567 .7536 .4794 .66 1.28Y3 83565.56 .0511 .0208 b 

-
95 -" 4.56-59.9-7 60 -5.17 7,28 - .057q ,-196-.1993t".0333 0239 I.q830".7247-',7D90' T37.1T7 507-23I0Q-3b3 
"TO/TO PO/PO EF-AD EFF-P
 
INLET INLET INLET INLET
 
8 8 
1.152? 1.5650 89.21 89,87
 
Stator 
-.-DIA- -DIA-2---V--1 7 --- V-2 - VI-I-- V-2 -VO-I, -- VO-2 -- B-I --- 6-2 -- BZ-- -. e-2 V.---.-V'Z-VD I --- VY 2l- U;.­
%SPAN IN - IN FT/S.C FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC FT'SLC FT/SEC ft/SLC
 
5 -- 20'0 9 -ztr"89- 9 57.3-- 829.2 -- 721.2--826,5-- 629.e--.66,7 qI.Ii2---4. 62 .-- 6.2 7---*9,Oj4Si.4- 1 24 0 , 1 '-23 0 f-95.l--40.0 ---.B'.-.
 
10 21.961 920.3 785.6 706,9 78o,6 S89?. .875 39,00 -6.42 21;2? 51.78 759,1 1262,1 -275.4 -991.4 864;6 903.92 1 , 0 0 a 
Is -21S89 22 q32---8777 7S6;9---6817---750,S--52,9 .98.1 - 39.04 -7.46- 26.20'--53.69-760.6-1267.7 .335.&-1621.4 .. 88;s-D9Z3.2­
30 23,319 23.902 799.2 706.3 638,6 699.7 '6.5 -96.1 36.96 -7,82 36.87 57.05 798,3 1286.6 .049.u-1U79.8 959.5 903d 7
 
50 25 601 25,893" 764.3 -67-1R - 631.7 -668.5 - 430.2 -. 86.6 31.25 ---7.38 -44,62 -59.88 -887,6 1332.2 -.623,.:11iz 1053; - so0,b­
70 27.818 27.902 740,6 641.1 625.9 635.8 345,7 -82.5 32.30 .73 50.30 62.68 976.4 1385,4 -719,i-i23U.8 2149;? 1148;4. 
85 - ~6I66~t~.9-63.9---No5'.--..58;I';fl829r32-- 4?;? -3.7 -S,'ts--5i.0i--6'..26 -1022. 140.2 -. 8052J-I07,4 3121io39j,9.3­
90 29.91q 29.856 7'3.9' 605.9 616.5 604.2 4.15.2 -43.6 33.96 -'.11l 52;93 61.6o 1O22.1 1408.5 -.8l6.0-i21A.3 1 2 312 0220. 
9 3 - 720 .7 S71.0 -596.5 -S569o 18.6 . - b .06 4.7S5 54.36--66.26 l0za.? 1413.7-8310-
1 46.L_95 -30.38t'-30 . -4 -. 293,9 12S0;411 
.'-INCS-- INCf-'-"DLV -TURN CAMBER OEGAB-D-OFAC-ONEGA-B LOSS-P LOSS-P PO2/-EFF-P-EFF-AD -EFF-P-- H-I-- -- M.- -*0-2­
%SPAN DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE SHOCK TOTAL PROFILE POt TOTAL TOTAL STATIC
 S -- qn-z1-a-1'z-avT.--s*7-559- ;ooi-- 3Io9-I- 5- 8Z 5 ;D 66-- 6 ­
10 -1.51 1.42 9.02 '6.22 53.87 .0010 .3309 .1334 .0338 .0336 .9630 .0000 .0000 .6353 80q 16326 .6645 1.096 
is -- I3-'---.7---7,57--496,'9 --52.2" .0011 -. 3290 .1025 -.0266- .0263 -- ,9665 --. 0000 - .0000--.6922 .7667 -- ;6570--.6712--1.1003­
30 -2.55 1.45 7.90 44.77 50.67 .0010 317l .0312 .0087 .008 .9913 .0000 .0000 .8880 .6976 ;6122 .7Ohl Ii1i 
s0 "- .'.#---tGa-.65 -9l.63"--49.56 .0008 .3244 ;0284 '.0086- .0081 -'.9927 .0JUU0 .0000--.8943 ,-.6658- ;5830---.779.-1;1522­
70 "3.4i -. 17 10.08 39.69 q9.89 .0003 .348 .0420 ,0138 .o137 9897 ,ot'oO .OO0 .8518 .6443 .5327 *8595 i.1q3
 
" 52.03 '3938--.133-'.U3y9 -. -- 0 '-oOO--;6798-.'69-v547l-88t-i.2 
90 j.96 1.88 17.48 38,07 53.80 .0004 .504 .1111 i0394 ;0392 ,9731 .UBUu .0000 ;6982 ,6qjI ;5161 ,8829 3;1998 
85 13"-7--,5---38.3-"O003 0 3 93,-7 2 OUO UA 
95 -11827S'18.93-)9.81" 56.05 "0003 .4472 "-14q7' ,'z05 -. OS 19- ;9663 .ooo -. 000 -.6680-.626I- .4 "- ih L3 8 

"N OfgR - wtORR- " TO/TO pO/pO - EFF-AD EFF-P WCI/AI W TPT E -AD pO/pO
 
INLET INLET INLET INLET INLET INLET LBM/SEC A[. LOCAL
 
RPR C8 SEC - -- - - SQFT - ,_5_ " ,
 




BLADE ELEMENT AND OVERALL PERFORMANCE WITH STATOR HUB SLIT
 
Rotor SUCTION, 85 PERCENT OF DESIGN SPEED, POINTS 1-3 
DIA-l DIA-2 V-1 V-2 VRIA V1-2 (.-I V(-2 6-1 6-2 6'-1 6' -2 V.-i V'-Z VO;'-I VG-2 U-1 . U-2%SPAN IN IN FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC i/SEC DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC Fr/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC
5 27.467 19.769 . 453.0 866,2 4E3 .0 573.7. 675.4 . 49.6 1c.65 530.5- .. . 57.c.. C -56719.9 -139.4 719.9 814.8
10 "'20.467 20.403 462.5 855.8 462.5 575.6 .2 633.3 .0) 47.73 58.71 13.84 39U.6 612.4 -76 1.1 -207.8B 761.1 841.1 
Is 19.467 21.047 471. 0 813.4 471 .6 554 .2 .0 595.3 L.L- 47.Q5 55.55 28.15 331.4 628.6 -802.3 -272.1 802.3 867.5 
30 22.314 22.964 467.1 715.2 437.1 433.6 . 526." .Uj 47.4. 62.0a 40.93 1-141J. 9 640.3 -919.7 -419.5 919.7 943.5
 
so 25.791 25.521U 493.4 655.4 493.4 433.3 .(( 487.4 .(( 45.24 65.10 45.42 1171.9 743.1-bC3.0 -584.4 1063.0 1051.6 
70 28. 954 28., 76 46.1 C3.8 4861 456.0 .1, 472.7 .11 45.41 67.62 5 r. 7 2 1288.6 828.3-11n3.4 -64.5 1193.4 1157.2 85 31.295 29.993 473. 6 ' 6 3.4 473.6441.9 . , ..i9433 ._.- U'. 4823 69.a3 52.20 1374.1 363.1-1239.8 -741.4 1283.8 1235.2 
90 -3)1.883 30.631 4 7t.i E1'.7 47t.1 412.1 L. 5 4.7 .LL- 5'.76 71.31 61.46 1395.7 862.8-1314.1 -757.8 1314.1 1262.4 
95 I 32.499 31.271 467.q 631.3 457.) 376.5 .0 507.,j . ') 53.4J 70.78 64.27 1413.6 868.1-1339.5 -781.9 1333.5 1283. 8 
INCS IN EH 0EV TURN CA.MOER GM EGA-3 D-FAG OVEGA-. LOSS-P LOSS-P PC'/ EFF-P EFF-AD EFF-P . H-1 -H-2 -- 1-. N -2
 
%SPAN DEGREE DEGPEE DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE SMOCK ICTAL PROFILE PCI TOTAL TO FAL STA TIC
 
3 1.349 4 .1...83-.--411 .­
10 277 9.13 13. 70 38.a7 43.54 .1,14 .4643 -. 0322 -. 1)07 -011093 1.7542 1.0173 1.0187 1..3331 .4 242 .743 .8243 .5344
i5 3.13 8.85 13.66 3Z. 44 za.r4 .0127. .4945 .I(L'5 -. b11 -. 1t39 1.7118 1.1016 1.1(117 1.0037 .4320 . .7C79 .8629 .5384 
5 2.46 .3- %-- .. 8..Z... L1.2.-, .'Ju3.--..Oa5 I.7752 -1 nosi.i.3Ua-l 01 7& - .4144 .-. 7-744.--,7321 -r5160. 
30 4.27 9.19 11.16 21.15 24.11 .0156 .5232 .0791 .0161 n123 1.6223 .9313 .92.4 .9111 .4461 .6170 .9G32 .5524 
50 5.54 8.13 7.U8 15.68 14.62 .0296 .4821 .C514 .0181 .0122 1.62L9 .9056 a85aB .. 8654 .45c7 .5892 1.0756 .379 
70 6.33 8.15 5.22 12.11 9.17 r-419 .4-755 .1-49 .L257 .0177 1E610 .8477 .8368 .8222 .44 37 .5Z57 1.1774 .7059 
85 _6..48 7.74 .4.39 00,53...7..9L..,.2533..A  .. 3637-... 1 .6265 51751 403 .4329 052-12478-- 7288­323. .36.032E& -7.753.- .-'.7 - --90 6.50 7.53 6.29 8.85 7.57 .,572 .5126 .232L- .(409 .1309 1.82 .7338 .7205 .7036 .4292 .5478 1.2695 .725295 6,.56 7.43 -7.30 .5198 .7079 s8.26 6.51- .0638 .2583 1422 .0319 1.6330 .6879 .6759 .4261 5289 2.2902 .767 
TO/TO PO/PO EFF- 43 EF-P 
INLET ItLET INLET INLET 
1.175 1'.6440 67.13 88.02 
Stator 
DIA-1 0IA-a 
 V-1 V-2 VN-I V4-2 VO-I VO-2 8-1 A-2 5'-1 3'-2 V'-1 V'-2 V'-I VO'-2 U-1 U-2 
%SPAN IN TN FT/SEC FT/SEC Fr/SEC FTISEC Fl/SC FT/SEC DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC Fl/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC
5 20.409 21.469 .919.9._[17.7..46 ... i-)$..&....C54.2 .. t36,9- 45.33_2.92. 16.12.. 52.54. 673.2 1162.2 -6-9 226-S.- 641.2-- 8865.7 
I0 21.1f18 21.961 89.9 669.0 643.9 665.3 614.2 -68.2 43.64 -5.89 21.34 55.64 691.7 1179.3 -231.7 -973.4 865.9 905.115 21.589 22.432 650.3 641.1 621.8 635.5 E80.0 -84.4 43.01 -7.56 2C.48 57.79 695.7 1192.8 -339.8-10B.9 889.8 924.5 
GO 23.324 23.902 751.0 56G.9 558.4 581.5 519.1 -79.3 43.01 -7.77 38.44 G1.35 710o6 1213.0 -441.8-1064.5 960.9 985.1 
s0 25.601 25.853 74LI.4 562.4 558.5 57.,0 46..l -71.0 41.U4 -7.t16 45.53 63.L9 797.4 1277.1 -539.1-1136.8 1355-2 1067.210 27.818 27.902 732.0 567.6 554.9 563.6 477.4 -67.4 40.71 -6,82 50.32 69.15 369.4 134.1 .6 -689.1-1217.4 1146.5 1153.0 
85 29.408 29.362. 746.1 580.1 549 .2.55.7 .9- 15 .12._-49. 4Z.BL l..-5,iL- 52.16 .66.13 895.3 1378.7 -707-1-12.,8 -1212.1-1211.090 29.914 29.656 741.4 549.1 531.1 543.1 517.2 -31.9 44.24 -3.31 53.42 66.53 891.3 1376.2 -715.7-1252.4 1232.9 1233.5 95 30.382 30.293 730.1 527.7 510.9 526.9 321.G -28.8 45.G1 -3.14 55.L4 67.58 891.6 1381.9 -730.6-1277.4 1252.2 1243.5 
LOS S-P EFF-P EFF-P 8-2 . IN: 5 INCM DEV TURN CAMER OEGA-3 0-FAC 0mEGA-d LOSS-P PO2/ EFF-AD M-I m1-2 M-1%SPAN DEGREE 'DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE SHOCK TOTAL PRCFILE PCI TOrAL TOTAL STATI C 
52.99 5.91 -13. 41.. 8.32. .55 .9----l60.Qo A1432. -- 1512''--037& ---'0361 . ..9472 . .1OOUw...OO3-- .7052 .831S---S057--. 5925-,'- 994G 
10 2.26 5.21 2.55 49.53 53 .' .0.53 .440. .1786 .0453 .0440 .94B8 .rOL~u .1101P .6740 .7714 .5721 .6075 1.3085 
15 2.63 5.62 7.45 5.58 52.52 ,nuGU .4475 .1579 .OqOS .0394 .9515 .00 u .Oduo .6992 .7384 - .5477 .63079 1.0190 
30 4.56 7.56 7.45 51.78 5,.E6 .n2.l .4475 .L740 .0206 .0172 .9312 .D00 .10011 .8411 .6594 .5002 ,6175 1.0337 
50 .4.36 
 7.49 .36 48.99 49.56 .0157 .4431 .0519 .0155 .01U7 .9378 .0000 .0000 .3841 .6592 .4352 .6883 1.0858 
70 5.4 8.27 1O.86 47.53 49.92 .061-5 .4710 t-659 .0217 .0148 .5848 PROCO .'00o .8586 .6281 .4797 .7459 1.1337 
85 ..0.08 n. qa 14.78 47. 7Q. 5Z.02 - .01)03 .. 5.094 ... 1157. .. 0403.-. 02... 9725 .-. 00OU l-0003 .7684 .;352+. 4;8 8--5. 7623- 1.1539. 
90 12.10 12-1 18:31 47.5E 53.85 ."361 .S229 .1248 .0442 .0314 .97L9 .rt(o r.0Lr .7572 .8286 .4576 7557 1.1466 
w11.81 13.22 21.54 48.74 .56.06 .0379 .5495 .1403 .0505. .0369. .9632 .000 .000u .7392 .6170 .431 .7534 1.1472 
NCORR WCORR TO/TO PO/PO , EFF-AD EFF-P 14CI/Al w -AD PDIPO 
INLET INLET INLET IN.El N. ET INLET La1/SEC E AFM LOCAL 
........ .. 3......E I___LBM/SEC ..-.--... 
9446. 
 145.92 1.1750 1.6008 82.14 83.31 TfV- &0b67o C1"5'ii .9746
 
TABLE 11.1 
BLADE ELEMENT AND OVERALL PERFORMANCE WITH STATOR HUB SLIT 
Rotor SUCTION, 70 PERCENT OF DESIGN SPEED, POINTS 1-5 











IN_...N ... FT/SCC-FT/SE -F.T/SEC- F-TZSEC-rTZS£C-FT/SEC-DEGREE-LEGREE -DEGREE DEGREE-T/EC-FT/SEC.FT/SEC ET/SEC-ETtSEC-T/SEC­
17.467 19.769 415.6 795.1 415.6 603.1 .0 518.1 .00 40.66 54.92 14.13 723.3 622.0 -591,9 -151.9 591.9 670.0 
18.467 20.408 423.9 765.9 423.9 5)6.1 - - .0 480.8 .00 38.88 55.89 19.47 755.9 632,7 -625.8 -210.8 625.8 691.6 
19.467 21.047 431.3 727.6 431.3 577.0 .0 443.1 .00 37.50 56.83 25.06 788.2 638.2 -659.7 -270.2 659.7 713,3
22.314 22,964 446.1 641.0 446.1 535.5 .0 652.1 .00 33.31 59.45 38,47 878.0 684.7 -756.2 -426.1 .756.2 .778.2 
25.791 25.520 452.0 588.7 452.0 516.9 .0 281.8 .00 28.59 62.65 48.41 984.0 779a4 -874.0 -583.1 874.0 864.9 
-28,954-28.076-.444,6­
31.295 29.093 432.7 513,0 432.7 462.8 .0 221.2 .00 25.56 67.80 59.80 1145.5 920.3-1060.6 -795,3 1060.6 1016.4 
31.883 30.630 -429.6 480.5 -429.6 .425.5--- .0- 223.0 .00 27.69 68.32 62.43 1162.8 .919.7-1080.5.-815,1 1080.5 .1038.0 











INCS INCM 0EV TURN CAMBER OMEGA-fl D-FAC OMEGA-B LOSS-P LOSS-P P02/ EFF-P EFF-AD EFF-P M-1 M-2 M1-1 M"-2 
OFGREE--DE-REE--OEREE-D-DEGREEOR SO-; -OTAI,--pROFILE-POI--TOTAL--TOTAL---S-TATIC 
-.41 6.02 13.97 40.79 48.82 '.0001 .3072 .0330 .0070 .0070 1.4355 .9776 .9765 ,9392 .3794 .7085 .6641 .5543 
--. 01----6.32--13.40---36.42--43.54 --.004-.3166--.0338 -.0073 .0073 1.4132 --.9744--,9731--,9385-.3879---6817---.6985---5631­
.41 6.08 12.53 31.76 38.00 O008 .3306 .0567 .0123 .0122 1.3795 .9520 .9498 .9006 .3946 .6463 ,7297 .5669 
-- 1.69--.5.59 --­8.73 -20,98--24.13-.0025 -43298--.0726--.0153 -.0148 1,30o6--.9143--.9109- ,8670--4074--.5678--.8116 -,6065 
3.16 5.73 6.13 14,24 14.67 .0047 .2947 .0)72 .0116 .0106 1.2703 .9080 .9049 .8756 .4112 .5214 .9036 .6903 
A---7----5---5.-91----9.1 8--25-0566-.- 8- 98-2-14-,1---876-- 856---.04"--479 43-1__72-5­
4.45 5.69 5.64 8.00 7.96 .0053 .2650 *1017 .0185 .0175 1.2079 .7746 .7684 .7379 .3938 .4527 1.0395 .8121 
--. 51----5.58-- -7.29--5.88--760---.0059---.2783--,1451--.0248 
-. 0237 1.1856-. 787--6707---.6540- .3906--.4225-1,0565---,8087 
4.59 5.50 9.99 2,84 7.33 .0075 .2934 .1896 .0290 .0279 1,1584 .5749 .5657 .5807 .3884 .3809 1.0724 ,8030 
TO/TO 'PO/PO EFF-AD EFF-P 
-- NLE-T-4L---4NLE---- N L-E4-­






DIA-2 V-I V-2 VM-1 VM-2 Vu-1 VO-2 8-1 8-2 8'-i l'-2 Vt-1 V1-2 VO'-1 VO'-2 U-i U-2 
-FT/SEC. FT/E'C-FT/SEC-F./SEC-.TSEC-F./SCC-OEGREF. OEGREE-DEGREE. DEGREE- ET/SEC -FT/SEC- T/SEC FT/SEC-F-TI/SEC -FZ/SEC.­









21.008 21.961 822,4 825.5 677.3 821.4 466.4 -82.1 34.54 
21.589 22.432 787.1 797.3 658.2 792.0 431.5 -91.5 33.22 
23.314 23.902 708.4 729.4 617.6 723.1 346.8 -95.3 29.31 
25.601 25.893 663.1 676,1 600.6 669.3 280.9 -95.5 25.06 
-2. 8 18-27002-6294--3.9- 585,4 -617.1-.2311---92.0.-21.56 
29.41)8 29.382 618.8 576,1 576.3 570.3 225.4 -81.3 21.36 
-P9.914 29,856 - 597.9-- 556.2 552,6 550.9 -228.2-.-­76.0 -22.45 
30.382 30.295 568.7 519,4 520.5 513.7 229.1 -76.4 23.77 
-5,72 19.93 45.17 720.8 1165.3 -245.6 -826.3 711.9. 744.2 
-6.60 24,50 47.08 724.3 1163.3 -300.2 "851.7 731.6 760.2 
-7,51 35.65 51,38 760.5 1158.8 -443.3 -9 05.3t-790.1. 810.0 
-8.12 44.31 55.47 839.8 t181,1 -556.7 -973.o 867.6 877.5 
8.8-50.54.-59,26 921.7-1207,2-,711.7 4057.6-942.7-945.6­
-8.11 53,23 62.10 962.8 1218.8 -771.2-1077.1 996.6 995.7 
-7.86 54.88- 63,14-..960.6 1219.4_-785.6-1087.8 1013.8 1011.8 
-8.47 56.97 65,03 955,0 1216.9 -800.6-1103.0 1029.6 1026.6 









-6.21 -3.29 12.18 40.37 55.'89 .0000 .1521 .0772 .0191 .0191 .9753 .0000 .0000 3.4867 .7589 .7721 .6402 1.0483
-- 6.92 -3.98 9.72 40.26 53.86 -.0000 -,1637--.0922 .0234 -. 0234- .9720 - .0000-.0000 3.8529--7280--,7409--.6460 1.0458 
-7.32 -4,38 8,45 39.82 52.56 .0000 .1586 .0727 .0189 .0189 .9795 .0000 .0000 2.3302 .6972 .7147 .6492 1.0427 
---9.38- -6.38 - 7.71 - 56.82 50.67--B000 -. 1443- .0310- .0086 -.0086 - .9927 -0000---0000 1.2122--.6284--.6527--.6845--1.0369­
-11.82 -8.68 7.92 33,18 49 .bO GO0 .1537 .0355 .0108 .0108 .9925 .0000 .0000 1,4312 .5888 .6042 .7550 1.0555 
-14r3 O-11-0_ 8,97- 3 -­49.7-. 9 -178--,577--189-189- g889-, - 30 779-5601-5568-8280-1.774 
-11.03 -10.60 11.86 29.48 52.11 .0000 .2423 .1309 .0453 .0453 .9756 .0000 .0000 *1193 .5478 .5111 .8569 1.0811 
-9.52 -9.66 -15.65 ­30.30- 53.73--.000 --.2507--01078 .0379- .0379-- .9812 -'0000 --.0000---.2768---.5287---4920,8525 1.0787 
-10.10 -8.54 15.21 32,24 56.06 .0000 .2806 .1147 .0409 .0409 .9818 .0000 .0000 .3680 .5014 .4578 .8447 1,0725 
NCORR WCORR TO/TO PO/PO EFF-AD EFF-P WC1/AI w 
-tNLE-T--INLET---I 1LE--INL-E--144LE-T---INLE--LR/SA 
RPM LBS/SEC x % SOFT T 









BLADE ELEMENT AND OVERALL PERFORMANCE WITH STATOR HUB SLIT
 
SUCTION, 70 PERCENT OF DESIGN SPEED, POINTS 1-5
 
Rotor 
DIA-1 DIA-2 V-1 V-2 VM-i VM-2 VO-1 VO-2 B-i B-2 8'-1 B-2 V'-I V1-2 VO*-I VO'-2 U-1 U-2 
%SPAN NI-.....I -..F.TjSEC-E.T/ScCf.SEC.-E-CjSc EIZSECS-F-/SEC-DEGRIEE-DEGREE OEGREE-DEGREE .ET/SEC.T/SEC. FT/SEC FT/SEC..TY/SEC. FT/SEC. 
S 17.467 19.769 396,3 772.0 396,3 5b2.4 .0 528.8 .00 43.24 56.20 1411 712.5 580.0 -592.1 -141,3 592.1 670.2 
10 18.467 20.408 404.1 737.1 404.1 548.9 -... .0 491.9 .00 41.86 57.16 20.01, 745.1 584.6 -626,0 -199.9 626.0 691.8. 
is 19.467 21.047 411.0 700.4 411.0 531.3 .0 456.3 .00 40.64 58.09 25.80 777.4 591.3 -659.9 -257.2 659.9 713.5 
30 22.314 22.964 424.9 624.5 424.9 496.1 .0. 379.3 .00 37.40 60.66 38.80 867.7 636.9 -756.5 -399.2 756.5 778.5 
so 25.701 25.520 431.0 574.9 431.0 479.5 .0 317.2 .00 33.48 63.75 48.79 974.8 728.3 -874.5 -548.0 874.3 865.1 
70 50. - -17.4 .. ... _30.99.-,66.58..55.98 1069.7..817.2.-981.5-67.7.4-981.5..951.8. 
85 31.295 29.993 414.6 512.1 4t4.6 433.2 .0 273.1 -. 0 32.24 68.65 59.78 1139.1 860.6-1060,9 -745,6 1060.9 1016.8 
90 .31.883 30,630 -411.8 .493.7 .4J1.8 - 405.8-.-- 0--281.0..- .00 34.73 69.14.-.61.82 1156.6 .859.4-1080.8.757.4-1080.8 1038.4 
95 32.499 31,271 409.2 467.0 409.2 371.1 .0 283.3 ,00 37.39 69.62 64.46 1175.3 861.0-1101.7 -776.7 1101.7 1060.1 
INCS INCW BEV TURN CAMBER ONEGA-l 0-FAC OPEGA-B LOSS-P LOSS-P P02/ EFF-P EFF-AD EFF-P H-I M-2 M-1 H-2
 SSPAN IEGREE.DEGREE. DEGRrE DEGREE--EGREE-ShOCK . - -OTAL.-PROFILE --POI--TOAL.TOAL.-STAT IC.....
 
5 .87 7.30 13,94 42.09 48.82 .0005 .3593 .0145 .0031 .0030 1,4527 .9901 .9896 .9767 .3612 .6852 .6535 .5148 
10 -- 1.25 --- 7.59 -13.94 -37,15-.43.54 -0010---.3749. 0316....00bB .0066 1,4255 .9771 - .9759 . .9516.-..3692....6530 - .6875 ..5179 
iS 1.65 7.35 13.29 32.29 38.01 .0016 .3860 .U505 .0109 .0106 1.3958 .9593 .9573 .9238 .3753 .6193 .7182 .5229 
30 -- 2.86-. 6.78 9.04--21.87-..24.12--.0040...3854 .. 0675 .0142 -.0133 1.3417 .. 9273..9242 _.8926._.3874__.5505._ .7996_.5615 
so 4.22 6.80 6.48 14.96 14.65 .00b5 .3516 ,0597 .0120 .0107 1.3106 .9156 .9122 .8900 .3917 .5061 .8922 .6411 
70 5.A- A9L. . 47---10.6-.16 - 64--2191 -3L-119.1.28.t98803--8761--856-.3859 683- 9Z49--­
85 5.30 6.55 5.57 8.87 7.92 .0066 .3295 .1167 .0213 .0201 1.2662 .7895 .7824 .7571 .3771 .4482 1.0306 .7532 
90 -.--55.33.... b.42-.. 6.65--.7,2-.--7.5T..-0075...3448- .1579. .0275 ..0263 1.253b.-..7211.7121.6904.3742 -.4306.1.0480..7495 
95 5.41 6.33 8;46 5.17 7.31 .0090 .3562 .1923 .0312 .0297 1.2370 .6599 .6496 .6393 .3717 .4060 1.0646 .7485 





DIA-1 DIA-2 V-I V-2 VM-I VM-2 VO-I VO-2 B-i 8-2 8'-I 8'-2 V'-1 V'-2 VO0-1 VO'-2 U-1 U-2 
1 SPAN IN -..... RT/SEC-T/SEC.C-FT/SEC-EY/SEC-I/SEC.FT/SEC-DEGREE DEGREE ETJISECF.TZSEC-F.T/SEC--T/SEC--ET/SEC.Y/SEC--N-....... DEGREE, DEGREE 

5 20.409 21,489 817.5 766.3 637,1 764.0 512.2 -60.2 38.80 -4.51 15.75 45.91 662.0 1098.0 -179.6 -788.6 691.9 728.5 
I0 21.008 21.961 783.7 730.6 621.7 .726.1 477,0 -79.7 37.49 -6.27 20.72 48.62 665.1 1098.6 -235.2 -824.1 712.2 744.5 
Is 21.589 22.432 749.9 704.9 604.0 699.5 444,3 -87.3 36.32 -7.12 25.44 50.47 669.8 1099.3 -287.6 -847.7 731.9 760.5 
569.3 373.5 7.76 
so 25.601 25.893 638,5 605.9 554.8 600.3 316.0 -82.2 29,67 -".79 44,83 57.97 782,6 1132.3 -551.8 -959.9 867.9 877,8 
70 -27.818 27.902-609.7--565.4.--543.2-559.8-276.8--79.9-27.0---.2.--50.79-61. 8--859.8-L60.6-=666.2-1025.L943,0-945.9­
85 29.408 29.382 604.3 531.8 536.2 527.9 278.8 -64.0 27.48 -6.91 53.25 63.53 896.2 1184.2 -718.1-1060.0 996.9 996.1 
30 .23.314 23.902 680.9 649.3 .. 643.3 -87.7 33.26 .- 36.20 .54.38 705.8 1104.7 -416.9 -897.9 790.4. 810.3
 
90 .29.914 29.356 .594.4.. 518.0. .519.9 .515.1-288.0 -54.8 . 28.99 ,6.07 _54.59 - 64.23 893.1. 1164.8 -726,1-1066.9 1014.1-1012.1 
95 . 30.082 30.293 578.7 485.8 499.9 482.7 291.5 -54.7 30.25 -6.47 55,90 65.95 891.8 1184.6 -738.5-1081.6 1030.0 1026.9 
INCS INCH DEV TURN CAMBER OMEGA-B D-FAC OMEGA-B LOSS-P LOSS-P P02/ EFF-P EFF-AD EFF-P M-1 M-2 M'-1 M-2
%SPAN LEGREE-OEGREE.DEGREE.DEGREE-DEGREE-SHOCK ------- T TAL--PROFILE--PO.--TaTAL--OTAL--STATIC..... 
t -3.51 -.59 11.89 45.30 55.89 .0000 .2332 .0845 ,0209 .0209 .9748 .0000 .0000 .4459 .7231 .6799 .5903 .9741 0 ---397 .-1.03.. 9.16 .45,76 .53.86. .0000 -.2462 ...0924 .0234 ..0234-..9743 ...-. 0000_.0000...4626 _.6882 .6473-.5928..9733. 
is -4.16 -1.22 7.93 43.44 52.56 .0000 .2429 .0715 .0186 .0186 .9815 .0000 .0000 .5210 .6602 .6240 .5970 .9730 
30 --­5 ,56._-2.36 -7.46 41.02..50.67.-,0000-. 2351 .0296 ..0082-.. 0082.. .9935 .0000-..0000 .7880.. 6002.. _5739 _.63514 .9765 
SO -7.13 -4.00 8.25 37.46 49.59 .0000 .2414 .0243 .0074 .0074 .9953 .0000 .0000 .8302 .5631 .5350 .6983 .9998 
70 --.-8° -5.52.--9.35--A5.12--49.87-000-2662-,-D34,--110-.0110.-994n D0a---OGO-807A---5382---4984 -- 651_- 00
 
85 -4.76 -4.41 13.05 34,38 52.08 .0000 .3184 .0874 .0303 .0303 .9846 .0000 .0000 .6197 .5314 .4660 .7897 1.0377 
90 ... 2.86 r3.06.-15.48 .35.06-..53.76-.0000--.3337-.-0819..0289. ... 0289..9861__.0000__.0000._.6688..5216.._.4525.-.7848-.0349 
95 -3.65 -2.05 17.21 36,73 56.05 .0000 .3766 .1155 .0414 .0414 .9814 .0000 .0000 .6377 .5063 .4229 .7820 1.0311 
NCORR wCORR TO/TO P0/PO EFF-AD EFF-P MCI/Al WBT.ERM)EFF - ADl Po/po
 
..SNlEL T~ 1N .I.FT I lbN S, WTCYTAL Al. ILOCAl--

RPM LBM/SEC ,% SOFT - ­
-7769,- 30T9-hp0955-1,U019-85,30- 5.86--A ' -- .00608. "4.66 -. 9-906­
TABLE 11.3
 
BLADE ELEMENT AND OVERALL PERFORMANCE WITH STATOR HUB SLIT
 












DIA-1 DIA-2 V-1 V-2 VM-I VM- VO-1 VO-2 B-i B-2' 8'-1 BI-2 V-i V'-2 Vo1-1 Vo-2 U-1 U-2 
IN IN FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC 
17.467 19.769 376.5 759,5 376.5 529.0 .0 545.0 .00 45.86 57,51 13,22 701.0 543.5 -591,3 -124.2 591.3 669.2 
18.467 20.403 583,9 729.6 383.9 523.4 .0 508.3 .00 44.15 58.44 19.22 733.6 554.7 -625.1 -182.6 625.1 690.8 
19.467 21.047 390.5 69..4 390.5 506.3 .0 472.2 .00 43.00 59.35 25.36 766.0 561.4 -659.0 -240.2 659.0 712.5 
22.314 22.964 403.4 610.6 403.4 460.4 .0 4U1I .00 41.06 61.88 39.24 8.56.4 594.8 -755.4 -376.3 755.4 777.4 
25.791 25.520 408.3 561,5 408.3 441.8 .0 446.5 .00 38.10 64.93 49.49 963.9 680.5 -873.1 -517.4 873.1 863.9 
28.954 28.076 402.5 530.5 402.5 4 9.4 .. 0 311.5 .00 35.95 67.6a 56.06 105 9.b 770.0 -980.1 -638.9 980.1 950.4 
'31.295 29.993 392.6 517,0 392.6 406.5 .0 319.5 -.00 38.17 69.6b 59.71 1129.8 805.8-1059.4 -695.8 1059.4 1015.3 
31.883 30.630 389.8 499.9 389.8 376.3 .0 328.8 .00 41.18 70.14. 62,02 1147.5 802.0-1079.3 -708.0 1079.3 1036.9 








INCS INCM DEV TURN CAMBER OPEGA-B 0-FAC OMEGA-B LOSS-P LOSS-P P02/ EFF-P EFF-AD EFF-P M-I M-2 M'-1 
DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE SHOCK - . TOTAL PROFILE POI TOTAL TOTAL STATIC ... 
2.16 8.59 13.05 44.29 48.82 d0013 .4062 -. 0038 -.0008 -.0011 1.4741 1.0013 1.0014 1.0043 .3426 .6720 .6415 
2.52 8.87 13.15 39.22 43.54 .00,0 .4113 -.0041 -.0009 -.0013 1.4542 1.0018 1.0019 1.0047 .3502 .6447 .6756 
2.91 8.61 12.87 33.99 38.03 .002? .4211 .0160 .0035 .0028 1.4251 .9873 .9866 .9768 .3561 .6107 .7066 
- .4.08 8.00- 9.47 -22.65..24.11 .006d- ..4335 0b30 .0131 .0119 1.3672 ....9370_._.9341 ­ .9091,.3672 ...5362. .7885 
5.39 7.97 7.17 15.44' 14.64 .0088 .4031 .0697 .0138 .0120 1.3348 .9110 .9072 .8861 .3706 .4918 .8805 
























































TO/TO PO/PO EFF-AD EFF-P 
INLETTNLET-INLET..INLET. 












OIA-1 OIA-2 V-I V-2 V-l VN-2 VU-t VO-2 8-1 0-2 8'-1 B"-2 V1-1 V*-2 VOl-1 VO'-2 U-1 U-2 
IN IN FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC
20.409 21.439 796.8 -703,2 596.8 701.3 527,' -51.5 41.bO -4.20 15.28 48.00 618.7 1048.2 -163,0 -778.9 690.9 727.4' 
21.008 21.961 767.2 664,9 588.1 660.9 492,b -71.8 39.94 -6.22 20,38 50.97 627.7 1049.7 -218.6 -815.2 711.2 743.4 
21.589 22.432 732.6 640.0 570.3 635.1 1159.8 -78.6 38.87 -7.06 25.40 52,84 632.2 1051.7 -271.0 -838.0 730.8 .759.4 
23,314 23.02 657.8 589,t 526.1 584.2 394.9 -75.4 36.89 -7.35 30.83 56.55 657.6 1060.1 -394.3 -884.5 789.2 809.1 
25.601 25.893 615,9 549,7 504.9 545.1 345.3 -70,7 34.t0 -7.39 45.62 60.07 729.4 1092.9 -521.3 -947.2 866.6 876.5 
27.818 27.902 596.5 521,6 506.9 517.0 314.3 -69.3 31.80 -7.64 51.04 62.98 806.7 113a.1 -627.4-1013.8 941.7 944.5 
29.408 29.332 596.4 494.8 499.3 492.1 326.2 -bI.3 33.16 -5.94 53.28 64.80 835.1 1155.9 -669.3-1045.9 995.5 994.6 
29.914 29.856 586,8 480,0 480,3 478.4 337.0 -39.1 35.07 -4.67 54.60 65.50. 829.0 1153.7 -675.6-1049.8 1012.6 1010.7 









INCS INCM 0EV TURN CAMBER OMEGA-B D-FAC OMEGA-B LOSS-P LOSS-P 
DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE SHOCK TOTAL PROFILE 
." 85 2.07 12.20)49,79 55.90 .0000 .2944 .0963 .0239 .0239 
-1.55 1.39 9.22 46.16 53.87 .0000 .3186 .1257 .0319 .0319 
1.41 7.99 45,9) 52.56 .0000 .3160 .1047 .0272 .0272 
1.64 . 136 7.87 44,24 50.67 .0000 .3035 .0363 .0101 .0101 
-2.66 .48 8.65 41,49 49.58 .0000 .3136 .0249 .0076 .0076 
-3.91 . -.67 9.82 39.44 49.87- .0000 .3384 .0333 .0109 .0109 
.88 1.24 14.00 39.10 52.07 .0000 .3917 .0897 .0312 .0312 
- 3.17 3.00 16.90 39.74 53.,79 .0000 .4100 .0905 .0320 .0320 
2.75 4.28 18.95 41.32 56.06 .0000 .4476 ,1138 .0409 .0409 
PO2/ EFF-P EFF-AD EFF-P 
POI TOTAL TOTAL STATIC 
.9726 .0000 .0000 .6522 
.9664 .0000 .0000 .6132 
.9741 .0000 .0000 .6420 
.992b .0000 .0000 .8591 
.9955 .0000 .0000 .8990 
.9943 .0000 .0000 -.8721 
.9848 .0000 .0000 .7157 
.9852 .0000 ..0000 .7344 
.9822 .0000 .0000 .7162 
M-1 M-2 M'-1 '-2 
.7015 .6184 .5503 .9218 
.6706 .5840. .5582 .9219 
.6422 .5617 .5607 .9230 
.5774 .5163 .5844 ,9292 
.5408 .4810 .6461 .9564 
.5237 -,4556 .7121 .9941 
.5208 .4293 .7299 1.0029 
.5110 -. 415o .7224 .9976 
.4977 .3907 .7192 .9955 
NCORR WCORR TO/TO PO/PO EFF-AD EFF-P WCT/Al WBLEED EFF - AD' PO/PO/ 
INLET INLET -INLET -INLET-_-INLET. INLET LFM/SEC WAL ADJ. LOCAL. 
RPM LBM/SEC % - % SGFT " 
7758. 124.57 1.1022 1,3394 .85.10 85.78 28.12 .0070I 84.52 _9888 
- -
TABLE 11.4 
BLADE ELEMENT AND OVERALL PERFORMANCE WITH STATOR HUB SLIT 
Rotor SUCTION, 70 PERCENT OF DESIGN SPEED, POINTS 1-5 
VIA-I DIA-2 Vj-i' V-2 VI-J VM-2 VU-1 VO-2 B-1 8-2 3'-1 B'2 V'-i V'-2 VO'-1 V0.-a U-i U-2 
%SPAN 
5 
IN IN FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SC FT/SEC DEGREE (EGHEE DEGREE DEGREE FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC 
17.46719.769 357.4 748.3 357.4 505.1 .0 552.1 .00 47.54 58.81 12.96 690.3 518.5 -590.5 -116.2 590.5 668.4 
10 18.467 20.408 364.4 720.4 364.4 501.6 .0 517.0 ,00 45.86 59.73 19.02 722.9 531.0 -624.4 -173.0 624,4 690.0 
15 19.467 21,047 370.6 604.0 370.6 484.0 .0 483.3 .00 44.95 60.62 25.23 755.3 536.2 -658.2 -228.2 658.2 711,6 
30 22.314 22 .Q64 382.3 602.2 382.3 43t5.4 .0 418.1 .00 43.96 63.12 39.55 845.8 562.6 -754.4 -358.3 754.4 776.4 
50 25.791 25.520 386.1 556.1 386.1 416.8 .0 368.1 .00 41,44 66,11 49.86 953.6 647.1 -872.0 -494.7 072.0 862.8 
70 28.954 28.076 379,9 533.9 379.9 407.7 .0 344.6 .00 40.20 68.77 55.98 1050.1 729.4 -978.9 -604.6 978.9 949.2 
85 31.295 29.993 370.3 517,7 370.3 366.6 .0 365.5 -,00 44.92 70.71 60.52 1121.0 745.0-1058.1 -648.5 1058.1 1014.0 
90 31.883 30.630 367.9 503.1 367.9 343.1 .0 367.7 .00 47.00 71,15 62.80 1139.0 751.0-1077.9 -667.8 1077,9 1035.6 
95 32.499 31.271 365.6 493.6 365.6 330.3 .0 366.8 .00 48.00 71.59 64.43 1158.0 765,4-1098.8 -690.5 1098.8 1057.2 
INCS INCH DEV TURN CAMBER OMEGA-B D-FAC OMEGA-B LOSS-P LOSS-P P02/ EFF-P EFF-AD EFF-P M1 M-2 NV-I M'-2 
SPAN DEGREE DEGREE DEGPEE DEGREE DEGREE SHOCK --.. -- TOTAL PROFILE .POL -TOTAL .TOTAL STATIC . ........ . 
5 3.47 9.90 12.79 45,85 48.82 .0026 .4356 -.0099 -.0021 -.0027 1.4825 1,0047 1,0050 1.0119 .3249 .6608 .6314 .4578 
10 3.81 10.15 12.95 40.71 43.54 .0036 .4383 -.0128 -.0028 -.0n36 1.4654 1.0072 1.0076 1.0158 ­ .3321 -.6353 ..6657 .4683 
15 4.18 9.06 12.71 35.38 38.00 .0048 .4500 .0117 .0025 .0015 1.4377 .9909 .9905 .9837 .3376 .6021 .6970 .4719 
30 
so 
-.- 5.34 -9.24 9.79- 23.57--24.11 .0085 .4699 .0733 .0152 .0134 1,3512 .9310 .9277 -.9007 .3474--.5273 -7789 -.4927 
6.58 9.16 7.F6 16.25 14.66 .0116 .4386 .0832 .0164 .0141 1.35083 .9013 .0969 .8728 .3498 .4855 .8706 .5549 
70 -.- 7.50'-9.10 5.48- 12.80---9.16 ­.0108o-4147 .1051.. .0199 .0178 1.3493 .8573 .8511 .8242 .3440 -.4646 .9538 .6347 
as 7.36 8.62 6.33 10.18 7.94 .0103 .4510 .1879 .0335 .0317 1.3407 .7451 .7344 .6999 .3358 .4470 1,0114 .6433 
90 7.35 8.44 7.64 0,55 7.58 .0108 .4574 .2133 .0360 .. 0342 1.3323 .7106 .6987 .6675 .3334 ..4333 1.0288 .6468 
95 7.38 8.30 8.42 7.16 7.30 .0127 .4558 .2201 .037 .0346 1.3280 .6907 .6781 .6497 .3313 .4244 1.0456 .6581 




DIA-I VIA-2 V-I V-2 VI-I VM-2 VO-I VO-2 B-1 B-2 BI-1 ' 5-2 V*-1 V'-2 VO'-1 VO-2 U-I U-2 
%SPAN 
5 
IN IN FT/SEC FT/SFC FT/qCC FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC 
20.409 21.489 779.8 647.6 567.5 645.9 534.8 -40,6 43.30 -4.13 15.30 50.12 588.4 1007.5 -155.2 -773.2 690.0 726.5 
1o 21.008 21.961 751.9 614.2 560.5 610.6 5U1.2 -65.2 41.79 -6.11 20.45 52.91 598.6 1012.7 -209.1 -807.7 710.3 742.5 
Is 21.589 22,432 717.9 590.8 542.0 586.5 470.8 -71.4 40.97 -6.95 25.55 54.75 601.6 1016,3 -259.1 -829.8 729.9 758,4 
30 23.614 23.902 642.6 544.1 493.4 539,9 411.7 -67.4 39.84 -7.12 37.33 58.33 620.9 1028,7 -376.5 -875,5 788.2 808.1 
so 25.601 25.893 603.2 507.1 478.7 502.4 366.9 -68.6 37.47 -7.77 46.15 61.97 691.3 1069.4 -498.6 -944.0 865.5 875.4 
70 27.818 27.902 591.3 482.9 478.1 473.9 347.9 -62.0 36.04 -7.38 51.09 64.53 761.5 1113.6 -592.6-1005.3 940.5 943.3 
85 29.408 29,32 587.8 459.8 454.3 457.7 373.0 -43.4 39.39 -5.42 53.82 66.18 769.7 1133.4 -621.3-1036.8 994.3 993.4 
90. a9.914 29.856 579.2 444.1 439,8 442.6 376.9 -3b.3 40.0O -4.68 55.27 67.06 772.1 1135.6 -634.5-1045.7 1011.4 1009.4 
95 30-382 30.293 575.5 435.6 434,5 433.9 377,4 -38.1 40.98 -5.02 56.23 '67.78 781.6 1147.5 -649.7-1062.3 1027.2 1024.2 
%SPAN 
INCS INCM DEV TURN CAMBER OMEGA-B 3-FAC OMEGA-B LOSS-P LOSS-P P02/ EFF-P EFF-AD EFF-P M-1 M-2 M'-1 M'-2 
DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE SHOCK .. . TOTAL PROFILE -PO1 TOTAL TOTAL STATIC . 
S .92 3.84 12.27 47,43 55.90 .0002 .3509 .1086 .0269 .0269 .9703 .0000 .0000 .7165 .6850 .5659 .5227 .8804 
10 .36 3.30 9.32 47,91 53,87 .GD01 .3721 .1299 .0330 .0329 .9666 .0000 .0000 .6969 .6561. .5363 .5307 .8842 
IS .62 3.56 8.11 47.92 52,57 .0002 .3717 .I060 .0275 .0275 .9748 .0000 .0000 .7290 .6281 .5155 .5316 .8868 
30 ---.1.39 .4.39 8.10 46,96- .50.67 - .0005 - .5607 .0215 .0060 .0059 .9958 .0000 . .0000 .9406. .5621 .4741 ..5487 .8964 
so .78 3.91 8.27 45,24 49.59 ,0005 .3796 .0132 .0040 .0039 .9977 .0000 .0000 .9546 .5278 .4410 .6089 .9300 
70 - .37 - 3.61. 10,08 43,42 49.88 - .0004- .4129 .0413 ,013o .0134 .9931 -.0000 -.0000 .8805 .5170_.-4186..,6677 .9652 





8.56 8.44 16.91 45,28 53.81 .0045 .4870 .0894 .0317 .0301 .9859 .0000 .0000 .7948 .5014 -.3809 .6690 .9739 
7.11 8.60 18.66 46.00 56.05 .0031 .5039 .0980 .0352 .0341 .9847 .0000 .0000 .7873 .4980 .3730 .6768 .9827 
NCORR WCORR TO/TO 'PO/PO EFF-AD EFF-P WCI/Al EF -A PO/PO 
-INLET INLET.--INLET-INLE--INLET--INLET-LBMSEC- *m. -LOCAL-
RPM LBM/SEC % 6 SOFT 
-7748, 118,63 1.1094-1.3610--84.16 84,84 26.78.. .00786 83.47 .0.989. 
TABLE 11.5 
BLADE ELEMENT AND OVERALL PERFORMANCE WITH STATOR HUB SLIT 
00 
Rotor 
DIA-1 DIA-2 V-I V-2 
SUCTION, 70 PERCENT OF DESIGN SPEED, POINTS 1-5 











IN IN FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC 
17.467 19,769 339,9 741.2 339.9 488.3 .0 557.b .00 48,79 60.12 12.91 682.3 501,1 -591.6 -111.9 591.6 669.5 
18.467 20.408 346.5 713.6 346.5 482.9 .0 525.3 .00 47.40 61.01 18.94 715.0 511.0 -625.4 -165.9 625.4 691.2 
19.467 21.047 352.4 680.7 352.4 467.3 .0 495.0 .00 46.65 61,87 24,98 747.6 516.6 -659.3 -217.8 659.3 712.8 
22.314 22.964 363.2 606.2 363.2 421.3 .0 435.8 .00 45.96 64.32 39.01 838.5 543.1 -755.7 -342.0 755.7 777.7 
25.791 25.520 365,1 551.9 3o5.1 30.2 .0 590.3 .00 45.01- 67.31 50.60 946.7 '614.1 -873,5 -474.0 873.5 864.3 
28.954 28.076 357,3 536.4 357.3 378.0 .... 0 380.6 .00 45.19 69.97 56.44 1043.7 684.3 -980.6 -570,5 980.6 950.9 
51.205 29.993 347.8 522.7 547.B 334.5 .0 401.6 .00 50,21 71.83 61.42 1115.5 699.4-1059.9 -614.2 1059.9 1015.8 
31.883 30,630 345,5 514.1 345.5 324.1 .0 399.0 .00 50.92 72.26 63.07 1133.7 716,0-1079.8 -638.3 1079.8 1037.4 











INCS INCM DEV TURN CAMBER OMEGA-B D-FAC OMFGA-B LOSS-P LOSS-P P02/ EFF-P EFF-AD EFF-P M-1 M-2 M'-1 
DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE SHOCK TOTAL PROFILE POI TOTAL TOTAL STATIC .. 
4.77 11.20 12.74 47.21 48.82 ,0047 .4563 -.0115 -.0025 -.0035 j,484 1.0054 1.0057 1.0134 .3088 .6536 .6241 
5,09 11.42 12.87 42.07 43.53 .0060 .4629 -.0074 -.0016 -.0029 1.4729 1.0037 1.0039 1.0084 .3156 .6282 .6589 
5.45 11.08 12.42 36.89 37.96 .0075 .4744 .Ui5 .0034 .0018 1.4493 .9885 .9879 .9793 .3209 .5982 .6907 
. 6.58 10.45 . 9.26 25.30 24.11 .0118 .4944 . .0775 .0162 .0137 1.4000 .9310..9277 .8985 -.3297 .5299 ..773a 
7.82 10.38 8.25 16,81 14.69 .0153 .4764 .1128 .0219 *0189 1.3702 .8751 .8694 .8383 .3300 .4803 .8662 
- 8.51 10.29 - 5.95 13.53 - 9.17-. .0142.-4657 .1527...0285 .-. 0259 1.3669 ... 8125....8040 .7667-..3228 -... 4645 .. 9487. 
8.49 9.75 7.25 10.41 7.95 .0131 .5006 .2279 .0395 .0372 1.3622 .7174 .7049 .6627 .3149 .4490 1.0053 
8.45 -9.54 7.92 9.18 7.59 '.0136 .4957 .2379 ,0398 .0375 1.3588 ... 7021 . .6890 .6491 -. 3126 ..4409.1.0227. 
















- INLET.. .INLET 












DIA-1 DIA-2 V-1 V-2 VI-1 VM-2 VO-I VO-2 B-1 B-2 B-1 8'-2- VI-1 V'-2 VO,-1 VO'-2 U-1 U-2 
IN IN FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC 
20.409 21.489 768,1 615.7 546.2 614.9 540.1 -29.9 44.68 -2.79 15.46 50.94 566.8 975.9 -151.1 -757.7 691,2 727.8 
21.008 21,961 740.6 584.2 537.5 582.0 509.4 -49.0 43.46 -4.83 20.59 53.71 '574.6 983.7 -202.0 -792.8 711.5 743.8 
21.589 22,432 709.7 560.3 520.7 557.5 482.2 -56.0 42.80 -5.75 25,55 55.65 577.9 988.3 -249.0 -815.8 731.2 759.7 
23.314 23.902 640.4 568.5 475.4 505.6 429.2 -54.2 42.07 -6,13 37.14 59,65 596.9 1001.0 -360.4 -863.8. 789.6 809.5 
25.601 25,893 592.7 467.6 447.1 464.5 389,2 -b53.6 41,04 -6.59 46.89 63,47 654.5 1040.1 -477.9 -930.6 867,1 876.9 
27.818 27.902 586.2 455.9 442.7.,453.5 384.2 -4a.8 40.95 .-5,89 51.55 65,42 -712.3 1090,5 -557.9 -991.7 942.1 945.0 
29.408 29.382 583,6 437.4 415.5 436.3 40.8 -31.9 44.60 -4.19 54.67 66.98 718.6 1115.9 -586.2-1027.0 996.0 995,1 
29.914 29o856 579.5 428.7 410.5 427.7 408.8 29. 44.86 -3.90 55.79 67.65 .730.8 1124.9 -b04.3-1040.4 1013.1 1011.2 






INCS INCM DEV TURN CAMBER OMEGA-B D-FAC OMEGA-B LOS5-P LOSS-P P02/ EFF-P EFF-AD" EFF-P 
DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE SHOCK TOTAL PROFILE, P01 TOTAL TOTAL STATIC 
2.33 5.25 13.61 47,47 55.90 .0006 .3788 .1180 .0293 .0292 .9686 .0000 .0000 .7295 
- 2.06 4.99 10.60 48.29 53.87 .0007 .4001 .1361. .0346 ..0344 .9660 .0000--..0000 . .7143 
2.47 5.41 9.32 48,55 52.58 .0010 .4058 .1230 .0320 .0318 .9715 .0000 .0000 .7234 
-, 3.65 6.65 9.09 46.20 50,b7 .0L31 .4158 .0783 .0220 .0212 .9848 .0000 -.0000. .8116 
H- -2 M'-1 '-2 
.. 
.6730 .5360 .5023 .8496 
.6454 ..5081 --.5085. .8556 



























.0057 .4390, .0540 
.0106 ..4657 .0633 
.0288 .5151 .0989 
.0247 .5291 .1100 
















.8658 .5174 .4042 .5723 .8992. 
.8537 ..5097_...3924 .,6193 .9387 
.7927 .5038 .3736 .6204 .9529 
.7762 ... 499k__.3656_.,6302._,9592 
.7612 .4947 .3567 .6399 .9674 
NCORR WCORR TO/TO PO/PO EFF-AD EFF-P WCZ/A1 
INLET- INLET. - INLET_-.INLET-.INLET -- INLET.. LRN/SEC 
RPM LBM/SEC %1 SOFT 
-7762. 112.82 1.1165 1,3699 80.81 81.64 2t '7 








BLADE ELEMENT AND OVERALL PERFORMANCE WITH STATOR HUB SLIT
 
Rotor SUCTION, 50 PERCENT OF DESIGN SPEED, POINTS 1-5 
IAA-1 2 v-i v-a VX-2 .20 -.__:2.9 -. _. 812._V-2 -V,-z D._VO_-.2 -L-U-..__VH VO. .V.-i._. 
%S1PAN IN . IN FTSEC FT/SEC FTISEC FT1SEC FT ISED FTISEC DEGREE DE$REE BEGREE DEGREE F T/SEC F T/SEC F ttSEC FT/SEC F T/fEC FT/SEC 
--. 55.9S0--14.31512. 
10 18.4G7 20.408 293.2 655.2 293.2 440.0 .1 3r8.5 .00 37.55 56.78 19.16 535.2 4673 -4147.8 -15G.4 447.9 494.8 
is 1__9.467 21.047 297.91_526.1 297..9 425.0--- 0-.3O .1..O..._..0 3,0!L_.57.74 .25.20. S53.2.. 470.7 -472.0 -200.2..1172.f--51f.3­
30 22.314 22.964 306.9 452.2 306.9 394.1 .0 241.3 .00 31.47 60.42 38.53 622.2 505.1 -541,0 "315.5 541.0 555-8 
so 25.751325.520 309.6 419.3 309.6 372.9 _ _ 192. 7_-.00. 27.32 .63.66 48.76 627.8 .566.4 -625.4 -426.3. 625.4 -618.8­
70 28.954 28.076 304.2 384;8 304.2 354.3 '.0 150.0 .00 22.93 66.55 56.25 765.2 638.3 -702.0 -53C.8 702.0 680.8 
5 17.467 19.769 287.8 57. 200 12,05.7----.0-..2 -64.0-4Z3.5--t-It47.22Z3 ,.€-4292... 
85 _31. T55j2€. 993 29G.4 _ 6 's, 296.4 335,0 .__,,JQ-- tQ,. _ =0 _2 ._5 .6 .G D1 57-7 08-58&I- € 2, ­
90 31.8S3 30.630 294.3 337.6 294.3 307.3 .0 139.8 .00 24.46 69.16 62.99 827.2 676.9 -773.1 -502.9 773.1 742.795 ___4__...._25._.298,2.._292,7Z24.2.01394.. . 27.66 .69,62 .6 ,93..540,.. .674,3 -788.0 -&22..z-.48.C-T58.2-: 
_INCS_ NCDEVTUNABEROH GA-8DFACn.A-, LDS-P. LCS S-P -P02/ EIF-R EFF-AD . EFF-P._ H...A- 2 ___..'-l--.1rZ.­%SPAN DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE SHOCK TOTAL PROFILE POI TOTAL TOTAL STATIC5 .49 5.92 14€.lq414 0 L 2zQl&&,Q .r sCt .:- 0 .. 02.1 212 .j.CCLj.. 0 080±.02S..-.. 25Oft.5l3..43O. ..... s . alAL-. ...1­
7.23 23.49 37.22 43.53 .0000 .2757 r078 .0017 .0017 1.1997 .9336 *5934 .98o6 ,2663 .4961 .4919 .4176 
Is 1.37 6.99 12.82 32.54 37.95q,0r00.O_.235L_.0338 .0074.. .0074 1.1829 -G94 -. 3687. .9253- .. 27P4_-.4697 _-.51-38-.422­
-0.91 

30 2.70 6.53 8.88 21.73 24.12 COCO .2940 .0497 .0105 .0105 1.1482 .9351 .9337 .8851 .277S ,4121' .5714 .4503 
50 4.18 6.74 6.51 14.89 14.70 .0000 -Z720 _.0555..0112 .0112 1.1255 -. 8993 .8974 -.85C3- ..Z751 .3741. _.636l....5C47-­
70 5.11 6.90 5.74 10.31 9.15 .0000 .2310 .0436 .0082 .rO82 1.1059 .8912 .584 .8523 .2741 .3430 .6935 560
 
85 5.32 6.02 8,49 7..._.O. 0.Q75q_..,0136. .0236 1.0941 ..,751..783...7365..265--3245--.734 Sqi-
6.5S 23.19 -...

90 5.35 5.42 7.85 6.17 7.60 .0000 .2427 ,1117 .0187 .0187 1.0915. .6956 .6316 .6426 .2654 .3001 .7458 .6316 
95 ___ 5.42_.. _L33 _..,9A._,2170_73..001),27..,007.065 _..5555_ .55-4...,540_.,,,284s2845..7SZL2.­
T0/70 OOPOIn AE~ 
INLET ItLET INLET INLET 
% x 
1.0403 1.1322 83.74 89.94 
Stator 
DIA-1 D-1-2 V-1 V-2 V-I VM-2 VO-1 V0-2 9-1 B-2 _ --1 .8'-2 V' - VD 'l VD..- U-1..-.-U=-P.. 
%SPAN IN IN . T/SEC FT/SEC T/ SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC DEGREE -EGPEE DEGR:E DOrREE F I/SEC F T/SEC Ft SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC5 2-3.409 21.489 625.6 613.0 504.2 612,3L_35 ,_.Z 8, _ O.. e5_5S.4,0.Z, , - 42,.-41-4345.3--21
 
S ~~~~ -~15.53--41.90 -. 523.a 822.7-.-14 1.G-5...49.'L..5...AI.l 
I0 21.d0 21.362 591.8 57.8-j492.5 565.2 328.0 -43.0 33.65 .4.21 20.22 44.47 525.2 821.6 -181.4 -575.5 509.4 532-5 
Is 21.58S 22.432_ 1564.4 475.9 32.30. 24.92 46.56 . 526.7 820-2--221.7 -595.3- 523.5.. 543,9­56.3 5 .93C1.8.-S2.4..-5.23 
30 23.314 23.932 504.6 516,4 445.2 513.2 237.5 -57.4 28.07 -6.3a 36.33 51.14 553.1 81g.1 -327.3 -6369 5653 579.6 
50 25.601 25.893 4690_472.2 424.6 468.7 192.0 -58.0 .24.32 -7.0& 45.25 55.65 603.6 830.8 -428.8 -685.8 S20.7... 627.-S 
70 27.818 27.302 439.0 432,B 412,1 423.9 151.3 -53.1 20.15 .7.72 51 .71 59.73 666.1 85.7 -523-2 -734.7 674.5 678.5 
85 2;.4D8 29.382 429.8 40C.2 404.3 396.7_144.0t-52.7A 8.58. -7.S& 54.57- 62.6R-- 690-5 .132.D_.-S91.- 7 --1.1--712J,.L 
90 29. 514 29.856 410.9 331.0 335.1 377.5 143.1 -51,0 20.39 .7.8 56.52 64.C5 698.2 962.7 -58E,2 -775.7 725.3 723.9 
95 _303.32 30.293 .383,_8_ 347.1 _355.5 343,0 .142_...-53.0 21.75 -8.79 59.06 6E.46. 693.4 859. 
1 
-594.6 -787.5- .736.7. 734.5-
INC1 . INCH _0.EV -TURN.,:AM2 ER OMCGA-a.D-FAC.QNEGA- LCSS-P LOSS-P PO2/ EFF-P EFF-AD EFF-P. .- 1 ---,f-2.-­
%SPAN DEGREE DEGREE DESREE DEGREE DEGREE SHOCK 7 7 I OTht PROFILE P01 TOTAL TOTAL STATIC
 5 -1 .A L5J._75,3. .67 .55 .,tsQCJ'.. 1551-.4, 9--.0194-.- .0194 .92154... 00auu-.3000G * ...'. 5474-.5502 ... 47a2.....32.lS­
10 -7.8B -4.95 . 11.23 37.86 53.67 .0100 .1639 .1858 .0218 .0218 .995 L3OUD .000010.5352 .5218 .5272 .4707 .7368 
2 8 34 8 4  5 2  is -8. -5. .... 37. 52.5$..0000_.1581 _..0673 .0175 .0175 .932 .,000 .0000 3.2299-.4989. .5075 ...4724--.,73S±. 
30 -10.66 -7.65 8.84 34.45 5D.68 .uOrQO .1334 .0226 O0U63 ,063 .9R7. 0OCO GOOD 1.1006 .4478 .4625 .4994 .7327 
50 -12.62_-9.4 8.98 31.38.49.61_ .0000 ..15'i.._02G8 .Oa2 .0202 .9970 .GOOD .OOGO 1.2e32 .4141. .4225 .54 45-..7433­
70 -15.73 -12.49 9.73 27.57 49.66 .OOCO .1721 .0444 .0146 C0146 .9955 .OCO .000 -.83&6 .3513 .3871 .6003 .T739 
85 -12.85 -12.41 12.40 21 .. S2.11..0000...2285..0375 .. 9338.. ,0338_ .920O_ .0000 .000C...3000 .. 30t.-.3571-5.242--.,3L 
.0274 .0000 .4702 .3644 .3395 .6231 .7656
 
0 95 -12.13 -10.53 1*,89 30.54 5.06 .0000 . 27Q9._-Q078_ C313.- .0313 .9932-..0000 ...0000 - .5367. .3399 ,.,3087-..6174-..7,3S

o 90 -1.8 -11.73 13.65 28.20 53.68 30UQ0 .2413 .0777 .C274 .9931 LDCC 
NcORR WCORR T01OT PO/PO EFF-ADEFF-p WD1I/Al l E'F - PX PO/PO
 
INLET 'NLET 'INLET INLET INLET INLET LBMI/SEC BWA ADJ. LOCAL
 
- .. _ T_ .- .RPH LM/CO 
55577 157.69 1.0402 1.1253 66.17F 86.43 '0;92 .00870 8E5.10 .9955 
--
TABLE 12.2 
BLADE ELEMENT AND OVERALL PERFORMANCE WITH STATOR HUB SLIT 
Rotor 	 SUCTION, 50 PE.RCENT OF DESIGN SPEED, POINTS 1-5 
D0IA- I IA-Z V-1 Vo2 Vm-I V0-_ __02 B -_ 	 -I -I-0_-__.-_U._.. aM- '.,_:Z_ _.V.2.v0 
O X ---SAN ' '-- T-S ''C--F-TS- C" T/SC FTtSEC FTSEC DEGREE EREE DEGREE DEREE FT/SEC FTI5C Fr/sEc FTSEC FTSEC FTSEC 
5 27-46T 19-TSS 270-4 560.6 270.4 413.5 .0 378,,5 q00 42.45 57.42 13.84 502-2. 4 25-5 -.2,-.103 2.--753. 
lO 4--''677fd._48 275S.4 535.8 275.,4 402.8 -. 0 353.3 .,00 41.,24 58-38 19-30 52 S,3 427,2Z -447.4 -141.,1 447.,4 494.'4 
is 19.467 21.047 275.8 509.1 279.'8 392.1 525O __' ,0 33.77 -59.32251 4,3.51r7,5 1q __7*_599 
30 .2231422,'544-8 -- -,5--28-§.-4- -G5.4 .,0--251,8---'00 35- 62"" 81,91" 358,,3 G12.7 469.,5 -540.,6 -294.,5 540.G6 556.,3 
so .25-'791 25.520 291,4 -Oo 19 .3.44.9 _e0_21 3,".27 _..98 .49.22 .S28.6 -624.€ -400 a-2 ­408. 7.9_.00 689.4 3 -6 24-8 -61 
70 2 -28._07 26T.0 330.,7 .0 179.s .00 28.,49 67.73 56,,52 757.9g 600.,1 -701.,4 -500,.5 701.,4 698C. 29.'55 "'287d- _376.3 
85 31.2 95 289 93 280.,3 359.7 280.,3 314.,0 .0 175.6 .013 _29.22 G3.71_600.3 .3_808 *3.-- 634 ,._-75 8.1_.5 !1. 0_.258.__2,& 
90 3 1. 883 3 00 YO3 27-=4-3 _4,,_2F8 TT 17 75 3.6 62.62 634.,3 -569.-1 742-0T 6_-- -. 0 1-70 .18 821.0 -772. 4 77Z,,4 
8 70,695 ~1..?1._767_31,_9_276;7__._.____,_~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 	 7 .--2-. ,...O _533.06_ - 65.35- 834-5. 637,6 .- 737-3 .nS.79-5-787.3-757.6-
INC5 INCH DEV TURN CAMBER OMEDA-B. .D-FAC. .. D. - .LS -PL$ -. ,p 2 .EF PEFA. F - - -. =2.. ~ --- R--2­
%SA OGR. 8.53E 23.47 ERE437TO82.00.28 137TAL PROFILE PC1 rOtAL TOTAL STATIC2E GRDE'E 

10 	 2.0 8 5 3 4 3 7 8 8 ,0 0 . 32 ._*0 _.0028--. 00 28 -1 .216 9.. 913 . 9S SI.. - ,= 7 4S. .. 24 qa _-_ . 500]_....57.8 --,'3. 26 
lO~~~~ -B 132 505 354oOO.34 ~- .9751 .9351 -4775 .,3836,,5 033a .0073 .01073 1,,?C4 S .95744 .2438 -'4820 
Is 2.91 12.62 37 . 7-.00,OO_.3585 _O 7Q-.OIOZOO 1907 -960797.,597.- -. 915 1- 3G_ . 50 32.8-
30 -I- 114- '0 3 -9 _0 8--2 3 -. 012 -C,.?- .00 V0 .5 05. .05 24 .0110 .,0110 I,,3E20 .9386 .9372 .8575 26O5 .3537 -. 5615 .4175 
50 5__.47. 8.05. ... 941.%5.77 .1968._OCC1 _.32591.461..0123 ..0123 1.1431 .,90Z4_ ,,03.,61.2625 _..3G24._E282_.4G85_ 
7 2 80 °1 ,8 8, ,00 270 .6)510 .0095 ,003 5 1 .12 60 .6B9E .8530 .'9631 zS536 -'3342 ,,6851 .5330 
8.57 	 34.15 n102 .25 5 32--. 385r­
85 6.36 7.62 6.13 9.38 7.53 .0OO0 . 2 924 05 _0l 53.1 .1127._. 814 3_.,2007/...,,.751 	 . ;=..08_.*1 	 _-25 29._3la8_.729_S 
90 C-.37 7-46 7-66 7.35 ,5 .00 35 .1251 ,C2lI .0211 1.31111 .7247 .,7201 G6926 .2520 .3005 .73S4 .5614 
95 6.,42 7. 34 S. 36 5.,27 7.31 .,0000 ,31MG .,1530 _.0240 ,Z0 .I.0 
IKL ET ZNE 0T INL ET INLET 
* 2
 
1.0454 1.,1455 89'.,48 89.760
 
Stator 
DIA-1 DIA-2 V-1 v-2 YM-I VM-2 V0-2 YO-2' B",B-1 _B . ._.9 .I _ .2_£0 " ,_V *-__U"J --- JZ 
%SPAN Yf-N --- Z -F -iS-fC'-flT 's FT/5EC FT/SEC FTI5EC FT-/SEC O "'RE--O G'RE--DECREE DECREE F7185C FT/SEC FTISEC FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/8Ec 
5 20,409 21.,489 551-1 557.1 463.5 556.1 355,,7 -3433 3L 35 .,54 15.4_0 ._q94 0.9__85 _---7 7-5a,9_45,,_ _3 _ 
10 ,'- T0-82"1 4-951 566.4q 532.,7 451.2Z 530.,8 342.3 -45.,0 37.,17 -4.86 20.2S 47,.39 481.3 784.1i -166 .6 -57 7. 1 508.'9 532.'0 
is .2l.5O9 22.432 542.3 514.2 438,7 521.7 380-0035,83 -5,59_ 25.13 49.23. 485,. 783.8_.- -593-4- 523-,0 '-543-4-O 0 

30 	 - .--- 7 ,2 -- 1-q73 233 -6.38 36.'67 53.43 514,,i -631-2 564-8 579.057.7 -°5.2 -32.01 785.5 -307.,1 
so _ 431 . . 57.'70 802.,4 _620.7-6$27.3­2g5.601 .25,_._ 48.8 _3 2.8 _428.5_217.0.._=51.,0 28,,90 ..._-5.79 45.72 -583,,1 -403.2.--678.Z 
70 27,,919 2-7.902 425.3 401.1 384.8 397.5 12.0 -53.3 25.18 -7.G4 52,.00 61.40 625.5 930.5 -452-9 -729.2 673.8 675,,5
 
900 2512.9 053 55. 36.5572 182,,4 -40.,3 26,.75 -.,44 56.28 a4.93 652.3 843.C -542.3 -763-6 724,-7 723,,3
 
95 _3j.t8 3_.23 9,77_33.334.7.4.__3.30.9__183.2. -40.2_ 27.,82 -- C.93- $7.85, 68.85. 652.S. a41.5 -552.,8 -774.a__---3G.2__-733.1
 
SPAN INCS I N CM OEV_ TURN. CAMSER .04EGA-B D-FfAC _OMEGA-8 LOSS- P L OSS-P__.P02 1 EFF-P EFF-AO EFF-P ,H.-I .- M--Z .. - I-- -
ECREE D5RE-EO G R -DEGREEDEGREE SHOCK TOTAL PROFILE PDT TOTAL TO TAL STATIC 
Is -4.3 	5 -1.46 58 2 .03 5 3 .87 0O['0 .2310 ,.0836 .0212 .0212 .5866 rl00 0000 .4190 .4973 -4745 .4309 .699010 . Y 

10 _-4.73 -1 .7 9 9-- . 48 _ 4. 42_ .S22.52_.0000_ 22 50.- .0640 
 0 167 . .0 17 	 . 9 05 .['DOC .0000- .4719 -.4767 - -- S81- .4347--.,5 4 . 
6 .975. S '38.38 50.,68 .0000 .2101 .'0220 GD061 .0O'J61 S5573 ,,00D0 .,0000 .8438 .4 297 .,418,8 .4631 .=6896-8.8-3,,$ 

so -7.55 -4.,86 _9.26_35.65 42.6L _.0000 -.22DS .. . 9978 ,,0000 .'0000.-,,8630 .,975. .3S40 .5065 - 7131L­23=006 5 ., 
90 -10.,69 "-7.45- 9.81 32.82 49.,8G .0000 .,2392 .,0257 .004 084Dq .9976 .00013 .0000 .9833 .377G . 3568 .,5617 ,,7399 . 
ss -__6.87-6.49_.1j2 _322.2.2..52.09 ,q _..026 7... 7 ,,O _.DO -',..369S5-.3 320-,..5812--. 7k.7L.000 .2.930_.D0771 .026 _.53. ;000 _.6 CZ 
-5,0-,2 50 ---3.8 EY53,,i7.0006 ,370b; OC048 .0229 .'0229 .95944 .,0000 .000O0 .G874 .'3s83 .3194 .5789 .7488 
9S -6.11 :-4.M _.16.75 __ .,7.5__sG,.5_._,0_.,356',7__z8 _,33.,35_ 1 .0000 . .,6286 __.,3475--..294a_.-,57594-.,,7445-









PMA AW . LOCAL 
5552., 91-BG 1.0453 2.1444 86_.,77a97.o04 ."71 .009*12 "85.82 .9966 
TABLE 12.3
 
BLADE ELEMENT AND OVERALL PERFORMANCE WITH STATOR HUB SLIT
 
Rotor SUCTION, 50 PERCENT OF DESIGN SPEED, POINTS 1-5
 
O%A.A OIA-2 V- 1 V-2 VM-1 VI-? VD-1 VD-2 8-1 8-2 8'-_8' -_ -' V2'... -Z Vt'i -. VD'"2--_.O ....'-UZ--­
%SPAN 11 FTISt FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC 
.0 . 491.2 -4Z2. t&._5 17.467 19.769 250.0 543.S 250.0 333.4 385.3 .00 145.1 59.4( _ 1.6? _ 3 94 _ _t9 1. 3-422..-4 7 
10 1.467 20.403 254.6 521.8 254.G 377.7 .0 360.0 .00 43.61 6O.33 19.53 5114.S 401.2 -447.1 -134.1 447.1 494.0
 
15 19.467 21.047 258.7 495.2 258.7 3565 _ _.D334..2...,00 .42._3 - 6.23 25,61 _537.6 q06.2 -471,3 -175.3- 471. 5..509-.a 
30 227,3 14 22'-964 Z66.4 434.1 266.4 331.3 .0 280.5 .00 40.24 63.74 39.69 602.3 431.1 -540.2 -275.4 543.2 555.9 
so 25..791 25520 268.._397? 258.6 317.2 .0 239.9 .00 37.0966.72 49.55 679.7 493.6 -824.4 -T7 7,9 624.4 ... 617.­
70 28.954 20.0? 263.9 367.3 283.9 3'4.7 .0 205.9 .00 34.04 69.36 57.22 749.0 563.5 -700.9 -4-7 3.e 700.9' 67?.7 
85 31.295 29.993 257.1 348.5 257.1 275.1 .0 213. 9 ,00_3788.72.25. 61.7E- 80.2. 581.4.-757.9--512.2 -57.&-7ZS.-­
90 3 " 255.4 335,7 255.4 7j83 .00 71.69 313.0 -771.8 771.8 741.5g3 256.0 .0 217.0 40.32 63.99 583.8 -524.5 
95 _32,,499 31.271 253.9 323. 2-53.9S 3 ._217.G . .00_- 42.26 32.11 66.05 - 826.7 59n.3 -736.3 -539.q 7 ,.8- 757.0-
INCS.%HNCN _DEV___-TURN_ CAMOER OMEGA=Q-_a-FA OMEGA-8 LOsS-P LOSS-P - POZ/ .EFF-P EFF-AD - EFF-P . M-1. - -- 2 - M.-I-.-.N±-Z­
%SPAN DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE SHOC ' TOTAL PROFILE POI TOTAL TOTAL STATIC
 
5 4.07 10.51 13.50 45.73 43.32a C7_=,0j1O20 .8 3.Z Ls101-- , °D1 .2-.,l 34 q.R.!i.---.5/-4­
to4.44 I0.75 13.45 40,31 43.53 .O00 .3894 -. 0044 -. 0010 -.0O10 1.2151 1.0028 1.0028 I.0CS0 -2309 -4642 .4724 .3559 
15 ;_.4.03 10.44 13.03 35.82 37.94 _ 3C0n0 .3297.0155 - .C034 .0034 1.2.19 .9877 .987 .3742 - .2344 .4402--.494--.°330.. 
30 9.94-24.05 24. OQ4598-9.86 .OIZ5 .0124 1.1735 .9361 .9345 .B991 .24C6 .3345 .5526 .3823.4216 .0601 
9.77 16.77 .,128- .9064 17..-.so 7.21 7.69 14 .. 0.0Rr7__*3309....S3..0127 1.1592 . 0a5 -.. 8730 .24 3523 - . S182-.. .37Z­
70 .90 9.68 6.72 12.14 9.16 .0004 *3392 C'634 .0116 .0115 1.1463 .830 .835E ,.8556 .2373 .3256 .6775 .,4988 
0002 ._0,1347_.0231 .7524 -.. -.. Z317-..3,7S__2164 512335 7.51 3.16 7.60 9t5 7.97 .368 ,0230 1.1377.7573 7To .. 
90 7.88 8.97 8.94 7.70 7.60 .0012 .3765 .1641 .0265 :0265 11325 .7057 .6999 .6593 .2300 .2957 .7308 .514295 .. _..sa~._l_ o._. _-.-_--.._.~~_ 9 ,qe~ .. 661ai.., - --- .3Boz ,DEA ,2O_.G ,6264,__,287T..,2395 -~7.0 S.82 10.06 6.06 7.32 .0002 .3836 .1 33 . 2-.02 81.IZp 679 .  Z4-08--Za8.74Z-5L4 '*8 _..7.4Z1...19't 
._T/34.P/_P0 _EFF - AD. FF-,P. 
INLET INLET INL E INLET 
2.0502 1.1653 89.02 89.2? 
Stator
 
DIA-I DIA-2 V-i V-2 VW-I YM-2 VO-1 VO-2__-1 -8-2 .B-1 $.2 2 • U' 
%SPAN 1 -1 FT /SEC FT/SED FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC DEGSEE DEG REE DEGDRE DEOREE F ISEC FT/SEC FT/SEC FTISEC FT/SEC FT/SEC 
5 20.409 21.439 568.S 506.0 428.9 505.6 37.1...?. 2Q 0 . 2 .2t.15*. .- ES.30-4 45.7.77 C.I-120.9--4D-4- 4157_2.2­
t0 22.O8 21-961 546.6 181.5 420.8 R.80.5 349.8 -31.3 39.64 .3.73 20.70 49.52 450.5 740.2 -159.0 -562.9 5086 531.6 
is 21.5a 22.432 521.,5464.3 407.5462,9325.4,.3 38.5u -4.45 _25.R2 -51.36- 453.4 . 741.5 -1g7.3 -579 .0-.522.S . 543.0. 
30 23.314 23.502 464.5 422.2 373.4 420.5 276.1 -38.0 36.47 -5.16 37.63 55.70 472.0 746.5 -288-3 -61E-6 564-4 578.6 
50 25.601 25.893 4318_ 387.9 3594G6 380.,329.0 -.37,.7 zs3so.-S 5.0..- 59.33-5.23.3 -763.6 -z30n.8 -6645-12.3 626,,.­
70 27. B18 27.902 40.Z 363.0 352.6 360.7 207.7 -'0.7 30.50 .6.44 52,85 63.27 584.2 801.9 -46S.7 -71s.2 673.q S75.5 
85 29.408 29.382 3S9.1 33 . 1$...-?4 6:s5 - 5G-33o068..OOOt. 493. S-..7 35. 4 7- 1 .S.3-7-.?llr­336.8 .--- -- 1331S---.0....55 G .­
90 - 91 23.856 390.8 323.5 321.3 323.1 22Z.4 -16.2 34.70 -2.8 57.37 66.38 SS9 806.5 -501.8 -739o0 724.2 72Z.8 
95 30 .382 30.2_9.333.7__305,2 311.6 3. 8223.' , . 2 . 5.Q-2. _.5 67.84.. 53.1 - 808.2 -511.6---7485 -'55-33.4-
INS -INC- DEV _TURN CAMBER.OMEGA-D.PFAC OMEOAhr-.. LOSS:P LOSS-P- P02/ .EFF-P.EFF-AD EFF-P - M-1 ---- 2. ­%SPAN DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE SHOOK TOTAL PROFILE P0I TITAL TOTAL STATIC 
5 -1.37 1.55 14.11 43.32 55.S0 00( .278 4..94 023&t.fl._907 .OOC*9 0 O 3_,..5Di.9 ... 22......-.SS2.­
10 -1.95 .98 11471 43.37 53.87 .0090 .2933 .1116 .0234 .Oi3 *9333 OCUO .0000 .604S .4798 *.4273 04031 S5G8 
IS -1.79 1.16 10.62 43.05 5Z.60 .0000 7.280 .__.0890.0232 .0232 -. 987T .CO0- .0000 .63B4. .4580 _-. q4118 .,404?-.SS?t_
30 -6.3 3 .38 100 41.63 60.63 .0000 .2709 .0348 .0097 .0.97 ,9962 .0OO .0000 .8554 .4099so10 1,4 -37233 .1 9.0 - 0..5C
0 -3.23-i10 0.4;7 _.-17 9.60 - .00r .2970 _.n2o8 .0127 .0127 - .5960 - tco .. OOOO ... 8252 . ,3816 -.3435-G91--,eaS­
70 -5.27 -2.03 11.01 36.93 49.86 .000O .3140 .0272 .0020 .0090 .9976 .0000 .0000 *9003 .3623 .3213 .5215 .7098 
- 85 .74 1.24 15.57 3?26 52,0A 0000 .368G_5_0628 -. 1219 021. ,994Sz__.lO0CQOSO0 7. 32 _t297l....2l3._..I1ZL 
- 90 2.94 2.64 18.66 37.56 53.74 .0000 .38S2 .0700 .0248 .0248 .9945 00OQ .0000 .7687 .3444 .2a48 .5264 .7D99 
-- 9_5 1.80 3.37 20.83 38.S5 56.05 .0000 .4237 .7168.,30864_.0332._.0.23E.71 _ 
NCORR WCORR_ TO/T(Q Po po EFF-AO EFF-P. IJ1/A-- W EF1 - AD PO/PO -

IL-EI-jLT INL NLET -- INLET INLE" LB M/SEC OTOAL AN LOCAL
 
RPM EJ8M/SEc .S.. S OFT 




BLADE ELEMENT AND OVERALL PERFORMANCE WITH STATOR HUB SLIT
 
Rotor SUCTION, 50 PERCENT OF DESIGN SPEED, POINTS 1-5 
GIA-1 DXA-Z , v-i V-2 VM-I VM-2 7O-1 VO-2- 5-..___.ff'-___ fl't..B.rZ..--tI_--U - U 2­
%SPAN IN IN FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC2 FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SECS 17.4G7 19.769 238.2 538.0 2..38 365 *90 393,4 .00 4.9655L !.. A13A.17485.. 376-9 -23.5_- 59-423.-S_-47.3­
to 18.487 ZO.4o 242. S 517.7 242.8 363.0 .0 369.0 .00 456 61.55 159.09 509.2 384 5 -447,7 -125.8 447.7 494.8 
15 19.467 21.047 246.5 493.0- 246.5 352.3 .03_4.29_ .O 44.38 .42 25.1453.5 
296.3 .00 43.09 64.87 39.38 597.5 410.4-54 1.0 -260.5 541.0 55 .8 
so 25-791 25*520 255.0 335.7 255,029_, *._ 259,0 ,O 40,87 50.20 675.3 -468. -825. 3 .355.8.-.5.3-15.7­
30 4 50 .22" s--f25"-r-i 
J_ 67.81 1 
10 a8.954 28.076-249.6 373.9 243.6 289.5 .0 235.1 .00 39.17 70.42 56.38 745.1 530.8 -732.0 -444.6 702.0 680.7 
.jOO 45.44 72.27 62.33 796.6 S 5...75 3 .7.-574.6._-At.1.Z... 




254.5 .00 46.93 72.68 54.00 809.7 543.1 -773.0 - 335. 77.3.0 742.6 
32.295 29.393 242.6 354.5 242.6 243.8 .0 252 4
.... G4.7 0 - 3.03. r787.9-- 3.5 77 "9--7 5L­35-!2.4-9- - ------ 5".--3.B-----2.- , ,9 - - 65,5--Z3.6-551.495 33.62 ILg S. 39. 22,6, 254. t--- S - ---- 7--
INCDS INCM DEV TURN CAMBE_ OMEGA8-.-fACSM.QAt8 LOSS-P.tOsS-P- POZ? .- EFF-P-EFFA EFF-P- M -­
%SPAN DERE.'--GREE DEGR-EE-DEREE DEGREE SHOCK TOTAL PROFILE POI TOTAL TOTAL STATIC 
5 5.31 11.74 13.01 47.47 48.82 .0001 .4133 -. 0243 ­tO 5-C5 11-95 13.01 42,46* 3,53 .000 0.4201 -. 0209 -. 0045 .. 0046 1.2239 1.0134 1.0138 1.0304 '2200 p4600 '4679 .3417 
15 6.02 11.51 2. 54.__37.28 37.52 .0004 .4293.- .0013.-.0003_.0004 1.2121 1 Co0 1.0008 1.0 012 .2Z34 .4377..405-.3463. 
30 7.14 11.00 3.63 25.49 24.11 .0011 .4487 .0583 .0123 .0120 1.1853 *9,10 .D400 .9 C-3 * 220 .384b .5432 .3634 
50 8.32 1988 7,97 14.71 .0791_.015._,.0151.1.17t. . -5.. ,22g2... 3 4 95--.51S1--.-.1AI­17.L .0016 4231. . ,8935 .865OL. 
30010 .0174 1.162470 8.971 074 5.39 13.54 9.17 .3930 .0951 .0176 .8545 .8511 .8111 -2241 -3300 .6748 .4585 
85 8.93 10.17 _8.21 9.93 8.00 .0005 _.4395_.7 13 . qa,11.1.545-.-7163 -.- 71DL.. .658L-28't..5.1 S.--42flS. 
90 8-88 9.96 8-.87 8.68 7.61 .O05 .4426 .2U34 .0329 .0326 1.1525 .6884 .6817 G305 .2169 .3059 -7276 .4767 
95 8.8_ 9,799.97 7.21_ A7.3-.O_ 07,4j.9J._18k ozn3...-_,331..i. .. ..-- s5 -. 00a0.--21s7 -. 227-, 7335-,AS34 
TO/TO P0/P 0EFFA E F-.p_

INLET INLET INLET INLET
 
I ­




01 A-1 DIA-Z V-i V-2 VM-1 YM-2 vO-i VO-2 n-i 3.2 8' . 2 '- ' -2 _ U' - -U 
SEGREE FT/SEC FTISEC FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC F/SEC%SPAN -LrF-i-fN -F - FT/sEtT-F"EC FT/SEC FT/SEC DEGREE DEGREE "1COREE 
5 20.403 21.485 559.3 476,9 409,4 476,1 381.1 -26.0 42.95 .3.13 15.. 48.96 424.9 72 5. 2 __113-8 -SA_7_-0L-4S..8._.SZL0._ 
I0 2 -- 1. 538.2 452.8 403.0 451.2 357.7 -37.5 41.58 -.76 20.61 51-63 430.8 727.0 -151.G -570,0 509,3 532.4 
Is 21.589 22:432 515-3 435,9390,.8 _5 .0 335,9_-.! ,_..40,67 .. 5.4 . 25.6. 53.43_434.2.728,5 -i;7,6..r58 ,..523..__54,9­
30 23. 314'23.902 459.6 394.0 355,1 391,9 291.7 -41.1 39,40 .6.00 37.56 57.73 448.5 734.1 -273 °5 -620-6. 55S2 579.5 
so 25.601 25.893 425.4 361.4 338.1 359.2 258.1 ,-d1.2 37.36 -63._46.57 61.72 .495.9 -758.5.7362.6 .668*0--520*7-621.L 
70 '-278d-27.302 409-8-42,3 333,4-339,7-238.3 -42.3 35.56 .7.09 52.55 64.70 549.0 755.0 -436.1 -718 7 674-4 676.5 
L20829.3 82 398.9 318.3 304.5 317.4 257.6 -.24 1 40 2. -4-4.34. 56.23._ 6 G6..547. 8.- .. So .0-.25 . 4-7 36.5 ,.71 j30...1 - L 
90 293142 5 395.9 310.1 297.9 309.7 260.8 -15.7 41.20 .2.89 57,.32 67.23 551.8 801.8 -464.5 -7395 725.3 723.9 
. ­95 30.382. 293 390. 298.5 290.0 298.3 262.0 -12.8.42.10 .-Z.Zq-5 8,57. E8.24- 5552.-804.G. 474 -- 747.3.J.36.S-73-q4 4 
IN-CS INCH DEV T URN CAMBER oMEGA-f D-FAC OHEGA..H LOS.P LOs S-P POll LFF-P EFF-A EFF-P .. .. ".-­- 1__1-1 H-2_ 7.-,.-2 
%SPAN DEGREE --GGPk"---6'-REE DEGREEf-DEGRfE- SHOCK .. "TOTAL PROFILE' PO7 TOTAL' TOTAL STATIC5 .55 3.4a 13.27 46.05 55.90 .0000 .3243 _.1037 -. .a ,5 5--9 . AZ27-,4 4Z... 372..... S.oz5 *C30........0001_ .9 21 fl l  
10 -., 2.81 10.68 46434 53.87 .0000. 3935 .1261 .0318 .0318 .9318 .0000 .090 .6561 .4722 .4006 .3858 *6432 
15 .34 3.28 9.65 46.09 52.60 .L'OO0 .3425 .2097 .0233 .0283 .95 q . .COCO .0000. .6673 _4524 ._,3555._*3861_G-.442­
30 .. 90- 3.50---B22 -45.93 50,57-. 0000"--.3440 .0617- .0172 .0172 .9433 . 00 .OO.G .7958 *,4052 .3480 -40D9 .6495 
50 .62 3.75 9.56 43.74 49.61 .D0 .3642 .0528 .0161.. .018G .9351. COLG -..000a.- .3221-:--759 -.-319---....4415---6852.­
70 - 1 3.12-- 35 -if2,65 -493 . 0CO--' 913 .4 9 .014 .0148 .9511 .C,0o0 .0000 .8575 *38Z3 .3C17 -4866 .7006 
85 7.48 9.13 15,62 44.58 52.11 .0001 .4491 0597 .0243 -.. 0243 __ 9943- 8100.35.2 Z7%82...8.7.--7 3L0 0..O090 -;0----4 - 3.77 --.0081 - G50 .0649 .C301 .0301 .9932 coO 0000 .7847 .3483 .2717 .4858 .702395 8.27 974 2122 44.96 56.06 .0001 4902 .1052-.-3790---37.P D0ano-- .0--0557----343Z5--2891 7C.4
 
NCORR ICORR TO/To POIPO EFF-Ac EFF-. WC1/ Al .I 2FF -A PO/PO
 
-INUET-INVET--NET-IL"ETL -N LET -i-LtT L5x/SEC WT0TAL ADT. LOCAL
 
RPM LBN/SEC -OPT O.F3
t T .01205 

-5'----o: 1.0550 1.1699 3.49. 83.88 1,0.4 -9.2
 
TABLE 12.5 
BLADE ELEMENT AND OVERALL PERFORMANCE WITH STATOR HUB SLIT' 










01A-1 DIA-2 V-1 V-2 VH-1 
rw-I-w-'--Cn-/TS-rrF -
17.467 19.769 224.2 532.4 224.2 
28.4G7 2010 M -.4 50. 228.4 
19.467 21.047 232.0 435.3 232.0 
-22;31'22:-6--'236.w-432---233 -.­
25.791 25.520 233.9 390.4 23B.9 
.28.954 2.075 233.1 371.4 233.1 
31.255 29.993 '226.6 365.6 226.6 
r 30:3 d-2"-7r65--2253 -












V0-2 2-1 8-2 . ' 1. '-2- V--1 . V'-t. VO- - VO'-2.- U-1 - U-2-­
sEC DEGREE")EGREE DEOREE DEGREE F I/EC FT/SEC FT/SEC FTISEC FT/SEC FT SEC 
399.0 .00 43,54 62.04 12.634 7" .1- 361 .z42 2. .. 4-..l . J 
375.2 .00 4.43 12,918.92 501.5 364.6 -446.5 -118.2 446.5 493.4 
353.1 --. 00 46.67 63.76 25.07. 524.8 368.5 -470.7 ",l5S.6 A70.7..5D8. S. 
308.0 .00 45.56 66.14 39.14 589.9 390.8 -539.5 -246.6 535.5 555.2 
273.6__ .00 44.50 . 69.04 50.92 667.8 . 442.3 -523.6 -343.4. 623.6 617.0. 
265.3 .00 45.60 71.56 57.84 737.9 488.5 -730.1 -413.5 7CO.1 678,8 
283.5 _ .00 50.84-- 73.31 62.40 7890._ql$,.'L-z756T...41.7.56i....725.Z_ 
235.1 .00 51.35 73.70 63.40 803.1 509.4 -770.9 -455.4 770.9 742.6 
284.7 0 52.66_.,09 .65.25 817,._ 519.1- 75..471.ZflS....15S.L_ 
%SPAN 
5 
INGS INCM BEV TURN CAMBER OMESA-BD-AC_..l<jEGA-8 LOSS-p LOS S-P -POZ I- EFF.-p, EFF -AD EFF P...H- .MNr2 
DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE SHOCK TOTAL PROFILE P01 TCTAL TOTAL STATIC 











7.01 13.30 12.85 
7.36 12.91 12.44 
8.43 12.27 9.39 
-. 57_12.11 8.71 
10.13 11.89 7.37 
9.98 11.23 8.25 
95.90 10.99 .25 
_9.8 10.81_ 2.2 
43.99 43.53 
38.69__37,89. 














.4540 -.*0123 -. 0027 -.0029 1.2757 1.0075 1.0077 1.0155 .2071 .4522 .4616 .3236 
.4559 .0112 ..0024 .0021 1.2148. .9919 - .931- .9837- .2102--.4354..-.4842--3268­
.4804 .0647 .0135 .0130 1.1923 .9396 .9379 .9043 .2151 3j21 .5432 *.3457 
4618 _ .0956 .0191 .0385 3.3767 B68C9 .8779 .8365 .-2143 -3445-6033- 3-324­
.4576 .1 40 .0263 .0253 2.1710 .8024 .7977 .7465 .ioE1 .3268 -881 .4298 
.49362_.2166 363 .361..17 11-.7f5 9.6E91.-°.37.37--.Z0-4 32n0t..3al,-2.- 4' r 
.4942 .2264 .0374 .0372 1.1722 .5918 .6846 .6225 .2028 .3197 .7205 .4459 
-. 4 -3 .?376 ... 0374....0372.:.1705- .6722 6&53. 6660a- .2015 3133-. 73Za--,4 5 a 
TO/_OTPOP.PO EFF-AO -Ef.F P 
INLET INL ETI INLET INLET 












OaA-I DIA-2 V-1 V-2 V7-1 VH-2 VO-1 V0-2 8-1 8-2 - 8,-1 B'-2 V.-I V'-2 VO-1 VC0-2 , U-1 -...- Z--
IN... - FTISEC FT/SEC-FI/SEC -FTISEC FTISEC FT/SEC DEGREE DEGREE OEGREE CEGPEE FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC FTISEC 
20.409 21.489 550.5 4481.4 392.1 447.8 33835 -23.4 44.59- .3.00 15.26 50.49 406.5 703.9 -70 - '.0.433.5.Sl1_.
-21-.3-*-3.63 -35., q3.59 4.76 2. 53.34 408.6 705.7 -144.2 -566.0 507.2 531.0 
21.589 22.432 504.7 406.6 369.3 404.9 343.9 -37.4 42.36 -5.29 25.74 55*E7 410.6 707.3 -1780 -379o 522.D .5142z.L_ 
23.314 23.302' 454.4- 368.3 337.9 366.5 303.8 "-36.3 41.94 -5.G6 37.52 59.17 426.7 T15 .4 -25S.9 -614.3 563.7 577.9 
25-601 25.893 416.6 335.4 314.9 333.4 272.8 -35.9 40.50 -8.15 47.68 63.25 468.2 741.3 -346.2 -662. - 619.0 _26.... 
27.818 27.802 - 403.4--316.i 301 ." 314.1 267.8 -35.3 41.60 -6.51 53.29 5.15 504.9 776.8 -104.7 -7 10.5 S726 674,6 
29.408 29.382 4V)4.4 301.0 282.4 300.4 283.5 -19.2 45.71 -3.65 56.18 67.62 507.4 783.0 -421.6 -729.6 -711._10°.. 
-2SJ4 *29. 8G-064'-- 9.-'232.3--93.9 292.4 -13.8-- 46.01 '-2.65 56.77 67.85 515.1 794.1 -435.9 -735.7 723.3 721.9 
30. 382 30.213__ 402.7__292.0 -276.2 _Z91.8 _253.1 -12.5 46,70 -2.4S 57.97 88.61 520.8 800.0 r442j.5 r44.9 734.6.._732.4.. 
ICS INCH BEV TURN CAMBER OMEGA-8 -FA OPEGA-B LOss-P LOSS-P PCzf EFF-P EFF-AD EFFiP . s-i H-2 -- x'--- *-2. 




















































.0000 .f761 0 
.0003 .8346 
a37.. 35s9..514.-...6Z15 
.4616 .3731 .3649 .6228 
.4430 ,.3506S *3645 - 239 
.4003 .3245 .3801 .6304 


























































*2774 .44S4 .SIS 
.,2629 .. 4%59- .aEL" 













EFF-AD EFF-P WC1/Al 
INLET INLET LBS/SEC
I - SOFT -... 













BLADE-ELEMENT AND OVERALL PERFORMANCE WITHOUT
 




BLADE ELEMENT AND OVERALL PERFORMANCE WITHOUT STATOR HUB
 
SLIT SUCTION, 100 PERCENT OF DESIGN SPEED, POINTS 1-3
 
Rotor 
%SPAN IN IN FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC fT/SEC FT/SEc PT/SEC DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE FT/SEC PT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SLC FT/SEC FT/SEC
 
5 11.g6' lY.16Y 60b~., lug,.' bu~ 112.t .0 lb.0 .uu 4bb I'.zz 7,.. U 4097
 
10 18.67 200408 622.S 982.3 622.5. 708.9 ,. 
6 80o0 .00 '23.80 55.10 23.35 1088.1 712.5 -892.4 -306.2 892.4 986.2
 
is pT,_7rr 	 .F47 2 35-b792 ;3-.9407.8--373:l--940. 8--~ ~~~77r 1-fi94;-s9-f9 ol; F­
30 22.314 22.964 665,2 866.3 665,2., 667,0 .0 552.7 .0 39.65 S8,32 39,84 1267.1 869.2.1078.3 -557.o 1078.3 I109.8 
so 2SSo 678.r--- Bo--6T 2;9 * --'4.S5-j 18.9 -986,0-12q6.4 -750.41246.. 
70 28.954 28.076 663.0 71.4 663.0 583,7 .0 qoq0,9 00 34,7q 64.63 68,95 158.6 1116,9-1399.2 -951.9 1399.2 1366.8 
85 31.298 6 .681.7 2196 397,5 .1.u Jb.Uv7ThU2 4w2T -1Y9rTSTZ74-T4r 
O37o8RI 4576785-1 	 1233.3' 
29.993 71.0 .0 8 1 00 
90 31.883 30.630 635.7 651.6 635.7 506.9 .0 409.1 .00 38.93 67.68 64,68 1666,6 118.3-15qo.8-1071.2 Is9O,8 1480.2 95 -21 	 - 12,7--00 --- 1167.3-1571.5-1098.5 -1570.5-15112
 
P -P- -EF F-P i .... --...-- .-­
.1 NC7__TI'W--- EV----TURN-- CAMD ER -DMEGA---F'AU--HEG AAB- :G5S-P -LOSS-P-- 2/-EFr EF r-AD ---- I-Z H H2­
%SPAN DEGREE DEGREE DEbREE DEGRLE DEGREE SHOCK 	 TOTAL -PROFILE pOI TOTAL TOTAL STATIC
 7 ­
1. a 58 1 3- 6--1 -969 5S -6 ,. r -T TW--36-7r3- . U.04 ,010b . U I920-3T O--O , 	 8965 
.01q 19218 .9572 .9b32 .9334 .5798 8545 1.0205 .6719
 
-.86 5.50 17.29 31.75 43,5 .0139 .44I1 .0629 .0133 	
- *9q S 2 ; S9 30 - 8 2 4 1 -6 8 7 5 "10 1;--	 -" q 3 - .- 6 79 -- O I 0o "- 8 8 5 r 9 q9 7 901 - ;3-79273 - - 1 .0 67 9--




10 3.23 5.O - 7.94 6.18 9,13 .1077 .3657 .1116 .0197 DOO4 1.6137 .8N21 .8309 .8938 .6142 ."0BI 
85 3.68 '4.91 8.12 7--98 ,1313 ,02 ,00 --	 1638 .1797 Z­
,6999 .6808 .7131 ,b806 .S01 1,5436 - 1.0006 ­2.90 7.61 .13865 ,3775 .2070 .0326 .0108 1.52 	 -; 586 -- 7612r-I;665 ; 99 b95 q.84 * ----.- 35r 0T]"-17'50-46"'rrr 	 Y9290 3.78n Rl,78 ~9.5I-IT -*--- j-.-fq "8--.-7 --.	 "98---8s 95 

TO/ /7e FR'A tPF--r 
INLET INLET INLET INLET
 
5 S 




DIA.1 1A2 	 v. sn vm.z VO-9 B"-. nr-C2-0 ---- V - -- Utl'r'I V V-1 - VU-I u V 

%SPAN IN IN FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEc FT/SEC FT/SEC
 
S .1720,0 1083.8 024.Y. 1015.8 03.1 -6.3 50Y­21.989 	 1021.6 .lOy'l 40.4 In.Y5 
0 66D.26 6 -131.3 38,88 23.44 - 892.5 1561.8 35.0-1192.5 1015.2 6'	 , .7.42 - 99,78 -. 10 1.3,10 22.008 21.961 1051.7 1017.0 818.6, 1008,9 	
-fl093. 3"'2 0 4.tUIs -2-i -T--22"wi3-j - -2-r- 0;- 6 7--99ff -G 27 .- i- S 3 7. r 8 ;84-27 ;2C1 1733 - ';- l'86r-4'" I6517- 1237."89 0 
30 23,3Iq 23.902 9b0,3 932.6 778,7. 926.9 8911,9 -170.2 3q. 9A -10,.2 36.77 66.32 972.4 161.6 ..582.1-l32S.3 t126.7 iISsal 
O 26.601 26.893 897,7 872.2 757.4 A46 41-36.6 32' 81 h'f~~TCoo 63 .,b7ss;3.l386.9'1237.2I125-17r 
70 27.818 27.902 830.2 778.2 722.2 769.3 409,2 -146,3 29.53 .10,08 52.29 62.91 1181.8 1678,9 -935,3-1494,7 1344.3 I348.q 
8S 2Y.408 29.382 716.1 906,7 -Y.I 	 r--,M23- .7 1.2 7 .8 '.0 2"9,b7 V I I1 6969 124r lnr-.8-1 Si f1-2-41tZI4 1419.1 
66.07 1237.8 1705i7-1027.6-i1546,8 194.6 1412.890 29.914 29.8b6 806,6 726. 689.8 718.9 418.0 -10q.0 31.22 -8.22 66.13 
32.8q'---8.77- 57.2-6&:3q12r3.9 1741.2_109q.2_1569.9 1468;2-1463;?­
--6;8 6;-,i 2;2"696;O-647;r2 k7. -- 2'cO *--66.o_95 	 2
 
...
- -- - HR- -*---2 	 EF "EFwAD-EPF-p -- -2------ i-- -
TOTAL PROFILE pol TOTAL TOTAL STATIC
%SPAN DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE SHOCK 	 9 6
 
*Yzs"--m5r-s 	 -DY--TU---Omuv-xo;lTfoo' .9SU-tT7--"&-qn .7 G6S - 1 1 9Uc-T'wZ;USr 	 Du-- bo7 . o 02 9063 .9227 .8895 .7866 1.3660
" 
.2221 1646 .0417 .0409 .93o1 .OuOD .0000 -.	 7 8 - .6 ­
.16 	 63.85 .0031 17 I-"610 -2.47 8.01 46.30 3- -- Zq22--.0339 -;0325--.9479--;C000--;000O"; .4625 ",'8959-'.6767-is --- 2 8T -- "8 - 6 6 2 '0 ' 0 
,D024 .2283 .1088 .0300 .0294 .9605 .00UO .0000-1.3361 .8281 .812 .8520 1,4040
30 -3.61 -. 51 4,70 46.48 60.66 
-'.000 -L74961 	 1-01777758--;9335750­8-723791-7101 8"'743-;03o3--;9663Y-,D00
50 	 -6 - ' 

70 -6.22 .2.98 6.60 40.37 99.88 0001 .28q2 ' .1327 .0432 .0432 .9612 .0000 .0000 .0958 .7184 ,6711 1.0289 1.1479 
38.67 52.11 .322A , 5 -- 9 61'3036 .Ooflo .Oo5ff-- ,t. 1 1 uVO71-SS',­35 -3.06 -2.61 10,84 	 .0000 .2620 9b3 
.0984 .0489 ,96 3 .0000 .0000 .3844 ,6938 .6179 1:0620 1.4507
 90 -. 70 .,98 13.35 39.45 53,81 .0000 .3296 .1377 	 9 7
 S 905 - 16 I-7T"-wi"ql;6--c;6 "-006 x T3 - O492 92--9& "-'00 -- O - 33r- 6673-5887-I;0530f-1;99
orf FC/AT 

INLET INLET INLET INLET INLET INLET LBN/SEC LOCAL
 
RPH LBH/SEC 1 5 S,95
 
8 00C~R WCORRCTh0TT PF0_FFT3CADFTPF__ 	 77­
11075 182,6 1i.19q3 	 1.624 78.31 79.80 41.21 .9566 
TABLE 13.2
 
BLADE ELEMENT AND OVERALL PERFORMANCE WITHOUT STATOR HUB
 
- Rotor SLIT SUCTION, 100 PERCENT OF DESIGN SPEED, POINTS 1-3 
V - - - - ­
-DTA'- --f--VV V-i Vi . -Z VU- vu-z u-i r--T r--t7 fl-----V- t tUV.v 

%SIPAN IN IN FT/SEC. FT/SEC FT/SEC .FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEc FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC r­
5 17,q67 19.769 5S5.8 O00.9 5bl.8. 663.0 U0 I61.I .11 "l.9*u-...t '4l' 1.4y IU36.1.1 y,'42S7w-9--1w-zi.o 

1O 18 .q67 20.08 609.9 976,3 609.9. 664.0 *0 715.7 .Do N7.14 55.65 22.18 1081.0 717,4 -892.5 -270,7 892.5 986.4
 IS Q 9t-62~ - 3 o 677r----O--6;79 -S6;492-8;8 -|l24-72'P-94V. .39, -940,9 "Q017;? 
30 22.314 22.964 650.5 844,7 650,5 583.3 .0 61.0 .00 46,33 58.89 40.54 12s9.5 767.6.1a78.5 -498,9 1078,. 1109.9
 
- ---61923S-Q66-87664768-;;--83;4.----S.O-
.9 3 '28 T'27"-672.2-124&.5 -650.0 1246.5 -1233W4­50 
S6.35 1645.1 1001.1-I399.q -833.5 1399,4 3357.0
70 28.954 28.076 6S4.8 762,0 654.8 553.8 .0 Z3,4 .00 43.38 64.91 
 6--R.0"6-t9 7 ;T -llf --920 - tS '
 uTu .Tuu Nb.1 0 1 77U2 T 1. - -t 3 
90 31.883 30.630 630.3 718,0 630.3 '472.6 .O 540,1 0O 48.84 67.75 63.32 1664,9 1052.6-1I54.U -940.3 1541.0 1480.q 
95 - 9672 9 - 2 2 3 - o 3 - - 5 - 2 6 "07-0 67 7 1
 
85 31 .2 v b 2 9.99 3 6 3S '7 3.rTz 

- a1ER" nD- - SS-P-L S -Pt-- E - -EF A "EFF-p -H-k-----H --- -- 2-A- AC- REGA
-T TEV-- TUR
%SPAN rN- -
DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE SHOCK TOTAL PROFILE PDI TOTAL TOTAL STATIC 




30 1.03 4,99 10.76 16:35 24.11 .oqI2 .S232 .0790 .0162 .0076 1.9017 .9322 .9260 .9211 .6056 .7205 1.1607 .6617
 
50 1 -8835--- ;6176--.6967,.312 -. 737-7'
 
70 3.qq 5.25 5.84 8.56 9.35 .1079 04699 .1203 .0226 .0022 1.862o .8650 .8528 .8597 .6072 .6409 1.4363 .8420
 
- 8- . - - - "













­i--r r-------2--4I---v;- VO -- VO-' -VOD2"-Ul-trbT--T- - ---. - W -- -B;.8W1~- -8~7Z-- -] r-8t-y-V-l-
%SPAN IN IN FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE Fl/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/EC Fr/SEC FT/SEC 
5 9U4Ul0 91.48Y IUbb.V' 4t~S.196.b 'at~t $17.1 - 7 2t..,ti h uS'&S~ 206+62986e-" to 21.008 21.961 1023.3 770.3 751.6. 764.4 694.% -93.7 '2.73 . .01 23.12 56,5 817.5 1385,4 -320.9-IISS.2 JOtS.4 1061.4 
15722.47 M.8- T 1-f257l-3S.-6643 ~q -- --.7-.00-; . D '-184-.96382S-.9 1 . "10%2J50 23.31 23.902 --1]9 J 8.qS-27-'0-j 8.271926 85-77----6-821 I -52q.9-124.3- *1. 3 914.-16- 
 
30 23,314 23.902 906.3 706.4 677.5 701.2 601.9 -86.0 41.62, -7o0 '37.76 60.54 857,1 1426.6 524,9-i41.3 1126.8 1155.2
 
3 2
s;-58--T2z--.--6---7o-- 2--052 .6-1237; 3
'70 27.818 27.902 852.8 664.3 669.9 658.9 528:2 .8q.8 38.27 -7,34 60,61 65.30 1O55. 1577.6 .816.3-1433.3 134q.5'1348.5 
8S 2Y.400 29.382 8487I1 .3- Y.Z2 -b0.4 14.9 .35 
so 12CfC -i25;3-9- 8 5-- - 93S--4 9=7; 59--9qS;r-I49 2.S ;65S.9-1 1 125T5­
Z-'W2 bJ8,y fl4-T-J!te1-tU~sl~~ts7nis41ll-nr 
90 29.91q 29.856 838.2 612.7 629.9 611.9 552.9 -30.7 41.28 -2.86 54.80 67.4 1092.8 1595.7 -892.9-1473.7 144S.8 1443.0 
-
95 "3"0.382-l-48.293-448256'-i7.6-607"5--76.9--IG8 -.-'q3.-'42.6t-"&q'.29-6;26-69.O5-193.9"1613.9 9DD;6-1507.1 14680-1R64il
 
--tNCS---TNn- EV--TURN---CAHBER-OHEGK- D-'.FA " 01EGA B-t:OSS'0'UOSSP-p0 2/ -EFF-P EFFAD--EFFP ---H-I---- 2 ---- '---t4'-2­
%oSPAN DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE SHOCK TOTAL PROFILE POl TOTAL TOTAL STATIC
 
5 4-Z.Ut .up ,c,24s SkS;--urr-z-- 1?I. 4 * .- 4-.6---on-r7*7--.-VtS-I--0000. 00 --- ."39
'~ 6l 4 r *R 
1o -. q6 q.39 8.42 49.75 53.96 .0097 '4OS .1800 .0456 .0431 .9274 .0000 .0000 .685q .8828 .6493 .7115 1.1677
 
Is -0'I3.-'!;8-';s -- o.7-*52.4-3--0I O-;qqjz---;qSz"'o376;O 3q7--;94 3 '*.0000- .0O00'.72SO--;8472" ;6288--.7127--di82­
6.19 48.61 .0169 .076 .0000 .8371 9 1.197430 3.19 8,22 50.66 0'316 .0213 .0166 .9747 .0000 - ,7788 S933 .738350aSO.~ 3-i"--'9 .-I''"o--;N---9.6c -- d(2S8--; ]27t--;6q'-OI8"--0IorO--;98O-;O000"-000O- 8636 -7627"-S% 6- ;882B--.2473­
70 2.57 5.81 10.13 45.61 49.90 .0182 *qS89 .06q4 .0212 .0152 .9810 .0000 .0000 .8615 .7239 .5534 .8998 1.3141 
85 71 7,7 335 403 s;r ir n * ogyrfr7 & 7D W76r H fr7TSZS2fl -.f5Tl3rW­
90 9.31 9.17 18.72 '24.1 53.01 .0251 .S167 .1138 .OqO4 .0315 .9681 .0000 .0000 .7828 .7015 .5020 .9149 1.3072 
INLET INLLT INLET INLET INLET INCET LBII/SEC LOCAL 
RPM LEN/SEC 3 s SQFl
 




BLADE ELEMENT AND OVERALL PERFORMANCE WITHOUT STATOR HUB
 
SLIT SUCTION, 100 PERCENT OF DESIGN SPEED, POINTS 1-3
 
Rotor " - - - ­
-





V.Z VI-I VR.2 VU-I VD-4 u-- ----
%IA-1IDIA-Z V1 FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC .FT/5EC DEGREE DEGREE DE9 REEDE8 QEE FT/sEC FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC%SPAN DIN IN FT/SEC FT/SEC 
6 8 I ' - I' - * 
-I- - -
.00 -- I 57.42 689 - -1060.3, ..893.S -222 893.5 t987.4 ­.0 745.2 49:4 20.81 681.7 94 9 OtI,467 2o.4o8 570.0 980.5 370.8 637.1 826&. 107 *6& - . t- 9 I$-- '3 0;t­10 7-" --- 8f2;7mTr-79 7 rO 00 9Z D515 "-i9;N3f72i70"r 2 .7T 9357; 
.0' 647.0 .O 51,24 60.69 41.77 1231.1 696.9-1079.7 -464.1 1079.7 1111.1
30 22,31q 22.964 605.8 829.8 605,8 S19.6 9 

.608.6-247.9-23*Aft
56 wS7 wz&2 .-. '9r-i7..t3I8-809.2-12477
50 -- r 25w0l;-r 

Sij., *0 594,5 .00 D4930 66.52 56.16 1527,3 '919.6.1400.9 -764.0 IqoO.9 1368,b70 28.95q 28.076 608.1 78q.1 608.2 
31.883 30.630 586.9 782.2 586,9 853.1 .0 .637.2 .00 4,.60 69.17 61.80 1650.6 958.9-1542.7 -844.8 
1542.7' 1482.0 
90 
55--69.67"-6q."Bs-167T.0-'962.1-1572.5 -870.7 1572.5 I513.08
95 -3 
DEREE DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE DEbREE SHOCK TOTAL PROFILE Pot TOTAL TOTAL STATIC
%SPAN 

9 1.01969 9  .5280 ,8444

-.0093 2,1186 1.0116 1.0128 .9865 .5871
 14.7q 36,61 43.54 .0192 .5269 ..0237 -.0051 0-; 2 -- 394'-jD03ZY"'1 0331-,G01­10 1.94 7.B I;-137--3;?7 23rS-- 5--00S?--00I j-";0038-2.064-9986---i9
Is --n;7S-7w6-I-1 

18.92 2q.15 .0451 .5800 .1068 .021b .0122 1.9 53 .9157 .9073 .8997 .5609 .7024 I2.152 .5899
30 2.82 6.79 I2.U4 8683 -;5694- -6867 -. 2082'--.6755-SO - q - Z7 T- ;7 5f476-2 q;- -- 0 tSfD--7293--0258 -;096 963 7-8B4 58726 -. 
.1112 .5276 .1sql .0290 .0081 1.9810 .8414 .8319 .8324 6615 .6523 1.4085 .7649
 70 5.01 6.86 5.67 10.36 9.17 - - 1" T 05- 1 - 7 ­' 4 .6t T 909IS -75f----- - T SUnr.f--. rP l 5 f4t a 5.29 ---6.56 5,22 '-0"----77, l" 
-
G 
7.36 .1423 .6587 .2621 .Dqo .0195 2.0085 .7525 .7270 .7306 .5RI .6380 15165 .7830 90 3.35 6.45 6.62 7.37 
qT 0 2q59-r02f98 86---77 23 3-'6954--i Z'-;5371--.6183-1.508--F78 1-2709S fu T---- 7 8-4Y--- 71-- --
-T-T0---7 r0-En"pr-rr-Er P-
INLET INLET INLET INLET
 
I S 





%SPA -I. -2-'-1-V"'- VW- V flFVO- -2 6-A 1-z 8-T2---1 2Y¢I . 2-¢;-vos-IV' "-2- 1 -­l-. 
%SPAN ,IN IN FT/SEC FT/SEC FT FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC DEGREEDEGREE DEGREE DEGREE FT/SEc.FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC 




-2-1 sa7,l-22---4 S2--..3b. 64M-3 I;4. .e .2041--.6Z- D8-7--q ST$27---6k-33-27 l1-61.01--71 .6-t 36S.2 -.3t8.q- 1 94. It -1 q4  1IDOS ' 
23.31q.23.902 876.0 619.0 602.1 613.6 637,2 -81R.4 6,67 .7,SS 39.23 63.63 776.1 1381.6 490.8-1237.9 1128.0 I126.5 
... *SOT--; 6797--S79;r9wl; -866T3- q-.39r-;5-9;- q9S-99 S. 9-;45764-68 9 6'086 
8 l- " --.0D6"3.8. 1312.BV 1238.7 -1252.a­
'70 27 818 27.902 859.4 627.8 614.7 623.7 600.6 -72.0 44,34 .6.58 5Oq6 66.31 966.2 1652,8 -7q5.3.1422.0 1346,0,130.0 
85 i4U, Z29 UU4 6m. 6607918- 16d.b-W-b.eT 
90 
95 
2.914 29.856 881.9 622.8 592.2 621.4 653.2 -40.1 47.81 -3.68 S3.Z9 67.29 990.7 1609.5 -794.1-48N'.7 2447.4 2444.6 
30.38 j.3;29U3-70.9--601. 567.2-"0.5"­ 6 -.- - O- 49.3--3.8---Sq.97 8;26- 988-8062l; I .809;3-1505'7 1470.0 "1165.7 
TOTAL STATIC
%SI'AN . DEGREE DEGREE DE4REE DEGREE DEGREE SHOCK TOTAL PROFILE POl TOTAL 
10 4.24 7.17 8,06 52.51 53.87 .0182 *5j97 .2266 .O674 .0528 .9108 .0000 .0000 .6692 .8694 .3734 .6653 I.1Iu9
 
Is -- 4;D9'7gS ;S9-":I3;61 2l-; -52I-;92 - 97 -- 0441--,9291 --;000 --.O000 -7028-.8347--.6579 66111,1362
 
.0000 .8195 .7472 5130 .6605 1.1450 
-- 6--27 119 6A 5.8-t; 0~ ;O7i7.02;I 967k-;IODfl0ObD 28,6 -.6291-.7311-1.2035 






.9A$7 .0000 .0000 .7926 .7210 .5146 8090 1.2726
70 0,66 11.89 10.92 30.92 149.93 .0599 .5296 .1173 D386 .0289 - * - 8 6- ' 9 9
- 5 ­
0 UUO . 9773q -.1i a Tt85 1-. 13T.03 1ps.8 ' 5--- b2'71 ."5 WF-7T,I/W3 o6uu U*4 Vf 27 "--7 
.9459 .0000 .0000 .6977 .7283 .5013 .8183 1.295q53.87 .0843 .5735 .1821 .0646 ,0347 -7 -67 7 1S 9 4 -- . 2vI - 29a90 I1.53 15,50 17,95 51.9 03 8U- .942 9- --0 D0 00D 749.S 16 9 .-- -r -- -*6-6 70v 97- - 99Z6 l97S- --D7rr- --
INLET INLET INLET INLET INLET INLET L8/SEc LOCAL 
RPM LBM/SEt 3 a "94F-T 
1*0*60173.09 1.2557 1.9078 79.16 80.96 38.90 .9532 
TABLE 14.1
 
BLADE ELEMENT AND OVERALL PERFORMANCE WITHOUT STATOR HUB
 
Rotor SLIT SUCTION, 70 PERCENT OF DESIGN SPEED, POINTS 1-3 
00 -tiA '-" 6iTrr-'--v;T---'. VWF-V--V-.--VT2- 8'..5'-r B'-2 V'-l.VO'- U-1 U­
%SPAN IN IN . FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC
 6 2 2 3 
5 '746 Y.1Y IB -91'm-T5S')"a.1 , o-t 1 i-bM w9 13- G-72 375- o6Ao-5i9 v -- ?-t --- 5 9-22 -k-rA 55.91 19.32 756.O 621.7 .626.1 -206.6 .626.1 69 1.9
10 18.467 20.qt08 423,7 763.3 923.7' 589.3 .0 NO8.3 .00 39,.7 
15 - 967- 1t7-lt131 -- ----725. -431;o--S72; -Z- ;---1O-q'5;S----OO--37. 87-56.85 "-25:6- 7883- 637,.9 -. 660;0 .268;1" 66o.--73.6­
59.q8 3i.2S 8780.2 '687.6 .756b -925,7 756.5 778.6 30 2311 22.9641 445,8 6q4,8 41b.8 539.6 .0 35,.9 .00 33 17 0.--28,8 '--62.6?-- 48.33-- 9e'43 - 777.4--8714.4 -680.8- 879.4 -86b.2 
.0 25.15 65.62 55.63 It77,7 072.6 -9G1 16 -720.3 901.6 S96.9
so 536'0'289.5 -2--7;0"2552u--i18"589.6 153.8'" 
70 28 9541 28 076 4q4.7 643.9 994.7 4Y2,2 .0 231.5 
N27.3 .0 227.2 .00 28.06 68.3t 62.24 i163.3 917.0-1081.0 -811.2 1081.0 1038.6 90 3l03 3U.630 429,9 183., 4291.9 

,27. .... 00 -30.77-68.8-3-65.36 iI83.t8-9l6.7-1,tI.8-S33.O-II.8-lU60.295 -3214.9"931.271-'427.5 "qq4.7- 427.S-38;2----.-

- - 2
 2 - L 
--- RCS -".t l--oev--TuRN--CAMBER -OEGA--D-F-A-O0SGA-T-LOSS5'rLOSS-P 0 / --EFF-P EFF-AD --EF-p--M-4 .. " -...H -. -
TOTAL PROFILE ptl TOTAL TOTAL STATIC %SPAN DEGRE DEGREE DECREE DEGREE DEGRLE SHOCK 3
~ 17Tt .9943r70 
.0126 1.4309.3 
-t- - r-l2rrwrr--13 -O;tr~bUr 
:9571 .9549 .8994 *3874 *6708 .6972 .5 
t ­ -,DI t,3S 13.25 36:59 q3:54 .000 .3289 .0,78 .0125 
.9365 .8766 .391I .6439 .7283 ,S6i9
.0008 .3381 .0720 uJ57 olSS 3.37b) .9393 
l q9 -0887..'". .9169 "9l58 -,8126" 7-" 714 ;8106 ".60'r
141 &.13 12.7 31,79 38.04 

30 - 1--"' 23 --24.'2-.tO26 "_3269 146 ; 1040"T:3123'' so 4,! S.7.1 604 1 .3' 11.66 *to'48 .2979 .06 t40 .iD t0 .0 20 1.2691 .8980 .896 .8622 .'1112 .5220 903l .6882 
7.95 .0053 ,2681 .1065 ,0195 .0185 1.2096 ,7672 .7609 .7282 .3942 ,.9555 I.036 .8j12 
-- -7. 9 --' 6 --282 ---l-s0 -'.0259 ;0z49" 1,1q73- .6711'- ,6633 6 44S ,3910 *42 3 1o5666--.8060­
85 q,4q .11.69 5.42 8.20 

90 --- -9 

*1906 .0299 .0287 I,0%3 ,5804 .s5i 5792 .38a7 .3895 1.0726 .829 95 q.58 S 50 9.37 3.44 7.32 ,0076 .2952 

TO/TO po/po Err-AD EFr-P 
3.08GR i.2608 -87.22 17.66 
Stator
 
-- ------ -VZ2- ......2-T-- " ;" ------ v--- vO-" -'-2U-- - --J-2 
%SPAN IN IN 9 9 
D-Th DIA-2 vrVD-

FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC 
S a.,ulp*c ,u ,. uS'4;-7-.' -j.- . S', -9u.t 37,.37 -. fl---- flnu-91.9-8----A-9-6-a-- rI----|7-77--9-6.----6 Tn+-- -Tr 
833.4 669.2 827,14 4706 -82.1 35,10 .5.60 19.85. ',914 711,9 1169,0 .241.7 -825 6 7I2,.2 714.6to 21.008 21,96 818.3 8 6 76 5 
Is -21,589-2'4a2-783,'?" -810.3 -656-8047'16.3.7----9. 9433, --. ,7U21 S14 16,73 -718 9 1179.3--.2y8.3 ".65q,9 - 731.9-- 0'; " 
7 1i72.6 .9429 -913.8 7790. 81).1430 23.314 23.902 711.4 741.9 620.7 734,7 347.5 -103.4 29,2q .-).01 35.9 51.2o 762 
'----- I 8-5,21-838T5 r-s .5-:s84.4'-T.978, 8- -868to-877--" so --'-,CT"75;89- 661;56867-601 .0. -679--283-;5 : l tq-
233,7 -95 2 21.65 .8.61 50,30 58.90 922,0 1216.0 .709q-1091|l 943, 946:070 27 818 27,902 633.3 63S,3 G6G86 628.1 
as -zflr6 -7m2---i-r 503 qr nt,--o---rs -",--- r Z-9 t4-9---9-6t;--12 Z-r-7 6-7-erjD- 0 ---- 99-7 -- 6-t 
569.7 656. 563.9 232.6 -79.1 22.70 -7,18 69,55 62.57 959,6 122140 .781*6-|U86,3 10142 1012.2
90 29,914 29.856 603.1 

56.38 -69.q0 956.5 1230.4 -796,q-1 109.6 1030i|-30270o
.O293-S788537.9-529.5 -531.5- 233.7 -- 82.5 -23.82 '-8.84-95 -. O38Z-
- n- E T RN A ER-0-E ArBr-FAr-OHE.Ar LOSS-x"---'-EF - -'EFF A---E r *-' -f-' -
DEGHEE BEREEOER E G A TOTAL TOTAL STATE
DE EE E, ' G pO1 FpRDFILTOTAL TT%SAN DEGI4 0 8R ERCCNE P 
-*7 2.- U*--- -C'IOV-SS; 8 -r--utI z6--r62 1 - --- k.n-- to2--0 9*&t . , "4"-6'---'o e67-9-5---6-2357--7-ro45 
" 
IO -6g;"'.38 J)-9;--D0~D0-S3.S--jDoT- C-153r1-l' 192"'029tD"";O?,lO;965-;OOOU---OoO3.OT7-;Z6--76D-637 -|TO9c­
is -6.93 .3.99 8.27 90.28 b2.47 .0030 .31400 .o71s .0186 .0186 .9800 .0000 .0000 1.7103 .6977 .7271 .6q34 .0538 
30 -- 375-50.67--o0- -. ol--- -"0Oo 000 1.9.31-6;391 
6 46-T6t)49-1.060'tl39---14-S01I5 Di 3.2993"-;6324 -;6 
5) 1i,50 .8.45 7.b9 33.70 49.59 .0000 .1434 .0269 .0112 .0112 .9922 .0000 .0000 3.3296 .59u8 .63140 .7522 1.065S
 
tT87--3
70 -- $-z-5-S- zsrn-o--- i-'-v C7---aooo-zt -U 92--. U -- 9 5--UUU 00tITS9 7-i56 5t9h 27t- 8 7 9 ­3 3  

.4 .0433 .9763 .0000 .Oco .06459 *6528 S2q2 .8565 z.o8
85 .10.85 .10.43 12.12 2,9.41 52.10 o0000 .2272 .1252 
90 "--r -- ]3-I'I70D6-03 81-53;76--. )OoC--;237rt--"199-.030)7 "- ;038t-;98DS--;O0O'--f ;0.O Pl -5335-.5033 -A53| 4--V;0832
"[ ;14-" 

95 -l).06 .8.50 14.84 32.67 56.06 .00)0 .2678 .11.9 .ot41o .0410 .981 .0000 .0000 .2339 .510 145 *8163 1.0853 
i NCORR WCORR TO/TO po/Pt EFF-AD EFFP CI/AI _p,/pO 




--'7i7 /--'a 3 , ob1-i-f.z67-' a.46 ;6r-;30.60'"' -. 9; 7­
TABLE 14.2 
BLADE ELEMENT AND OVERALL PERFORMANCE WITHOUT STATOR HUB 
SLIT SUCTION, 70 PERCENT OF DESIGN SPEED, POINTS 1-3Rotor 
DIA--6'-: , V 1 V1q*- VA-- VO-1 V0 8-1T, 8-2 0',-1 B,-2 U'--V 1-2" VO'' V6;-4 -2U-I U-2
 
%SP'AN IN IN Fl/SEC FiSEC FT/SEC FTISEC FTISEC FT/SEC DECREE DEOREE.OEGREE DEGREE FT/SEC F.T/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC FTiSC-.­
5 17.467 19.769 379.7 755.5 379.7 624.1 .0 544 .2 .00 46.08 57.27 13.35 702.2 S38.7 -590.7 -124.4 590.7 G68.6 
10 18.467 20.408 386.9 726.8 3865.9 526.2 . 0 . 501.3_ . 00 _43.60 58.22 19.74 734.7. 559.5 .- 624.6 :18,9._ 624.6.. 6...2­
15 19.467 21.047 393.5 690.8 393.5 510.0 .0 465.8 .00 42.39 59.14 25.72 767.0 567.2 -658.4 -246.0 658.4 711.8 
30 22.314 22.964 N06.1 613.9 406.1 468.2 .0 397.0 .00 40.29 61.70 39.C 857.0 __03.9...794.. -379.+_TT.4.I....7..L 
50 2 10.8--5241.8-443.8- .0-333.6 .00 37.34 6'78 -257925-5964.2 687.2 -872.3 -524.5 803. 149. 4 872.3 
'70 28.954 28.076 405.1 528.4 405.1 433.5 .0 302.1 .00 34.87 67.52 56.16 IC59.8 779.3 -979.2 -64 7.4 .979.2 . 949.5. 
85 31.295 29.993 - 395.1* 524.9 395.1 412.3 .0 308.4 -.00 36.79 69.53 59.71 1129.8 817.6-1058.4 -70G.0 1058.4 1014.4 
90 31.883 30.630 392.3 491,9 392.3 378.6 .... .0 318.4 .00 40.10 70.01 62.19 1147.5 811.5-1078.3 -717.8 1078.3-1 035.5 
95 I 32.499 31.271 389.9 473.6 389.9 346.9 .0 322.2 .00 42.90 70.47 64.74 1166.2 813.3-1099.1 -735.4 1099.1 1057.6 
INC5 INCH 0EV TURN CAMBER 04EGA-B 0-FAC OREGA- 8 LOSS-P LOS S-P P02/ 6FF-P EFF-AD EFF-P M-I H2 M -1 I'- 2 
%SPAN DEGREE CGREE DECREE DEGREE DEGREE SHOCK 4 . OTAL PROFILE PO1 TOTAL TO TAL STATIC 
5 1.92 8.35 13.19 43.91 48.82 .0011 .4137 .0146 .0031 .0029 1.4567 .99)5 .9900 .97394 . 3455 .0662 .6428 .4765 
10 2.30 8.65 13.67 38.47 43.54 .0028 .4034. -.0081 -.0018 -.0O22 1.4481 1.0046 1.0048 1.01 C4. .3530 .6425 .676L ..4945
 
is 2.70 -8.40 -13. 2f 33.42 38.02" .0026 .;4121 .0120 .0026 0U2 1.-41 95 .9911 .3896 .9821 .3588 .6C97 .7078 .500G
 
30 3.91 7.83 9.25 22.70 24.12 .0056 .4230 .0590 .0124 .0112 1.3042 .94C2 .9375 .9128.367_95.7596,30p
 
50 -- 14.65"-00A 393C-D705 .01"39"0122 1.3296--9077- .9039 ".8825 .3728 .4a93 .8812 .6-24
 
70 .6.03 7.85 5.65 11.36 9.16 .0030 .3595 .0751 .0143 .0128 1,3121 .8812 .8765 .8564 . 3674 .4625 .9634 C320 
85 6.18"'7.43 - 5.S" 9.81" 7.93"-.0079 7.3730--1309 .0239 .0225 1.3036 .7914 .7834 .7555 .3589 .4494 1.0209 .7120 90 6.20 7.28 7.03 7.82 7.58 .0085 .3931 .1777 .0306 .0291,1.2901 .7230 .7128 .6881 .3560 -429 2 I.O95_.7338_
95 6.25 "'7.17 B.74 5.73 7.31 .0103 .4045 .Z100 .0337 .0320 1.277) .6729 .6614 .6444 .35 37 .409 1.0551 .7031
 
T -ro po'--T'- CFr Ob-FF-P- .. .
 
INLET INLET INLET INLET
 
1.1001 1.3474 88.87 89.33
 
Stator 
Of-,-1A-V--' -2 VM-I VN-2 VO-'1 V-2 B-1 8-2 - '2 V-I Y 2 VO'-I VOG-2 U'I U-2
 
%SPAN IN IN FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC FTISEC FT1SEC DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE F.T/SEC FTS C FT/SEC FT/SEC F_/SEC. FT.SEC­
708.6 527.17 -28.6 41.64 -2.31 15.38 46.83 615.0 1035.7 -16 3.1 -755.4 690.2 726.85 21.409 21-419---793.3 709.2 592.9 
10 21.008 21.961 765.2 685.4 591.1 682.3 486.0 -63.6 39.42 .5.34 20.79 49.75,_ 632.6 1056.5 -224.5 -06.4 .. 5. 74.7.
 638.4 1065.7 -276.5 -838.1 730.2. 758.7453.6 -7.9.4 '38.28 -6.89 25.68 51.8715 1 21.589 22.4'32-732.i--662.7"574.6--657.9" 
534.3 603.8 391.0 -72.7 36.19 -6.87 36.63 55.57 668 .11068.2. -39Z.5 -881.1 768, _SaAL. 30 23.314 23.902 662.1 608.2 
so C2SG6i T5-93-14-562.-513.2 557.1-337.4 -74.1-33.32-2.57-45.2 59.60-736.7 1101.2 -52a.4 -949.8 865.8 875.7 30.76 757 51.13. 62.46 816.6 1143.5 -6 35.9-1013.9 -_940.0.. 943.71.70 27. 818 27.902 596.1 533.3 512.2 528 .6 304 .9 -70.2 64.10 47.9 1156.4 -679.9-1040.2 994.6 993.7 29.40B 29.382 596.4 507,2 506.6 505.U 314.7 -46.5 31.85 - .z5 53.31 
489.4 484.8 488.5 326.3 -27.7 33.95 -3.23 54.73. 64.79 39.6 1146.7 -685.4-1037.5 1011.7.1009.7. 90 1 29.914 29.856 584.5 

-28.2 35.41 -3.48 56.19 66.17 837.9 1150.9 -696.1-1052.7 1027.5 1024.5 572.1 465,9 466.2 465.0 331.4
98 30.382 30.293 

INCS---IN E-V -- TURN H 55 0-"EOr-B'6-FAC I0A-9 L - P LOS's-P---O / EFF -P "6FFAO" EFF P - 1 4-2 " ' - 1 '-2­
%SPAN OFOREE DEGREE DEGREE DEREE DEGREE SHOCK TOTAL PROFILE P01 TOTAL TOTAL STATIC
 
.0000 .4233 .7024 .6240 .5462 .9113

.2762 .1374 .0341 .0341 .9612 POC0 

-.67 2.25 14.08 43.95 55.88 .0000
5 
.000 .0000 .4617 6751 .6035 .56Z3 .9302
.0000 .2844 .1297 .0330 .0533 .9655

-1.99 .95 10.09 44.76 3.85
10 
.0000 .0000 .5312 .6462 .5833 .5666 .9379
.00 .2825 .1015 .0264 .0264 .9749
is -2.17 .78 ' 8.10 45.17 52.49 8 2 4 - - 5 - - 5 -­
30 -2.30 .70 8.35 43.06 50.67 Q0000.2764 .0470 .0131 .0131 .9903 000 0 , 75 33 5 
3'8
-. D0000 ---.53 .3 .. e?. ... 
.9050 .0000 .0000 .8596 .5401 .4929 .626 .8657
5.s .000-.289 .0277-.0084 .008 
so '1o44 30-
 0125 --.9335. ..0000 .0000 .8304 .524Z .4663 ..7218_1.O -U 38.33 49.88 .0000 .3137 .0380 0125 ..
70 -4.96 -1.72 9.89 
.9945 .0003 .6792 .5216 .4413 .7424 1.0361
 85 -. 07-14.69 37;'10d 52.07 .0000 .3613 .0909 .0317 .0317 .000 
90 - 2.06 1.83 18.34 37.18 53.79 .0000 .3,781 .0933 .0331 .0331.9648 .00O0 .0000 - .6995..5097. 4241 s7325....9939 
95 1.57' - 3.08 -20. 20 - 38.89 -.5G.06 .0000 .4126 .1130 .0407 .0407 .9324' .0000 .0000 .6879 .4979 *4026 .7299 .99"S
 
-k-Crbw9-QrOdR TT PrOEFF-AD 6FF- W~ilAl PO/PO
LOCAL
INLET INLET INLET INL ET INLET INLET LB M/SEC 

k'PH"LBMtSEC----- ... I " SOFT
 
.9868
7751. 125.21 1.1001 1.3292 84.65 85.26 28.Z6. 
TABLE 14.3 
BLADE ELEMENT AND OVERALL PERFORMANCE WITHOUT STATOR HUB 
Rotor SLIT SUCTION, 70 PERCENT OF DESIGN SPEED, POINTS 1-3 
BI-1. '--2 V--2 Va'-2 VO' -2 U-1 U-2 0 D0KrAr--r-r-I-i V-v v V F1 18-2 VOf-2 '-2 
%SPAN IN IN FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE..FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC F-T.EC-­
5 17.467-19.765- 345.0" 745.3"-345 .0 469.4 . 562.1 48.6 12.33 501.0 -531.2 -107.0- 0 .00 59.73 684.5 591.2 869.1 
I0 18.467 20.408 351.7 719.3 351.7 489.7 - .0 .. 526.8 .00. 47.08 60.83 18.50 717.2 _516.,-25.I -164.0.. G25.1 -. 690.6. 
15 19.467 21.047 357.7 G84.9 357.7 474.9 .0 "493. .00 46.10 61.50 24.72 749.8 523.9 -658.9 -218.8 65S.9 712.4 
940.6 54955 -755.3 3 44 7-55,3 777.30 22.314 22.964 368.8 608.3 368.8 '427.5 .0 432.7 .00 45.34 63.96 38.32 

50 --25-7- -- 5752r 371-552'-371;"-397.4 
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